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Great Expectations 

Chopping down the cheery tree for love, money, and eternity. Here we are, at the very 

dawn of the millennium, and by the dumb luck of circumstance we are faced with nothing less 

than the most absurd trial in IKS* history—one that reminds us the central myth of American culture is built on a lie. 

Parson (as in church leader) Weems, 

writing in the 1800s, had a publishing 

problem, 1 le bad a project of singular op¬ 

portunity; George Washington. The pio¬ 

neers were dearly ripe tor a best-seller, 

wanting to believe the best about the fa¬ 

ther of their country. But the Parson had 

one problem: No dramatic 

myth in the story as he found it; 

no killer cover line. What to 

do? What thoughtful people 

have always done—he winged 

it. I le told a lie and published it 

as truth, and then watched die 

money flow in. Which it did. 

Okay, so the story 

about chopping down the cher¬ 

ry tree is made up. 'George nev¬ 

er said, 1 cannot tel! a lie/" you 

say; ant! Georges dad never ha¬ 

rassed him about what he did 

with a new metal object. And 

since G.W. didn't say it in the 

first place, he never repented. 

Fast-forward a quarter of a 

millennium: Oliver Scone, big- 

time JFK biographer, gets his 

movie panned bv the son-in-heir 

of Americas reigning fragment 

of Gameloc. Though the movie 

aspired to a modem form of po- 

I it Seal documentary, ir was ’not 

entertainment," according to 

Junior, True enough, according 

to the box office receipts. 

So imagine our amusement—forget¬ 

ting fora moment the entertainment val¬ 

ue—when the magazine George showed 

up at a newsstand near us. Don’t think 

that we didn’t suspect the founder JFK 

(no longer "Jr") was truthful in telling us 

that the magazine is to politics as Rolling 

Stom is to music. Or even that it was sup¬ 

ported by the publishing company 

Hachette, as in “hatchet." What really 

caught our attention was the glimpse, the 

transcendent truth, as revealed by George 

Wallace. Dammit, another George com¬ 

ing unwashed about his feelings about the 

tolo mf people. "But I’m not a bigot/" ex¬ 

plains the man who stood in the doorway 

of desegregation, "l just thought every¬ 

body wanted it this way!" 

They lied amd got rewarded 

for it, plain and simple. Which is why 

Simpson's attorneys filed papers at the U.S. 

Patent and Trademark Office to protect 

the nameO.J./ which may now 

have to be written as O J/vr, 

"We can expect a line of OJ. 

clothing, including gloves and 

shoes," said Melvin Simcnsky, a 

trademark attorney. 

The juice can expect to 

make millions in the venture. So 

JFK, with his nt-w 

taglined "not jusi politics as usu¬ 

al™.” No matter that OJ. mur¬ 

dered two people and stood up 

and lied about it. Never mind 

that junior has compromised his 

assets, and derived power from, an 

involuntary satire of the serious 

family business of politics. Or 

that JFK put a siutty Cindy 

Crawford on the cover as GW 

A hoax is a hoax, like a rose is a 

rose, or a cherry is a cherry-. 

It’s clear there is only glory 

and solvency (though the juice 

may lx- squeezed briefly after the 

trial) by the enduring fame of 

chopping down (real or imagined) 

trees, wives, or political dynasties. 

Fabrication, whether masquerad¬ 

ing as biography, due process, or bogus 

magazines, bis identically prosperous con¬ 

sequences, Why should anyone be sur¬ 

prised? As the author of Tlx Waste Lttnd put 

it, "in our beginning is our end/ —OX. 

(y SPY >. | j V E>I BEK DE* EMBER I '■>'■); 
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Mole wannabe and ace reporter for the Village V$tce Jennifer Gonnerman { 'Leave the 

Gun, Take the Cannolis/' Nakiid City* p, 15] was first introduced to the life of or¬ 

ganized crime while working at a pizza joint frequented by mobster?! and 

Nebraskan tourists. Born in a relatively mob-free suburb of Boston, she was living 

in the Midwest trying to be a professional dancer 

when she realized she could make more money sell¬ 

ing pizza and beer. When not tracking the ignoble 

careers of local politicians and fmi-Neu’tiw in 

Congress * tionnerman works at her softball throw¬ 

ing arm, Italian accent, and two-cheek kisses. 

In the tradition of Abbic Hoffman, freelance jour¬ 

neyman Lance “Witty" Gould [ "License to 

Overkill," Naked City, p. 25] worked his way up 

from a sandwich man at Brandeis University to 

working for the United Nations s 1992 Conference 

on the Environment in Brazil. A frequent SPY contributor, Gould notes rhat he has 

"arrived"—his success heralded, no doubt, by pre-approval for a Ringo Starr 

"Limited Edition" Discover Card. Though he glad¬ 

ly exposes the avarice of celebrity-endorsed prod¬ 

ucts, Gould dreams of a woman scented by “E.au de 

Gab riel a Sabatini" perfume. 

This is the only photo that journalistic hit-man 

Stuart Goldman would allow us to print, other than 

his charming arrest shot that kicks off his "Spy vs. 

Spies" on p. 32, Goldman, who has frequently 

made use of disguises since his run-in with the 

tab in ids, says he's given up investigative reporting 

for the more lucrative (and slightly less hazardous) 

field of writing horror nove ls lor young adults. 

Intended for a ' young audience,1' his books admittedly contain a lot of sex and vi¬ 

olence. Some of the books have demons,” he says, "so I keep them in the garage," 

Dangerously ambitious SPY Associate Editor Michael Applebaum bit, clawed, and 

scratched his way from editorial intern to the number two edit spot in the space of 

one year. Now he has taken on a column, "Review of Reviewers” on p. "J0t and we've 

even seen him fiddhng with the art department's Power Macs. There’s no telling 

what he is plotting or what he is capable of doing 

Once he puts his fiendish mind to it, Watch your 

back, Mauro—Applebaum scorning, and he doesn't 

cake prisoners....Oh, hey, Michael, ub, wbats up? 

just writing die of contributors' page here. Loved 

your column, babe. 

Renegade ad man Tony Vanaria {“Grabbing the 

Bull by the Thingyf’ Naked ClTY, p. 20], and his 

dog, Augie, abandoned the cheery environs of Lever 

Brothers to embark on the rugged life of a freelance 

writer. Three years later, he found himself subsist¬ 

ing on rice and fish heads, witnessing animal sacri¬ 

fices, and living aboard a 42-year-old freighter 

while working on a low-budget act ion-adventure film in the Philippine Sea. 

Currendy he is braving the wilderness of New Jersey and attempting to write a 

book about his oceanic experience. 
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Letters to Spy 

From the SPY 
Mailroom 

Well, well, well—it's cer- 

tainly nice to know that loyalty 

counts for something these clays. Look, 

we just work in the mailroom. We 

don’t get to go out to those expen¬ 

sive corporate lunches, the ones 

where all the editors fly in from the 

far corners of the globe and sit 

around that big oak table i n f hie 

Algonquin thinking of all the funny, 

clever material they're going to put 

in the next issue of SPY, Occasion¬ 

ally, maybe, we get a free burrito if 

we have to work really late—but we 

never, ever get to think up stuff like 

cover ideas. Get it? 

Boy, talk about a love/hate 

thing! Some of you were downright 

gushing about our latest political, 

um, spoof; others took it upon 

yourselves to look up our credit rat¬ 

ings and ruin our chances for a New 

York Mers offioinl Gold Mastercard. 

"It is just this irreverent attitude. F + 

that will continue to bring the 

United States down, writes 

Dorothy Levey of Los Angeles. 

Really! Because we know some peo¬ 

ple here who would really get off on 

that kind of power. 

"You owe Mrs. Clinton and the 

American public an apology," chas¬ 

tises Sharon Sparta of Minneapolis, 

who (eek!) cc$ her sentiments not 

only to the White House, but to 

the St. Paul Pioneer Press, the 

Minnesota Womens Press, and Air, No 

wonder the editors have been walk¬ 

ing around here looking like they're 

waiting for the ax to drop! 

And what must those people at 

Air, be thinking about us? First 

Janice Decker forwards them her 

letter praising our August ‘right-on 

feminist" cover story (see "Letters," 

last issue), then they get Ms. 

lam commits 
Thank you for that hot cover shot of 

Hillary {Whoput the “m? in Rodham?) 

Clinton. 1 speak for lesbians everywhere when 

1 say you’ve precisely captured the image of 

HRC that we all dream of. Well, maybe not 

all lesbians—just half of us. The bottom half. 

Nancy Ford 

Houston, Texas 

As a work of fiction, your article "How 

to Win Friends and Influence 

Politicians" makes for a sensational and in¬ 

teresting read. However, as a factual piece of 

investigative reporting, the article is about as 

accurate as the fake photo of Hillary that ap¬ 

pears on the cover. 

I do nor write to defend the actions of 

Hillary Rodham Clinton or Jim Blair in 

1978 and ’79. I don’t know enough about 

what they did to do so. I do know what Don 

Tyson arid Tyson Pcxids dud not do. and I wash 

to point out: a number of falsehoods contained 

in the article which totally undercut the ba¬ 

sic premise of the story. The following are un¬ 

equivocal, established facts; 

* Neither Don Tyson nor Tyson Foods 

has ever traded a cattle futures contract with 

Refeoor any other commodities trading com¬ 

pany. Therefore, it would have been impossi¬ 

ble for the mirrored trades that you imply 

Tyson used to give Mrs. Clinton $100,000. 

* Neither Don Tyson nor any of the se¬ 

nior management even knew that Hillary had 

traded cattle futures in 1978 and '79 until 

this was reported by the Neur York Times in 

the spring of 1994. 

* At the time of this activity, Jim Blair 

was a private practicing attorney with many 

clients, of which Tyson Foods was one—and 

not even his biggest. 

* The statement chat Tyson Foods re¬ 

ceived $9 million in loans from the state of 

Arkansas at about the time of Mrs, Clintons 

investments is an absolute falsehood. Tyson 

Foods has never received any loans from the 

state. The fact are that, during 1985-1995, 

seven or mote years after the commodities 

reading (that Tyson had nothing to do with 

anyway) occurred, Tyson Foods received a 

combined $9 million or more in "tax incen¬ 

tives” from the state, in return for investing 

capital and creating 4,000 jobs in Arkansas. 

• The legal truck-weight limit was 

raised to 80,000 pounds in 1983 in order ro 

bring Arkansas in line with the other states in 

the Union. It was supported by the entire 

business community and was done only after 

federal law mandated the change. 

We do not want to spend our life quar¬ 

reling with the press, but we think that we 

are entitled to a reasonable degree of honesty 

and integrity. This story, in regard to Tyson 

Foods, is absolutely untrue. The innuendos 

and implications you so cutely phrase ate ab¬ 

solutely unjustified. There is no foundation 

for them and there is no evidence to support 

them. Is it any wonder we ant- outraged? 

A trhie Schaeffer Ilf 

Director of Media and Public Affairs 

Tyson Foods 

Editor's Note: Jim Blair teas, in fact, an attorney 

with a private practice in Arkansas at the time the 

commodities trading in question took, place. He was 

also, bouncer, at least according to the New York 

Times, "the top lawyer for Tyson Foods" during 

the same period. and has stated publicly that it 

was he who recommended the First Lady get into 

the commodities marketr and that “he used his 

knowledge of trading to guide her along the way. ” 

It has also betn reported that Tyson Foods “bene¬ 

fited" from several state decisions during Clinton's 

tenure as governor, including favorable environ¬ 

mental rulings. SPY has, however, subsequently 

teamed that Tyson did not, in fad. receive $9 mil¬ 

lion in state loam. The windfall came in the form 

of "tax incentives." SPY appreciates the correct ion. 

The article on the First Lady's com¬ 

modity trading didn't go nearly far 

enough, I'm the guy who gave USA Today its 

front-page scoop on the issue, and I was the 

11 \ SPV NOV liiMBtiK O IS' \ M HH.K I \m 
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"cleanup hater for the 60 Minutes segment 

on the topic. The following facts remain un- 

reporred even after your own recent article; 

* The initial 11,000 deposit was in cash. 

This clearly raises the possibility that some¬ 

one other than Hillary made if, 

* She's known to be obsessed about the 

proper use of her name (Rodham Clinton), 

yet her brokerage statements consistently 

misspelled Hillary' as “Hilary" for the dura¬ 

tion of her trading. 

* More than 70 percent of her trades 

(and 70 percent of her profits) were made 

with short positions—i.e,, moving against the 

once-in-a-iifetime ball market that occurred 

at the time of her trading. The tremendous 

Upward market move went against her posi¬ 

tions twice as often as it was aligned with 

them. Yet she still managed to make money. 

* As yon alluded to in your article, on 

the very flrsc trade of her life Hillary made 

her profit by selling short at the precise high 

mark of the day. The next day, she bought at 

the precise law mark of the day. 

When these criteria are applied to 

Hillary's case, the probability of her inno¬ 

cence comes in at something like one chance 

in a trillion—perhaps even less likely than a 

false-positive DNA identification. 

Marry Markmtz 

Nm York, New York 

As a longtime subscriber, I have en¬ 

joyed! your sense of humor, even 

when you’ve skirted the edge of decency. But 

this cover of Hillary Clinton is totally dis¬ 

gusting. The wife of the President should not 

be so blatantly exploited ot so disrespected, 

Barbara 5. Hoffman 

Vineyard Hawn, Massachusetts 

Well, you've absolutely outdone 

yourself! Last night I came home, 

went to my mailbox, and pulled out the 

October issue of your magazine. J couldn't 

stop laughing, seeing Hillary Clinton with a 

JJyou-know-what1’ in her underpants. It is 

now the day after I first saw the magazine and 

1 still haven’t stopped laughing. So much so 

that 1 felt compelled to write and say, "This 

is itl You've hit your zenith! This is the cov¬ 

er to end all covers! Congratulations!" 

Where do yon go from here? 

RichardJay-Alexander 

New York New York 

I wonder if your piece on Tina Brown 

was as full of errors throughout as it 

certainly was in the small seerion devoted to ■i 

my relations with her. In brief, you have me 

“screaming at Tina, which is something I 

would not do. If I have to raise my voice, 1 

would like to think I can roar. But in any 

event, working with Tina Brown has always 

been agreeable; 1 can warrant that she is the 

best magazine editor 1 ever dealt with. 

Indeed, if 1 didn’t have a high regard 

for her—and I did tell her this (but sotto 

voce)—I would have sued The New Yorker, 

Adam Gopnik's "swipe at my text— 

swipe" is Gopnik/Herctberg's word—was 

not only directly inaccurate but scurrilous. 

Nor was I pleased that a piddling retraction, 

almost impossible to comprehend, was 

rushed through and written by Heruberg 

rather than Gopnik (assuming that your 

source who has been inaccurate already is not 

incorrect here as well). 

In any event* all I know is that by the 

time I was shown the retraction, it was too 

late to change it, or so Heirzberg informed 

me on the phone. I was furious then. Gopnik 

fucked up, and the famous fact-checking de¬ 

partment of The Netc Yorker seems to have 

been asleep at the switch. 

As a quondam journalist, let me suggest 

to your writer and his source that it is wise 

not to commit acts of literary mayhem while 

unsure of the faces and standing on tiptoe. 

Norman Mailer 

Brooklyn, New York 

As near as we can figure, the quondam author is 

itl a snit because we accused him of “screaming" at 

Tina, While in our minds this does not affect the 

accuracy of the rest of our piece. SPY concedes the 

fact that Air Mailer is perfectly capable of '‘war¬ 

ing, " though never-etcf at Tina—the best maga¬ 

zine editor he ever worked with. Until Rosea nue. 

Regarding the piece on Queen (La)Tina 

arid tier sordid miasma at what once 

was a lovely publication—none other than 

The New Yorker—the article hit dead center, 

with accent on the dead, As a child, 1 vividly 

recall being anointed into the charming at¬ 

mosphere of that once-greac magazine—for 

all the right reasons. 

What with Perdman,Salinger, Sullivan, 
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Spartzs missive expressing exactly 

the opposite point of view. That 

Oughta liven up the Algonquin 

roundtable next month! 

Some of you, however, appear 

to have ulterior motives for your 

criticisms, M.H, Reed, from some 

godforsaken place called Troutdale, 

Oregon, states that the Hillary 

cover “exhibits such Philistine vul¬ 

garity and boorish crossness.” Yeah, 

save it for A River Runs Through It, 

Mr. Troutdale (or is it Ms.?) 

Then there were all the "look 

how feminist [ am for a man" types 

of letters, such as the one from John 

Howells, who E-mails us, “So a 

woman who is assertive, indepen¬ 

dent, and takes seriously the partner¬ 

ship of a marriage is somehow 

wearing the pants?11 Okay, okay, 

John-John, here's your damned letter. 

Now go out and get laid with it. 

Finally, there was this sugges¬ 

tion from NYC's own Martha Kiel, 

who begs us to ‘please see a psy¬ 

chotherapist to work out your feel¬ 

ings of inadequacy’’ (Martha, by the 

way, con bi_- seen p laying chc role of 

Dr. Louisa Chomsky in the new 

Woody Allen film opening this tall 

at a theater near you.) 

But, really, what is there to say 

regarding our cover image? So we 

happened to have a photographer po¬ 

sitioned on the White House lawn 

just as Mrs. Clinton stepped off a he¬ 

licopter-—and he just happened to 

catch a shot of her with her skirt 

blowing up. What's all the hoopla? 

It's not as though we put her in a 

dominatrix outfit, after all. So please 

stop calling all our mothers to find 

out if we were breast-fed, (Percent¬ 

age of staff who were: 70; percentage 

who weren’t: 26; undecided: 4) And 

rest assured the senior editorial staff 

has agreed to invite Deepak Chopra 

to its next luncheon, just to add a 

little awareness to the proceedings. 

Now if we could only get the St. 

Paul Pioneer Press off our backs, J 

and Thurber—and, of course, tor a child, the 

cartoons—well., what a great educator. Today 

my kids are typically inclined to turn their 

clean noses up at this ghastly rag, lor—you 

guessed it— ail the right reasons. (You might 

be interested in knowing they prefer instead a 

sheet rhat goes by the name of SPY.) 

John Teeter 

Colorado Springs, Colorado 

I appreciated your placing of [he article 

criticizing Tina Brown's New Yorker 

for perceived moves downmarket—right 

next to an advert selling signed photos of in¬ 

tellectual heavyweights like Meat Loaf and 

Erika Eleniak. Who says Americans don't 

ItEive a sense of irony? 

Saw Beckwith 

Derbyshire, England 

Midway through Greg Easleys elegiac 

salute to the pre-Tim New Yorker, I 

seemed to recall that SPY was none too fond 

of that periodical either. Incredulity set in 

when Easley criticized the new magazine for 

printing what he termed a "groveling retrac¬ 

tion," lauding the old one because it "'didn't 

even have a letters section." Didn't SPY used 

to give them hell lor that very fact? It seems 

rhat The Neu Yorker, no marcer wrhat it does, 

will nevtr guili SPV'ji uppravui_ Oh> ■well. 

Matthew Benjamin 

Arlington. Virginia 

oner Ms, nnen niters 
I was at a keg party hist weekend and 

one of my rock ’ri roll buddies asked 

me if 1 knew rhat Jann We finer was gay. I 

said, "Hel, yes, 1 read about it in SPY months 

ago!" I proceeded to mention names like 

Oilier and Geffen, and I immediately became 

the center of attention, until some dude got 

out a guitar and sang Elvis Costello songs. 

P.S. I don't read The New Yorker or Vanity 

Fair. Can you start making fun of magazines 

like Guns & Ammo or Modem Drummer? 

David Dziukynski 

Wilmington. Delaware 

Address letters to the Letters Editor, SPY, 49 Fast 

21st Street, 11 th floor, New York, New York 

10010 (or via E-mail at Spy Atagaz^mUoml 

Include your daytime telephone number. Letters 

may he edited for length and clarity, 
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Citrus On A New Wavelength 
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uQur justice system has gotten to the point where afl that matters is,..winning at all costs. Winning at ail 

The Fine Print 
Hey, You Newer Know.., 

During Illinois Congressman 

Mel Reynolds's sex abuse 

trial the was convicted of 

having sex with Beverly 

Heard, a 16-year-gld 

staffer.1,, jurors were given a 

rare glimpse into the work¬ 

ing day of a United States 

policy maker, Taped phone 

calls to Reynolds's office re 

veal the congressman's 

rather vivid interest in 

school-age girlfriends ("You 

used to call me Sweet Young 

Pussy,,, 'cause 3 was 16"); 

Polar aids {''There don't have 

to be no face shots..,just, 

you know, crotch shots and 

titties and shit like that"]; 

and--jackpot! Catholic 

high school girls. 

Reynolds: Hi. 
Heard: Hi....Do you have 

time to talk? 
Sure. 
You do?.., 

Boy., yeah, 1 was realty look¬ 
ing forward to seeing you. 
Yes, I was looking forward 

to seeing you also,, yes. 

How about, can you, can 
you—1$ there any chance 
you can leave later? 
,„I don't even know because 

3—she was supposed to be 

here about 4 o'clock and she 

still hasn't made it in and 1 

can't leave the kids here .. 

How often have you babysat 
lor her? 
Oh, noi very often...,!his has 

never happened, suit had to 

be something important. 
Yeah 
Yes. So—huh? 

What you gonna wear? 
Well, my peach underwear, 

like you told me to. I was 

hop ng that we could do 

something really special but 

] see that: not gonna hap 

pen, 3 guess. 

/ was definitely gonna stick 
my dick in you. 
Really? 

Right in my office. I was 
gonna masturbate, too. 
Really? 

I was looking forward to it. 
...\ been thinking about a lot 

of times we had togethc r. 

Copyrighted material 

When you think of Martha 

Stewart, you think of economy— 

economy of lasw (certainly); econ¬ 

omy of movement (no more than 

three pusses under the wheels of 

her Jeep to kill those baby chicks); 

and economy of expenses,. (After 

all, it probably costs us mu] 3 for¬ 

tune to maintain such a home- 

spun appearance.) Which is why, 

after throwing a catered affair 

recently (Marthahim caterm?)T 

the magazine, TV-showt and 

lift sty it i n sp i rat i < SCO f h ■■. \ 

at a waiter's suggestion 

that he be paid over¬ 

time for services ren¬ 

dered. " You just put on 

your resume that you 

worked fur Martha Stewart. 

she chirped, "Thai s more valu¬ 

able than any amount of 

! could pay you.” 

Social events take on the ut¬ 

most importance when the occur 

in our nation's capital, where 

making connections with those 

around you is as viral as getting 

to the shrimp buffet early, 

Imagine the surprise, then, of 

the enthusiastic young jour¬ 

nalist who, attending a recent 

Washington black-tie affair, 

engaged in a bit of DC, small 

talk with the woman sitting 

next to tier Hoping to do a 

little innocent female bond¬ 

ing, the journalist com¬ 

mented that "Hillary looks 

sexy with her new JBF hair¬ 

style,'the woman's puzzled 

expression seemed to say, ‘You 

know, just Been Fucked. 

Or the journalist s surprise 20 

minutes later, w-'hen she learned 

that she had made the remark to 

Maggy Williams, Mrs. Clinton's 

chief of staff. 

Pnj fiscally inc^rm t — the 

Comedy Central gab show where 

a supposedly re It tit mix of 

celebrities anti whac-m>ts gather 

around to discuss something 

profound—bills itself as the 

show where you might hear 

AWrw Place mentioned in the 

same breach as Bosnia- 

Herzegovirm (and if that 

doesn't keep you tuning in, 

nothing will). Ot course, 

such verbal iiixEupusitions 

are not limited to on-air 

cut-ups. 

The show's no tiling -it- 

imt-eclectic himselt host 

Bill Maher, who recent l\ 

issued an edict dts luring 

lie would wear no thing 

but Armani suits on-air 

(because they're just so 

funny})% knows how to 

throw a good one himselt. 

Apparently attempting to 

crack up his staff one afternoon, 

Maher instructed an -l iger, attrac¬ 

tive young female assist am to send 

out for pizza for tin late-working 

crew, After taking orders from rhe 

various male members present at 

r he meet ing, c he assi s rant wai t cd 

lor a response lr im Maher him- 

self regarding his topping of 

choice. 

"And what would yon like 

on your pizza,' the assistant 

asked, unaware that she 

was dealing with one of the 

most sophisticated comedic 

minds of our rime. 

Your cum,” was the clever 

poll11cal comedian’s response. 



reason l don't believe in the system anymore..,. My own lawyers are part of the system/' r 

THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

Leave the Gun, Take the cannons 
For perfect hospital corners, gently fold the squealing sonofabitch in three. Even it tht* rumors urn true chat tamed mob turncoat Sammy "The Bull" Gtavuno is writing fits 

memoirs, thr k»] lowing LaCosa Nostra secrets probably won't be included. Buried in the FBI files 

ut lesser-kilowh mob informants, these tricks of the trade—which are based on the .medial recol¬ 

let cions of mob lawyers and FBI agents—may warrant a book of their own. — 

\ i How to check if someone is a rat: 

Before starting a meeting with an accountant, Colombo soldier John Orena checked Ins 

nfike for electronic bugs by poking a 3x5-inch amtnnacd device everywhere; the wall 

sockets, t.ir verm, flowerpots—and the accountant's mouth. Orena said he hud "even heard 

of a transmitter being planted in a 'rat"s’ tooth filling." 

2) How to eliminate your enemies; 

When Anthony “Gaspipe" Casso, the Luchese family underbuys, wanted to 

knock off rival Anthony Acceturro and his son, he gave explit ir dire* tions 

shoot the two "birr ween bites of salami sandwiches/' 

3) And how to boast about it: 

After Henry "Hank rhe Bank" Smurrat a Colombo soldier, ecus bral¬ 

ly shot in front of a Donkin Donuts in Shccpshead Bay in 1991, rival sol¬ 

dier [''rank 'Frankie Notch’' lanacci explained, "Smurra went in for rhe 

donuts, but came out with the holes. 

4) Where to hone your job skills: 

According to longtime Colombo associate Joseph Am bn 5si.no, he and 

fellow mobsters used to travel to Coney Island where they practiced 

shooting at a boardwalk shooting gallery,” 

5) When to skip a family function: 

After one particularly rough day of work, Gregory Star pa. a 

Colombo soldier, refused to attend a dinner. He was upset because 

none of the ocher hit teams had been accomplishing anything whili he 

had been gerring shor ar." 

6) How to befriend law enforcement officials: 

When he learned that the mother of mob investigator Dl-l. Joseph 

Simone had been hospitalized, William "Wild Bill" Cutolo. a Colombo 

captain, sent her flowers. A Cutolo associate explained: 

"Billy has a special thing for mothers/ 

7) How to deal with unruly colleagues: 

When a Luche.se associate misused mob money, soldier 

Michael DeSantis gave him a "severe beating." Instead of in¬ 

sisting the associate repay the money, DeSantis said that from 

that time on, "[Whenever [they] should ever happen to meet, 

{he} would on each occasion repeat the beating/' 

N) f low to avoid being spotted by the cops; 

W hen Colombo captain Salvatore Midutta and Ins associates 

noticed otlicials spying oil them, the mobsters sent an associate to 1 

tht store to buy "a dozen of so Lone Ranger masks," 

9) I low to cope with life after prison: 

As lookout for Luchese boss Alphonse D'Arcoat a mob-control let I 

landfill, Shorty" DiPalo had rmLiblc- doing his job; He “could not look 

in rhe easterly direction from the landfill because it reminded him of uiv 

pleasant experiences spent in a prison located in chat direction." 

10) I low to stay stylish while in hiding; 

M. d m e r I oseph R usso once us ked F B \ agen cs if cl xey h Lid ob c ai net I. i 

IxTsunal hairstylist for tblom bo associate Joseph Ambrosino when he en¬ 

tered the Witness Protection Program, Ambrosino didn't get a special 

barber, the FBI said, but "ll Russo wants one when he enters the 

{Witness Projection} program, [an FBI agent} would find one for him. " 

We had seme really good 

times. 

Uh-huh, that summer when i 
used to hick you out south in 
that Riverdale apartment 
Right, right. Remember that 

one, when I wore white lace 

underwear. I think it was 

like the summer of 92 over 

in the apartment— 

Uh-huh, 

You had on that blue under¬ 

wear, that was real nice. 

Yeah,,..I want you to do me 
a favor Bit right? 
What's that? 

I warn you to, l want to 
you—first of all, / want you 
to think about sex. 
Yes. 

And l want you to think tong 
and hard. I want you to tell 
me about a sex thing you 
did, that I don't know about. 
Oh, let me see. 

Like when you went down on 
me or something but it was a 
time that I wasn't there for it. 
Ohr so you don't want to talk 

about any of our stuff, you 

want me to talk about some 

thing that you don't know 

about? 

Right, a sex thing you did wth 
some person, either a woman 
or some guy or something. 
And— 'cause l want to— 
'cause tfd like to think about 
you in those tittle panties that 
I used to fuck you. 
Yeah, 

/ like to think about some¬ 
body else doing the same 
thing to you. 
Okay. Uhm, oooh, let me see. 

Don 7 make nothing up. 
Well, the only thing t have is 

Karen now. 

... That day you saw that 
pussy or played with it a Hi¬ 
de and then licked it or 
something.... When did you 

fuck iKaren] for the first 
time, when did you 
come?,,. WMr you all played 
with each other's pussy for 
the First time. 
Uhm, yeah, right, right, ex¬ 

actly. 

Right; right, exactly.... How, 
how--Did she approach you 
or you approach her? 
She approached me. 

What she say? 
She just ^he really didn't 
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naked city 
THE Fill E PRINT CONTINUED 

say anything, she just like 

kissed me and took off my 

clothes and I took off hers 

and were like lying down by 

the—and we just sort of went 

down on each other. 

She suck your pussy? 
Yes, 

What kind of pussy (foes she 
have? Is it wet? 
Yes. 
Is it really, is it hairy? 
Yes, very much so. 

Did you ever lick her ass? 
Yes, 1 did. Oh yeah, I remem¬ 

ber, yes. 

Did she lick your ass? 
Uh-huh. 
You, you and her would suck 
each other's pussy at the 
same time? 
Sixty-nine, yes, 

Wfen was the fast time you 
sucked her? 
The last time, uhm, this 

morning. 

This morning? 
Yeah. 

What you all do this morning? 
Six-nine. 

Sixty-nine? 

Yeah. 
Yeah, How long did you do it? 
I guess for about 15 minutes. 

Okay. Did she wake you up in 

doing it or did you wake her 
up or did you just—did it be¬ 
fore she left? 
No, after we got out of the 

shower. We took a shower 

and then when we got out, 

that's when it happened. 

Does she, does she, does she 
come when you suck her pussy? 
Yes, of—yes, of course. 

Comes a lot? 
Uh’huh, 

Does she make noise when 
you make her come? 
Yeah. 

Do you ever stick anything in 

her pussy? 
Did do. 

Oh yeah? 

Yeah. 

Do you fuck her with that? 

Yes, 

Is it big? 
Uh-huh, 

And it, was it real dark? 
Yeah, 

Is it a new one? 
No, it's the, uhm, no, it is a 

new one, It was one of hers. 

Yeah, 

Music Theory 

Tell Me something & 

i. 

Who says today's bands 
are shallow? 

■ Below, we 

If listed eight 

Ir verbatim 

quotes uttered by "^^4 

representatives of v * 

todays mosr ex¬ 

citing, successful, 

and reflective recording artists. 

Hidden amongst them is one fic¬ 

titious gem which fits in comfort¬ 

ably—perhaps too 

comforrably—with the cerebral 

tone and tenor of the rest. Can you 

spot the faux philosophy? —Barry Zmr 

1. "We have a fear of technology, hut 

we also embrace it. For every no* there is a 

yes. For every sky, there is a black hole. For every 

positive, a negative. Yin and yang," 

2. "When I was bored at assemblies at school* I'd sit 

there and push my hands to my eyes and see shapes 

and coiore and images. And then one day I took mag¬ 

ic mushrooms and 1 thought, Wow* I don't even have 

to press my palms to my eyes anymore,'1 

3. "Every man wants io wear a dress." 

4. "Although [the song] is about war* there's a de¬ 

liberate double entendre about volleys and tennis—the 

tide is supposed to be shouted by some challenger 

who's losing the U,S. Open.” 

5. "Its like, in Sweden there's no violence. Now it 

a motherfucker came out there kickin’ a Sweden rap 

about killin' motherfuckers and rapin' hoes* it wouldn't 

sell because it don't take place there." 

6. "All of a sudden [every alternative 

band} is insisting they're mon dysfunction¬ 

al than the next one. 1t's like a contest, you 

know? Hey man, I mean, I was, you know* 

downing lithium* Prozac, Lind Xanax by 

the bucketfill while all these other assholes 

were still popping Chocks." 

7. "I swung this [liked tampon] 

around my head* threw it out into 

the audience,. .and someone 

caught if, realized what it was, 

and threw it back up on stage." 

8. "Say you hate some hotly* 

and you sit and think about 

every single possible way that 

you could kill them..,.That’s 

what I like ro write about.” 

9* "It's three kinds of 

darkness, knowwhat- 

i msaying? There’s 

dark* there's 

darkness, 

and 

there's triple 

darkness, know- 

wharfmsuying? We our here ro 

express the dark side, kfiow- 

whatimsaying?“ 

Ansuvrs: L Idufy Kier Kirby of Dm- Liu; 

2. Paul Hartjurfl of Or hi tail „J, Eta?/ DauJo 7 A 

Lemonbsads; 4. Stephen Malkmus vj Pmxnutin 5. 

Snoop Doggy Do^; 6. fniitfaml ?. Donita h-wi of 

L 7; 8, Bitlfdjik A mat von^ of i,rtm Day; 9. Print* 

Rakeemaha The RZAmtor oj ‘fix C7ranJji.:.;:. 

Gates, 1989 Costner, 1991 Baldwin, 1994 Fashion Model, 1995 

Unwitting Trendsetters, Chapter I 
The evolution of the "Caesar." 
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THE rrn£ PRINT continued 

Does she fuck you with it loo? 

Oh-huh, 

,„Didyou fuck her with it 
this morning? 

No, not tliis morning. 

When was the fast time you 

fucked her with a dildo? 

Llhm,! think it was Saturday, 
maybe. 

So who bought the dildo? 
it was hers, tt's hers. 

you ever made her come 

with, you know, pumping her 

tv/'rfr the dildo? 

Yeah, 
Does she like that? 

Uh-hm, she likes it a tot. 

Did you ever put it by her ass? 

Yes. 

Did you ever fuck her there? 

Manly Pursuits 

Where the Boys Are 
A SPY Dialogue with Joe Powers, 
spokesman for the North American 
Man/Boy Love Association 

SPY: Your group describes itselj as a support group. H&u 

imutd you explain that ? 

Joe Powers: We supjxirr in the sense that: we ad¬ 

vocate changing rhe law and by our very presence son 

of help other boy-lovers out there who haven't orga¬ 

nised* who haven't come our—potentially even to 

themselves—to see chat there are people who are will¬ 

ing to pur rhelr lives, their famines, their sacred honor 

on the line and come out and say "No, I’m not a bad 

person for being [who] lam," 

Urn, in my own case, certainly 1 can only speak to 

my own experience, its not so much a case of boys, 

young men* becoming unattractive, it's just more a case 

off don’t happen to find as much of an erotic compo¬ 

nent to any sort of relationship. 

What j sort of interesting is that there seems to be a built- 

in time limit. If you were to develop a relationship with a 

hoy. be would inevitably grow out of it, or would he? 

Well, in many cases, no, in the sense that a rela¬ 

tionship can very easily last a lifetime. Tve known, if 

not carnally* but I've known boys and they’ve grown up 

into men and we're still friends and some of them have 

gone off, gotten married, started having kids of their 

own. They don't think of me as a terrible person and 

char was something they did way in the past. We’re 

still friends. The erotic part ot the relationship the sex¬ 

ual attraction part of the relationship, may have de¬ 

clined over time* but that simply means thar other 

aspects of the relationship came to the forefront. 

Yes. 
You have? 
Uh-huh, 

Did you use Vaseline on it? 
Right right exactly. 

Has she ever fucked a guy? 
Uh ves, 1 believe so. Yes, she 

Has, 

Has she ever talked 
about doing a three¬ 
some with you? 
No, she never talks 

about doing a three- 

some w.h me. No, she 

hasn't 

I was looking forward 
to that today. 

Really? We If there's a 

girl [ know, she's talked 

about doing threesomes. 

What girl? 
UJim, Theresa. 

Is she pretty? 
Yeah sher5 pretty. Sht's fif¬ 

teen. 

/Vo, site's lying....Site's fifteen? 
Veah, she's fifteen but she 

like really, she's really nice 

looking, 

Oh yeah? 
Yeah. 

... Would site wanna do a 
threesome with youf with two, 

one on one? 
Yea";, she didn't say with, 

with me though 'cause she 

knows I'm with Karen but she 

was talking about doing 

threesomes. 

She's only fifteen? 
Yeah, she's only fifteen. 

What was she talking about? 
She was just saying that, 

iifim, she just likes anal sex 

and threesomes and things 

In other ml lures such as ancient 

G reeve, man-bay sex u as not only ac¬ 

cepted. but fairly widespread. 

Why do you think Americans 

haw a problem with it? 

Well,. .certainly there is a strong Puritan, stream in 

this country, has been from the beginning, that's al¬ 

ways sort of tug-of-war with the more libertarian as¬ 

pects of this culture* and there's also certainly the 

feeling that every time a group seems to come along 

and get their civil rights, their human rights, there's an 

inevitable backlash* not necessarily against them, bur 

against perhaps the next group down the line. 

What is it that you like so much about young bays? 

Oh, gee, i don’t know,,.what is that you like so 

much about adult women, if that's what attracts you, 

It’s really hard to say specifically. I know in my own 

case 1 1(3ve the spontaneity* i love the smile, the bub¬ 

bling laughter* just the joy in life. 

So it's more of an attitude thing? 

There’s a lor of attitude ro it. 1 certainly find boys 

aesthetically more attractive. 

At what age do boys t&tse to be attractive? 

How young is too young? 

Too young is when they aren't interested. That's 

also too old, 1 would say that the specific age, I mean 

certainly there is a lower limit to the 

age at which \ consider an erotic 

component to an attraction. 

What would that he? 

In my case, oh* probably 1 I or 

I 2ish, You know, it s simply a case 

of age isn't exactly the right deter¬ 

minant. It’s desire* it's maturity 

level* it's interest in any sort of 

relationship* and that varies 

from person to person. 

Is pubic hair a turn- 

o/fi 
I'm not terribly at¬ 

tracted to it, but I 

wouldn’t Say it's a turn-ofT- 

Do you think that Batman and Robin are an example of 

a positive portrayal of man-boy love? 

Well* it's certainly interesting that an awful lot of 

the movies lately have been more enjoyable, Although* 

it is very' interesting that the person they cast as Rohm 

in the most recent Batman movie is in his twenties, I 

think that was a conscious decision to absolutely and 

positively stay away from the whole question, 1 think 

one of the better movies to come along recently on that 

subject has been The Man Without a Face. The book was 

even better* but the movie captured a great deal of that. 

/ didn't see The Man Without a Face, Were there any 

undercurrents of man-boy Imx. or was it overt? 

Urn, rhe re were undercurrents. It was downplayed 

Somewhat more in the movie than in the book. The 

book made it pretty clear and the author himself has 

made st pretty clear* char in the book rhe boy did feel 
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an erode attraction for the man. That certainly; 1 would Um.,.hard to say, I actually don’t watch a lot of TV, 

say, has been sort of the touchstone for man-boy tela- but I would probably say, ii anything Home 

ttonships in movies recently, ./mprmvmcnt. 

Are therein) other examples si gum this is an old shmt\ 

hut Chico and the Man,J 

I remember the name of the show, 1 don’t remember 

much about it, 1 think a berter one would have been, if 

you're talking popular culture* TV shows, Starman, 

What do you talk about with an eleven-year-old boy 

and how urn id you steer the corn-mat ion towards sex'? 

Weil, i generally don’t steer the conversation to¬ 

wards sex. You know, if that s something that he wants 

to bring up, 1 try to lx- as open and honest about it as 1 

can be, In general, what I talk about are things that he 

is interested in, that 1 am interested in, I have enjoyed 

over the years helping kids with their homework and 

maybe reaching them a little extra history; or things 

like that. There’s very much a pedagogic component to 

my attraction, which is a very common thing for a lot 

of boy-lovers_ 

Coke or Pepsi? 

7-Up. km totally dccaffed. 

Are you a Democrat ora Republican? 

Libertarian. 

Who is your favorite politician? 

Who do 1 hate the least, huh ?... Barry Gold water. 

Therds a rumor going around the Mister Rogers and 

Captain Kangaroo co-founded NAMBLA* is that true? 

No, it was Beany and Cecil. 

Beany and Cedi? 

Old TV series. No, there is no truth to that rumor 

They're both line gentlemen who have done wonderful 

things for kids over the years. No, as far as 1 know, nei¬ 

ther of them is a member of NAMBLA. 

Would you consider MichaelJackson an official or un¬ 

official member of NAMBLA? 

If he wants to be, that would he great. If he doesn't 

want to lx, that's fine too. I'm not interested in drag¬ 

ging the unwilling into the fold. I’m interested in per¬ 

suading with as much logic and emotion as l can the 

rightness of my position just as everybody else,.,. 

Off the record, are there any celebrities who are members? 

We don't go into who s on our membership roils at 

all. It wouldn't be fair to |Xople who have joined with 

erxpet cations of a certain amount of privacy. We ve had 

to work very hard to make sure [of] that, because there 

are a lot of organisations that would very much like to 

gee our mailing list_ 

What is your ultimate sexual fantasy? 

Gosh, 1 don e know—inheriting the Philippines?. .* 

1 would love to have a really wonderful relationship— 

sexual relationship—with a boy. One that made a real 

difference, a positive difference, in his life. That to me 

would be the ultimate erotic turn-on. It would be the 

idea that l have made a difference. 

Where are the best places to meet young boys? 

Well, I've been not terribly active in 

pursuing that sort of thing, but I 

would say the places to meet boys 

where boys are. Arcades. Parks.. 

Whatever, 

What is your day job? 

I'm a computer programmer. 

ArPtf iftrgt? wijftrther of frXWftttfcr.r/Jp^r rrreirr 

bers of NAMBLA? 

I have absolutely no idea, but 

1 suspect not, 

But there are some fa¬ 

tuous people? 

I'm sure that there 

are people who would 

join, except they're 

afraid of whar it would 

do to cheir careers, 

—Alex Gregory and 

Peter Huyck 

What is your favorite movie? 

The Lion in Winter.... My 

second favorite is probably 

The Muppet /VIme. 

What is your favorite 

TV show? 

THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

like that She's really wild. 

She's only Fifteen? 
Yeah she's only fifteen* 

that's It 

You sure? 
Uh-fmh, I know how Did she is. 

Have you ever seen her pussy? 
Uhm, no, I haven't actually. 

Right, she's like really, 

uhm She dress, she, she lacks 

much older than she is. 

Dots she wear realty tight 
pants and stuff like that? 
Yes. 

... You think she'll fuck? 
Yeah, 1 think she will. 

..Jhink she'll suck my dick? 
Yeah. 

. Actually, wifi she watch 
you suck my dick? 
Yeah. 

... You sure? 

Uh-huh. 

She'll watch you fuck me? 

Right. 

Are you sure? 
Yes,..., 

is she—you think Td want to 
fuck her? 
Yeah* she'1, really pretty real¬ 

ly pretty. 

...Really pretty? 
Yes, Shell be sixteen* I think 

in uhm three or four weeks 

now. 

Why don't you try to set it up? 
...Yes* E will. 

...You think she's gonna like 
this big dick? 
Yeah, i believe she would. 

Yeah? 
Yeah, 

What you gonna say to her? 
...Lm gonna tell her that I 

used to go with you when ] 

was sixteen. 

. „ You may not want to tell 
her that,. that age thing. 
No? 

U tw-vhn.,.. So how did, ho w 
did this subject come up with 
this girl? 
fin she was just...talking 

about sex. 

interesting. Where does she 
go to school? 
Uh she said, uhm* oh good¬ 

ness* i think it's Our Lady of 

Peace* something I Eke that. 

Lady of Peace? A Catholic 
school? 
Huh? Yes. 

Jem a Cathofic- 
A Catholic school girl* right? 

Did i win the Lotto! f) 
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Run any tool or appliance from your c.ir, truck, 
hoar, or camper, Fill! KHJVAC power from your 
vehicle'h I2Y battery. A miracle of modern 
technology irs a 5" x 4“ package. Ir worts by 
duplicating ilie complex "sine-wave" of AC power. 
Now voti car. recharge power tools tin the job, watch TV while 
camping, access your laptop PC, or just plug in a tamp and read under 
the stars. Completely safe for both your car and your appliances, 

hen when the car is off Automatic alarms won't let von drain the 
vehicle's battery, or overload your appliances. Now enjoy ill the 
convenience of real power-to-gu. 

Transform your 
dashboard lighter 
into a traveling power-plant. 

■ PC 140 Power Invertor, single receptacle, 
delivers 14Ci watts continuous power* 200 watts peak poster. 
#PC 140 849,95 

■ PCS00 Power Invertor, dual receptacle, 
delivers 300 watts continuous power, 300 watts peak power. 
#PC-300 889,95 

Drive with freedom and confidence, 
Powerful new jamming gearshifts 

your car right into the undetectable 
zone. Cops cafrt sec you! 

You can't catch what you catTi see. 
With the new Spirit II, you are as invisible 
co cop radar as a dtmm hole. And yes, it's 
completely leg.il neatly everywhere. Spirit 
is a "passive" jammer - slot transmitter. It 
bounces luck a scrambled message to 
deterrors, When the Spirit receives a radar 
signal, it mixes the signal with a 

modulating FM chirp, streaking it back, 
and totalIv confusing, the radar gun’s 
computer brain. The 2 to 3 mile range 
gists you plenty of time to correct your 
speed. No rickets, no hassles, and your car 

insurance might get cheaper, loo. So cflective is the Spirit 11 that it 
you get a ticket in the first year you use one, the manufacturer will 
completely refund your find 

Installation is a breeze. Windshield mounts, adapters, and power- 
cords are included. Test button lets, you check 
working status anytime. Use alone, or 
svith your radar delector for complete 
coverage. And, once again drive with 
the full freedom of the open road, 

■ New Spirit II Radar Jammer* 
with micro circuit a. 
#SFR-2 SI 19.93 

JiWiG ill three bands: 

X, K, and fA too. 
Fit# In yoyr -shift- poetet, 

{ Hr! *(£*1*1-J#r.«:4n4 Anil twlfrrfto ■ iwftrr 
.VJ.nn, Vnl 4r#i[lUr j, IT=n^*.Vn IP * \ 1? 

JlH.rllt fUlJftrt 

Straight from the year 2368 AD. 
Command your TV with the next 
generation in universal remotes. 

Set your Phaser to TV’,. VC R, or even 
cable. Pre'.', .1 button. With Star Trek 
sound effects, you change channels, 
volume, mute or power up. As you key 
in each command, the Phaser tires with a 
deep ruby glow Now go where no 
remote has gone before. From the on¬ 
going mission* direct to sou. App, 9" 
C ompatible with all major components 
ausi L u .11 i-.L>. Want (u us oiil ns* I reef Call iiuvs and nuke a mk 

The Tic XT uETieftHTfuTt 

■ Star-Trek Next Generation, Type II Phaser Remote #2378 $39.95 

Own the last of Russia’s 
restricted issue spy glasses. 

Designed for the KtsR. All metal 
micro-binoculars fold away to disappear 
into palm or shirt pocket. Yet super 

advanced coatings and huge 2.5 x 17.5 
power yields crystal clarity, even in loss 

light conditions. Hunting, sports events, concerts, nature study, or 
surveillance. Now get the powerful 1 [/:' long cold■ waredge. 

fl Dual Focus RGB Micro-Binoculars SR-215 $29.95 

Can alia in used reversed a) /ah1 pvwer miemuapt. Includes RHtsiau 
dirrnntnttntiM!, Han't, wmrasif, supplies limited. 

(jjgrry, Mr- Jone& \& not fn. Tfrjg b iocllter hi& secretary, may l help you?) 

New tniern size voice disguise even works svirli pay phoned 

Here’s just ^mie of the things you can do wish our new palm sized voice 
changer: Ibol your friends, confuse your enemies, be your own secretaire, 

make anonymous calls for business or security reasons* or 
protect women and children home alone 

L’nlikc sophisticated desk tup voice-changes , the Micro-Disguiser 
, lias no modular hook-ups! Slip it from your pocket and place it 

„ ■ over any pay phone’s mouthpiece! Miniature electronics alter 

your mice in j choice of eight different levels. Extreme 
settings sound hilarious, and mid-ranges will even Mil mur 

own mother. _ 
js 

nr 

K-\ ; A, V 

Poeket Micro Voke-Piiiguiser PYC-lti# $39.95 
(>fi imefitra h-umtim 1 imtii. and hi barram/ur roiitti 

think d IWJM if *t fr-'mr 

Take back, control of your telephone, 
Fclc-Screen14 Phone Protector eliminates 

unwanted calls. Harassing calls, sales calls* any 
call you wish. Incoming calk are greeted by a 
voice prompt: *Thank you fur catting. Please 
enter rise fottr-dijiit pass-tpslt.H Your phone: rings 
only if the caller enters the correct code, Voice 
prompt repeats and If no code is entered, the 
caller is automatically disconnected! Use the ir 

keyto ch.inLte the code, or de-activatc the 
unit. It’s like having an unlisted phone number 
when ymi want it unlisted. Uke during study, 
niLdl time, romantic evenings, or when you only 
want calls from those you gave your password 
to. AKi > secures fax and modern lines1 

! Tclc-Soocn™ #TS-300 $44,93 
frtfliiilf erner ditto at) jjJTfnvTTiiJT machine, wish Us awn 

AC. power pstek. Rnp‘ mes i» ifS son know it's trorkit^. 

Vn-Tdctfrenud txtcnsiiw mil rrjtHiar tints. 
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rt™ induda 
iUuminatBr! 

switch nn the Infrared Illuminator - and 

Discover what it's 
like to see in the 
dark. 
Piash the trigger. The 

J At 2 Scope powers up 
Suddenly, in green-hued 
clarity* night i> lake J.n, 
magnified 3,2 times* 
Designed for USSR 
Special forces, powerful 
T3C 2 Night Vision 
Scope leas you see death 
in just starlight- Now 

see in pitch black mat darkrtts. 
Opiict. focus smoothly from 3’ to infinity. 

Complete with earning case. Requires f> AA 
batteries, Tripod mountable, 

Nature ■study, law enforcement, boating, 
camping, nr viewing ■■ ■ »sir ileighburhiHid, this 
cmce-secrct Cold War technology is now yours. 
Lifetime warrants-, 

T3C-2 Nighi Vision Scope, with Illuminator 
#T3C2 S17VM Now 5299.00! 

Space voyaging razor shaves you smooth 

as parachute silk - from Everest to Pikes 

Peak to the mountains of the moon. 

Without batteries cords, or electricity! 

The amazing Gyroscopic Razor whirls its 
hidden blades at over 20TflUt> rpm - mice that of 

other shavers. The result Is a skin tingling super- 
smooth shave, anywhere. Neil Armstrong even took 
one to the moon. One pull of ihe gyro-throttle spins 

lour orbiting micro-blades - long enough to buzz 
even a wrek's worth of whiskers. Concealed 
powcrplant is a precision ballistic gyroscope, 
just like those in guidance systems. No 

more hunting around for batteries! Steel 
and ABS casing is tough enough to take 
a NASA blast-off! Try one in the woods, 
at the airporL, ur cruising to Work, And 
enjoy one smooth shave lor man, and 
one shaving leap for mankind 

I Apollo 13 Gyri>.seopie Ebizoi 
kl III) VI — T C * Lb AC 

In |hn i.fll 

On ibtvd 

r_S- 

fenvii 

V 
E ren bsols & pkmw 

Ness photoelectric Cyclops speaks your words lor you! 

Leave messages your visitors arc sure to hear. 
Why wonder it the next person home wii] find your scrawled note- 

Instead, push a button and record your message - up to a lull 20 seconds - 
iiv 1 he digital memory 1.1 the new Cyclops I hen pier set it hi the dot ir .ind 
go about your business Cyclop's wanning infrared eye will 
automatical] y detect tire nvu visitor and speak lor you! If it’s .in 
intruder, llieyVe long gone. 1] n\ friend or family, E whips will speak 
your rm-ssige and even accept their mum recording to ™nr No missed 
messages, meetings, or connections, ges- of all, itN completely 
wireless and self-cunt.lined. And only 3M X 3' ro take anywhere. 
Here's just a tew way* u>u might use it: 

Re-cap tu re your stolen privacy. 

New Ciller l.D. Blocker lets: you call with 

confidence and security. 

Did you know that every time you make 2 call, you 
are giving out your name and phone number? The 
revolution.ir. new Automatic Caller l.D. Kheher gives 
ynu back your privacy'. Simply click u into your phone 
jack, and all phones nn the line arc secured, imiudtmj 
eMcjssions. Let caller l.LVs draw a blank - cspcdalh 
importanl lor transacting business, or for women or 
children home alone. State-of-the-art circuitry works on 
local and long distance calls. Best of all. iCs completely 
automatic. No need to l1Ij.L special codes or services. 
Once installed, it does the rest- And at a price far lower 
than the cost of your privacy, tier two - one tor your 
home or office* and one for a special friend's house. 

■ The Automatic Caller-LIX Blocker 
#PVCY-1Q0 S 39.9 5 

Work: Mf limits unii! tsne. hv.i -: ..u a mtssaiU'.' 
I11 the ear: *[hnDnyr Sathmfdititif " 
Your room: " j1 \>nd) m\ •tut* antiyou re dead f ‘ 
At home: tifUIn1u iVnitiwi !> •' ur- ''tick nit 

Now enjuy all the convenience, securitv, and lun of your own 
futuristic voice robot - at .1 1 cry human price. And 
lei missed messages he a thing of the pas:. 

■ Cyclops Plmui Electronic Voice Robot 
#Cld!00 $48.9$ 

ktqttirt 4 AAA iKisunn. ;'j: inJiAtiid • ,. n jJTuarv. nr.ii 
Opimrutl nva.'i" in -. n ref tar./mrr.- 
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THE EDGE COMPANY 
KNMSf TOOLS, GIFTS, & WTICH ACTION GEAR 

PA 8o* 826, BvtthbvrQ, VT 05302 • 1-800-752-9976 

With any order over 575.QQ, 
Trucker Compass. Brass 
finisli* I V4" diirn. Great 
for camping ur hiking. 

#108HC 

Call Toll-Free 1-800-732-9976 or fill our order form and mail to: 

Name______ 

Address _____ 

City __ State_Zip _ _ 

Telephone {_\_ 

Method of Payment: -I Check or Money Older enclosed 

J VISA J MasterCard GAmex J Discover 

Credit Card #: _ | 

Exp Date:_/_Issuing Bank of Card_ 
j Ltiaib llui ] Jin ns.cr eighteen wjrs-nl ind assume liahilrti (hr ljuv;n im area 

coneemini products [ have ordered: 

X 
ilipHlUR) 

The Edge C 0111 aanii * P.O. Bos 826 * Brattlcboro, VT (15302 

Model P Description Qty Price Each Total 

J My Order t:s over S rv.00 please send me rny FKJih 1 racker Compass. 

J Also send me a special 2 year Edge Catalog subscription. S3.00 

the imnsUd livtr, it™ wc wit will ifivf juu 
CLifi.j’kiL oil',liniLffl or you tiny r-rtLim It within >0 liai-i Jur a 
lijli irCuri'.l, .rrdtl. rir c^.3u.ii|tr. Vour thmic. pi nt - ntn F.J^r 
^rodtKi it meid bv out futsuiii, liitUmc ^ art any. 

Shipping 

TOTAJ. 

Add $&t)0 hdhi and fitmrpnct frrU/m, $Xlit1 *ddftifW#l itera AH frdrrjdnfifrd wilki* # I 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-732-9976 ■ s_-1 ‘ 
The Edge Catalog - over 80 full-color pages of the hottest knives, tools, and gifts in the world. See it lor yourself. 

fvrrrgn (frderr m tufbt .in If-t firtidi, manil rrdtn oahr tu trrdil tirdi. A id trifir thiffittfl ihi rfrl. 
I 
t 
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Between she! I mgs, Serbian mi fitary leader Radovan Karadzic remains stylish in Banja Luka, Bosnia* 

Straight to Video 

Grabbing the Bull by the mingy Want ro learn more about the world around you? Confused about your sexuality? Have you 

abandoned ship the wrong way in the past? Thinking about a new hobby like cattle insem¬ 

ination? Like to do a little autopsy work in your spare time? If you answered yes to any of 

these questions, the exciting world of special-interest videos is waiting for you. Here are just a few 

of the titles currently available. —Tony Vamtria 

* Reef Cattle Castration 

* Checking for Head Warpage 

* She's Not Fat.. .She's My Mom 

* Gap-Toothed Women 

* Dried Flower Fantasy 
r 

* Mouth Wrestling 

* Carcass Judging 

* Mickey Rooney on Acting 

* Catalytic Converter Replacement: A Legd Issue 

* Lice Are Not Nice 

* Sid Caesars Shape Up! 

* Installing a Pre-Hung Door 

* Sally Strutters' Walking Video 

* Dealing With the S.O.D. Litigator 

■ Abandon Ship! 

* How Pins Float on Water 

* World of Dredging 

* Mastering the Squat 

* Garlic! Garlic! Garlic! 

* The Slipcover Option 

* Removal of the Brain 

* How a Screw Works 

* Noel Buys a Suit 

Source; Bouker's Complete Vtdeo Directory, 1994 

Bad Career Choice? 
Some actual bylines from 

real publications: 

Daniel T. RJager Sports 

lllmtmttd 

Florence Fabricant W-u 

York Times 

John Lie—MuntUy Rerku 
John Liar—Tk ludfpettdmt 
Aaron Leibel^-Jmikdtw Post 

Patti Muck -Houston 

Chromefe 

Damon Hack- -Fmtio Btt 
Walt Shill—Wall Stmt 

Jmrttal 

Kevin C. Bias—Dallas 

Mmimg iV«f? 
Carl T. Bogus—Ttkhm 

—Saltna Abddnour 

n SPY NOVEMBER DECEMBER 1991 
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WILLIAM FRIEDKIN PRESENTS: 
BOB PACKWOOb 

TheToNGUF ... FoRC\m PWEp MFJP HEAD back Am 
* KISSED HER ON THE MOUTH, fORCtN6WS TOUSUE W 

HEP MOHTH" A Ab “ REACHED INTO HER SKIRTAMD GRABBED H S' EARLV 
fls 196& 

THE7&W6UE 
FlfiSTTooK 
CONTROL of 
THE Junior 
SENATaR 
from 

OREGON.. 

AT HEP UNDERGARMENTS 

MICHAEL 
DQU6AN 

rWER The 9 EARS, 
JikeToNGUE 
WOULD STRIKE l 

FKSfHN AND I 

IN THE l WTEPEST OF SCIENCE 
HE BESANto RECORD his 
conquests ih a journal. 

in A U-4, Trapped ey Townspeople, 
The TONGUE is FORCED To 
REFLECT HIS INDISCRETIONS. 

^WHATIS E VERMONT A M/T;,''' 
>, SO P/SSED QFF J Yfmffi 
V about ? / L 'll 

A<5GfN 
SO I SUPPED 

AROUND THE 

wSjwMJ5«R 
and we danced 
yoEn!/rr$r$E J 

BOWi 
LOVE AND 
SHE HAS THE 
Most STUNNING 
figure - big 
BREASTS/^ 

THESE WORDS would 
COME BACK TO HSSffDMi 

2004 The BQBPACKWOOD 
»ORIONBARR9 TICKET. 

INS tnepresidea/c^/ 

"|he *ToNSUE 60ES INTO 
HIDING AND UNDERGOES 
RECONSTRUCTIVE SURSERy 

The TbftiGtIE announces his 
RESIGNATION FROfATHE U S 

SENATE- I-—— 
- / I LEAVE j NOT ( WITH MALICES 

but with LOVE 

AND J? 84,000 
R tiEAR.! 
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naked city 

Lame Brands 
License to Overkill You're power lunching with the big boys at BouJey. You're dressed 

to impress, and you want to make a little noise by picking up the 

tab, Ln the high-powered 'BOs, you would've reached for your 

Gold Card: but in the feel-good 90s, you pay for the meal with some¬ 

thing a little classier: the Private Issue Ringo Starr Discover Card. 

Rirtgo Starr} 

"It's tike the Gold Card for 

Discover," el Private Issue repre¬ 

sentative told SPY. Except tliat 

this elite card is not gold at all 

but a heinous navy-blue, mod¬ 

ern-arc atrocity personally de¬ 
signed by the mastermind 

behind ‘Back Off Boogsikxi“ and 

"The No No Song/' 

Aside from power phytic de¬ 

signed by the ex-Beatle, two oth¬ 

er celebrity card designs are also 

available: the Jane Seymour (Dk 

Quimi, Medicine Wmmn) and the 

Florence Griffith Joyner. And 

what's the point of all this high- 

interest celebrity art? Licensing! 

"Celebrity licensing is occur¬ 

ring more now than ever before," 

reports Karen Raugust, executive 

editor of the Lkeming Letter. 

“More celebrities are realizing 

tliat licensing is a viable opportu¬ 

nity, whereas a few years ago that 

would not have occurred to 

them." 

By Jen ding their names to a 

product, celebrities can pick up a 

little cash, as well as make it Seem 

like they have some semblance of 

a business aura: Well, he canbe a 

complete and utter rwnttt, ym l mighr 

say. After allt hh fair appears m the 

side (fa toy /rad-. 

Case in point: the “Buddy L. 

Sonic Haulers' series, featuring 

country music stars Randy Travis, 

Uiliy KlLv Catius, iiind t:lim lilutk. 

These replicas of the “big rigs” 

tliat are pan of any worthy coun¬ 

try musician's entourage might 

not have rack-and-pin ion steering 

and driver's side air bags, bur they 

do feature a special button which, 

when pressed, allows children to 

hear one of t be stars del iver a per¬ 

sonal adiy-breaky message. 

The new surge of celebrity li¬ 

censors can be divided into four 

distinct genres of fame, according 

to Raugusr: musicians, models, 

athletes, acid aerrcsses, Ac lease the 

models make sense, as their career 

choice makes them walking bill¬ 

boards for the latest fashion, 

make-up, and hair products any¬ 

way. (Still, do we ready need 

Kathy Ireland's Active Look 

Signature Collection of outdoor 

apparel, available at Kmart/) 

The other three fields make for 

slightly more awkward ventures 

into the licensing game. In most 

cases, perliaps especially with .irh- 

letes, licensing provides an in¬ 

come after their playing days are 

over, Shaq tulle O'Neal h as a 

sneaker line with his name on 

them—Shaq Attack (by Reebok). 

That makes sense. But what of his 

"Shaqentine" line of Hallmark 

greeting cards? 

And we all know that athletes 

can, perspire, so they may like to 

smell particularly nice off the 

field. Perhaps that was the 

method behind the madness of 

tennis star Gabriels. Sabatini's 

111 fee f rag ra n c es, " G ub ri e I a 

Sabat ini/' “Magnetic," and 

"Cascaya." (Word has it that the 

working name for die parfum was 

"Eau de Love. . .Fifteen.") 

So where does the licensing 

trend draw the line!' What prod¬ 

ucts would be considered too 

tuck) for endorsement? Not very 

many, considering the- lisi already 

out there, including: Pete Rose's 

Charlie Hustle Cheese Dip and 

Charlie Hustle Stadium Style 

Corn Dog Sauce; George Jones's 

Country Gold Dog Food; and 

clothing lines from Jaclyn Smith 

(Kmart), Karbie Let Gifford 

(Wal-Mart), Delta Burke Crcal- 

si/.e" women), and Tina Louise 

(TinEi Louise Essentials). 

—lattice Got fid 

Newt Gingrich... ...and Phil Donahue? 

Stephen Baldwin.. ...and Stan Laurel? 

Sheryl Crow... ...and Heidi Fleiss? 

Wynton Marsalis... ...and Steve Urkel? 

Nnvr:.MLU:R■IMLCIiMlirR LWSPV 
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naked city. 

The Newly Professor 

Lei no Man write One way eo renew America, it Ncwr Gingrich's new book is any indication, is to reinvenr its history. After 

reading the Speaker's “six major changes [necessary] to leave our children with an America that is pros¬ 

perous, free, and safe," we wondered: Just how qualified is this man to recommend sweeping cultural 

changes? Eager to find our, SPY sent portions of the book to a former history professor at Reinhardt College, where 

Newt himself taught history. Shown below are pages from the bonk, along with the professor's comments. 

—M khael Applebaum 

That's the myth of 

America, not the reality, 

And it’s a myth of a com¬ 

placent America, one that 

does not question—and 

therefore one that would 

hardly have quibbled at— 

say, the Scamp Act. 

The idea of an 

"Indispensable Man" sug¬ 

gests a most nn-American 

appreciation of German 

idras consigned to the 

dustbin of history by Lt. 

Robert Dole and millions 

of khaki-clad lat¬ 

ter-day 

Jackson ians 

in 1945. 

Wc COl Jl 

besE by ex¬ 

ample, Walk 

the walk. 

America is an idea, the most idea-based civilization rn history. To bean American is to em¬ 

brace a set of values at-d I!v ng habits that have' flourished on this continent for hearty four bum 

tired years- Virtually anyone can become American simply by learning die ideas and habits of 

being an American. 

When I talk with ifoiiry Kissinger or Am&id Schwa^ewgger, it is dear from the r accents 

that they started somewhere else, but it is equally clean from, their attitudes anp behavior that 

they have become Americans. 

Up until the m.d-196'DS chiicren ane immigrants alike were taught hew to be American. 

From ceremonies (the Pledge of Allegiance, the opening prayer, "Tfte Star-Spangled Banned') 

to h sloric holidays (the stuoy of the Pilgrims at Thanksgiving., Washington and Lincoln on 

their birthdays) to stories in (he schoolbooks., everyone absorbed a sense of how to be an 

American, Even myths such as Washington Cutting dew. the cherry tree ard not being able to 

tell a lie had a. larger troth Portrayed as Ihe Father of Our Country,. Washington was seen as 

the indispensable man, the Individual on whose character and moral strength the nation was 

founded. 

In the mid-1960s, this long-held consensus began to founder. The counterculture began to 

repudiate middle-class values—even though the creators of that counterculture were clearly 

middle class themselves. Mult culturalism switched the emphasis from proclaiming allegiance 

to the common culture to proclaiming the virtues (real or imagined) of a particular ethnicityr 

sect, or tribe. "Situational ethics'1' and "deconstruction^m1'1 The belief that there are no gen¬ 

eral rules of behavior -began to supplant the centur es-old struggle to establish universal stan 

tiands of right and wrong. 

All this has led to a collapse in our anility to teach ethkaf behavior to our 

(mu people Traditions history has been replaced by the notion that every group is entitled to its 

Dwn version of the past Moral stanoards have been replaced by "role-playing..11' 1 ime once spent 

imprinting th* Mcwmulattd sjF o»r culture h iKWV '>perrt CrMlfoa and reinforcing *1 bogus 

and perfunctory "seif-esteem.^ 

There is a genuine crisis in education and public life over whether we really are a civ¬ 

il zat on and whether h ere is anything in the Amer.can past worth transmitting. In schools 

around the country. Thanksgiving and other national holidays that once bound us together 

have been transformed—with dreary uniformity—into "multicultural holidays," when chil¬ 

dren are asked to ce ebrftte nothing more than their own ethnicity—and, by implication, their 

pwn egos- ^ 

This decay of our civilization was brought home to me in December 1992 when [ was 

with Owen Roberts, a long rancfe-pfannirg consultant in Tampa. That was when President 

Bush announced we were sending American troops 10 Somalia to save millions from starv¬ 

ing to death. Owen was beside himself with, anger at what he saw as a wasted opportuni¬ 

ty, "We will terrtp&rarify stop the warlords/' he exclaimed. "We will temporarily feed ihe 

people. Then we win leave and the situation will decay again because we will not 

have taught the Somalians the rule of law, the concept of self-reliance, the princi¬ 

ples of free markets, or any of the conditions of a healthy self-governing country. 

What a waste!" 

Without thinking E blurted, "If we don't teach ourselves how to be American 

anymore, why do you think we would teach other people?" What 1 said ft cjhtened 

me. The very things we weren't teaching ihe Somalians weren't going to be laugrtl 

to poor Americans trapped in the welfare state, [f Americans are not getting the 

lessons of America from their parents or from the educational system, where are 

they going to team them? 

This realization lec me to the idea of teaching American Civilization as a 

form of self-improvement. The old adage, after all, is that the best way to learn is 

to teach. A key reason for teaching was to gain some hands-on experience in what 

it means to be passing on the values of American civilization. The biggest surprise 

was to find how far most twentieth century -nlel ectuaFs have strayed from the as- 

sumplions and values of the Founding Fathers. 

An idea char is always be- 

coming, never present in 

reality. The ideals of the 

Declaration were always ro 

be striven for, rather than 

smugly applauded as "pre¬ 

sent.1' Skepticism toward 

author icy and received wis¬ 

dom, on the other band, 

seems to be dominant 

theme of the chinking of 

the Founding Fathers. 

"Traditional history" is* 

and always has been, mere¬ 

ly the apology ot the dom¬ 

inant class, not necessarily 

the majority: Toffler's 

acolytes in the Sandra 

Bullock vehicle The Net 

can create whatever "tradi¬ 

tional history" thuy want, 

unless we want to affirm 

that Ms. Bullock s rote is 

the Indispensable Person, 

Ethnicity - ego? 

The "problem" of Somalia 

hardly is reducible to pithy 

ep igram -as -v igne ties, bu t 

this seems to reject 

American action there. 

The implication is we 

should let them starve and 

they will know what it 

means to be an American, 

History-, and Somalia> wait 

for no man—indispensable 

or not. Should we then 

withdraw from the world 

until we relearn the 

American canon? 
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Ethics, Inc. 

"I prefer a free-market system where the consumer has power, 

the consumer makes choices, the consumer knows the costs, and the producer tries to produce a 

better product at a lower cost to have a bigger market share by pleasing people/' —Newt Gingrich 

A GLINT OF SUN APPEARS Oil die 

horizon as the voice of Newt announces 

the dawning of The Third Wave, where 

people are so feverish ro please other 

people rhar their ethical ice caps are 

melting, Wobblc world. A flood of sales 

ruses and public-relations stunts is un¬ 

leashed, Language and mores are forced 

to adapt. There is tremendous confusion 

about right and wrong, and the younger 

ones begin to grunt like Dennis Hopper. 

Mutations are inevitable. Witness a 

bold new formulation of “honesty" from 

the NR As Paul Blackman, who has 

been writing letters to the editor since 

the ’70s in support of the gun and to¬ 

bacco industries and signing them with 

the name of his invisible 

friend, “Theodore H. 

Fiddleman," 

In a sense/ Black¬ 

man told the Washington 

Post recently, 'I have en¬ 

hanced honesty by letting 

people read a letter with¬ 

out the public saying, 

'Oh, the NR A, let's dis¬ 

miss this,”' Enhancement 

is one of the prime com¬ 

mandments in Third 

Wave information-age 

dogma, for the simple 

reason that unless you can 

give something the ap¬ 

pearance of having been 

improved, you can only 

sell it once. 

Recently, Blackman 4 r 

reports, he has been 

working closely with the 

new Republican leader¬ 

ship, a great and wise council whose 

members are hot to “enhance11 capitalism 

by raking it oft its leash, and to enlight¬ 

en the American people once and for all 

about the value of an unfettered free 

market. 

Labyrinthine bureaucracies and gen¬ 

erous public assistance have dulled our 

senses, and we are slow to understand, 

But we are trying to learn the goodness 

of their ways. Carefully, they explain the 

virtues of cutting burdensome regula¬ 

tions and rewarding the private sector 

with more discretion over its own affairs. 

They are so patient with us. And, after 

many months of C-SPAN lectures, we 

begin to understand: red tape—bad; 

those old commm 
WERE ^ BUREAUCRATIC 

NIGHT WEI... 
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profit motive—good. The private sector 

is just people pleasing people. In a sense. 

We get confused all over again, 

though, when we read a recent poll in 

which 95 percent of American business 

school students admitted cheating. 

Enhanced honor code? Plagiarism is also 

rampant, as several studies confirm 

' widespread unethical attitudes and 

practices [by] U.S. accounting students." 

Men with cardigan sweaters and 

furrowed brows wear looks of distress 

and speak of rotten fruit, “We used to 

look at bad apples/ University of 

Dayton professor John Quinn says of to¬ 

day’s crop of MBA students. “Now 

we re focused on the barrel/ 

His colleague Philip 

Vorherr chimes in. ‘"I 

don’t know that there's a 

whole lot we can do/ he 

tells me, “There have al¬ 

ways been business scan¬ 

dals, but when my 

parents were growing 

up, they weren't exposed 

to this constant barrage 

of unethical behavior. 

They weren't exposed to 

rhe OJ. lawyers who'll 

do anything to get their 

client off, regardless of 

right and wrong.'’ 

While many of us 

tend to view a rapid eth¬ 

ical decline as a potential 

global threat, the stu¬ 

dents themselves prefer 

to think of the whole 

thing as a day at the 

movies. Relax, dudes. 
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"We’re just taking a break," says one ac¬ 

counting student, “We’ll likely get hack 

to [the rules] later/’ No surprise that, 

given a chance to rate their own ethical 

values, they come out gleaming. 

But maybe we are being a little 

uptight, too quick to judge. Perhaps 

these young business scholars are more 

studious than even their professors real¬ 

ize. Cheating, plagiarizing, separating 

business school ethics from real life 

ethics—these tip-and-comers may sim¬ 

ply be taking the cues of two legendary 

“classical" business ethicists from 

Harvard, 

Digging mto the "Ethics, Inc," 

archives for a lesson on enhanced civili¬ 

ty, we find this little missive: "Discard 

the Golden Rule/' Albert Carr beckoned 

to all budding capitalists in a 1968 

Harvard Etui mss Revieu' article which ar¬ 

gued that “the ethics of business are 

game ethics, different from the ethics of 

religion—In the business game, truth¬ 

telling usually has to be kept within nar¬ 

row limits if trouble is to be avoided.’’ 

A business ethicist and a keen fam¬ 

ily therapist, Carr also knew the impor¬ 

tance of enhanced domestic tranquillity: 

“An executive’s family life can easily be 

dislocated if he fails co make a sharp dis¬ 

tinction between the ethical systems of 

the home and the office—or if his wife 

does not grasp that distinction/' 

As for the consumer, business game 

ethics help the confused purchaser sort 

through all of his or her psychological 

needs, explained former Revmv editor 

Theodore Levitt in 1970- 

“Embellishment and distortion are 

among advertising's legitimate and so¬ 

cially desirable purpose [i/c]," lie wrote; 

“The consumer suffers from an old dilem¬ 

ma; he wants truth/ but he also [needs] 

the alleviating imagery and tantalizing 

promise of the advertiser and designer." 

Truth through fantasy. Healthy mar¬ 

riage through barbaric office behavior. 

The enhancement of life through mar¬ 

keting shenanigans. Mutations we learn 

to live with-—or, just like Blackman, 

blame on an invisible friend, 

—David Shenk 

Ethics on-line: DSHENK@aoLeom or 

htfp://condor.depauLedu/ethics/inc,html 
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A SPY Interview with Henry Kissinger His soothingly phlegmatic monotone mumble 

is known the world over—from the 

inner sanctums of the White 

Houses where he served as Secretary *. 

of State for eight years* to the rice 

paddies of Cambodia, where peo¬ 

ple still cheer the legacy of his del¬ 

icate diplomacy. And while his 

days as a Cabinet member are 

long over* Nobel Peace Prize 

laureate Henry Kissinger re¬ 

mains a vital member of the 

global body politic* recently 

knighted by Queen Elizabeth 

and still powerful enough to 

publicly scold Newt Gingrich 

like a truant schoolboy 

As if being one of the 

most influential political ad¬ 

visers o! the 20th century 

weren't enough, Dr. K" (as 

those close to Kissinger call 

bimh has akn made a name for 

himself on the social circuit, en¬ 

gaging in an extended fling with 

busty Bond girl Jill St, John and 

partying wirh the likes of Hollywood 

player/coke addict Robert Evans. 

So howr does he wind down after 

all this action? We spent the last 10 

months trying to And out. 

Last September, SPY received a press 

release from the Ohashi Institute—a non¬ 

profit worldwide organization dedicated to 

spreading a brand of shiatsu massage (which 

they do* for $65 a session) invented by a be¬ 

spectacled elfin Japanese masseur named 

Ohashi. The release boasted that Drr Henry 

Kissinger himself was giving a speech on be¬ 

half of rhe institute at an occasion entitled 

"Touch for Peace." 

Posing as the editors of a well-known 

health magazine* we journeyed to a Las 

Vegas—style ethnic eatery' in which 2-in-1 - 

decorat ive-cei ] ing-ornament-security- 

camera-clusters did not seem out of place. In 

addition to the speech, the Institute was running a silent auc¬ 

tions with d signed copy of Kissingers latest tome up for 

grabs—alongside sessions with a psychic whose press kit 

was, even for a psychic* downright weird. 

What was Henry Kissinger doing here? 

What did the institute have on him? Nude pictures 

in a Thai brothel? Plagiarism at Harvard? Could he have 

been Deep Throat? 

As we were wondering where this trail 

might lead, some of the representatives of the 

Institute not-so-subtly hinted that in ex¬ 

change for an article in our "magazine,” they 

might be able to put us in touch with the 

great man himself. 

Over a period of many months* 

we wheedled, cajoled* and out¬ 

right lied to 

land a chat 

with Dr. K. 
if 

^ We interviewed 

everyone but the 

janitor for our pending 

'article," We visited rbe Institute’s New York 

branch, watched a few Ohashiatsu rubdown ses¬ 

sions* and even kept straight faces as the in¬ 

structors earnestly explained that the human 

body is composed of energy zones called 

'meridians"—and that if you are in the midst of 

a cardiac arrest* the proper emergency procedure 

is to bite your fingertip. 

And. when our efforts didn't seem to be pro¬ 

ducing the results we wanted, we played hardball. 
In order for us to go through with this piece 

[on the Institute]*1' we claimed, "the 'money peo¬ 

ple’ need something to sell this story—a hook." 

And the only hook that would suffice would be a 

Q & A session with Dr. Henry Kissinger, Nobel 

Prize—winning knight. 

Eventually, wc received word that Dr. K would 

be more than happy to talk to us about his hither¬ 

to unknown fascination with the art of massage. 

Before we knew it* we wrere talking with that 

familiar voice, asking the burning questions of our 

time: about ticklish ness* body oils, and t ho mug hi y 

preposterous rumors of S&M orgies., 

—Peter Huy eh and A lex Gregory 
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SPY: Hou did you get involved u ith the 

0has hi Institute? 

Dr. Henry Kissinger: To re! I you 
the truth, I don e know how I got in¬ 

volved with Ohashi; somebody recom¬ 

mended him to me, but 1 forger who 

that was. It certainly was a very happy 

occasion. 

SPY: Do you iknow hou long ago that was? 

HK: About eight years. 

SPY: What part oj your hod) needs the 

most massaging? 

HK: Lower back, 

SPY: Do you wear dot ha during the 

massage sessions or do j ou do it au na¬ 

ture!^ 

HK: I wear pajamas. 

SPY: Du iky use any special oils or lotions? 

HK: None .. .no oils. 

SPY: Many men experience penile arousal 

during massage. Hon - do you control it? 

HK: Many WHAT?! 

SPY: AJ any men experience penile 

arousal—that was something {an in¬ 

structor} had told me about, and that it 

was a problem. Do y ou have any way of 

controlling that? 

HK: i-I-l-I don't want co answer these 

questions. 

SPY: Have you suffered any stress-related 

illnesses? 

HK: No. 

SPY: During which per mi in your life 

were you under tire most stress? How did 

you deal with it? 

HK: When T was in government for 

eight years.. and.. uh. . J don’t chink I 

had a particular way of dealing with it. 

SPY: So you didn't get massaged hack 

then? 

HK: UhfH J got occasionally [a mas¬ 

sage}, bur not regularly 

SPY: Have you etxr experimented with oth¬ 

er Sew Age healing methods, like cn stals, 

aromatherapy: or chanting? 

HK: No. 

SPY: When ) ou 're getting a massage, do 

you prefer it hard or soft? 

HK: Well, he doesn't really do a mas¬ 

sage as such, he does shiatsu_ 

Generally, J prefer it hard, but that's 

irrelevant to him. 

SPY: Are you ticklish? 

HK: Skip that one. 

SPY: A re you experienced enough with 

the Ohashiatsu technique to massage some¬ 

one else? 

HK: No. 

SPY: Is it possible to massage yourself? 

HK: 1 doubt it, 

SPY: You 11 traveled all over the world to 

hundreds oj exotic countries: u here can you 

get the best ruhdown? 

HK: Ghf there are a number of 

places,I'll confine myself to 

Ohashi. 

SPY: Ar? you'd just recommend him and no 

one else? 

HK: No, I don't want to get into ail 

these other questions, 

S PY: Is there a particular massage session 

or Ohashi session that stands out as the best 

you've ever had? 

HK: No, they're about all the same 

standard. 

SPY: Do you find it preferable to he mas¬ 

saged by a man or a woman? 

HK : I've never had shiatsu by a 

woman. 

S PY: Oh, okay—we often ask questions 

that sound kind of clinical, to get people 

interested. 

HK: Okay, ask One or two more, and 

then we 11 cut it out. 

SPY: fs your life still stressful now that 

you're out of government? Hou do you deal 

with it? 

HK: My life is still stressful, and I get 

occasional shiatsu. 

SPY: How much of an impact has 

Oha shiatsu had on your life? 

HK: He's been very helpful, and I’ve 

been very grateful to him. 

SPY: There's a rumor going around that the 

Ohashi Institute has group 5&A1 sex sessions 

at its retreats in upstate New York—hou of¬ 

ten did you take part in this? 

HK: I've never been at the Institute, so 

I don't know. 

SPY: Off the record\ who was Deep 

Throat? 

HK: You must be out ol your mind, 

[hangs up] 

End of interview. 
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mp begin with, as an investigarive reporter for the Lwf Angeles Times and ocher puh- 

Biot ions, I often adopted a bogus identity: That technique enabled me to uncover 

^ Kn assortment of scammers, gums, and con artists. At least two talk show hosts 

clubbed me a ' cult buster" after the LA. Weekly and LA, RtmAr published arti¬ 

cles I d written-—’including one on a guy who called himself "Zen Master Rama" and aFinrher on 

an ex-motivational speaker who'd reincarnated as TV evangelist*. Reverend Tern' C.uh - 

Whiccaker. In 1988, 1 spent six months posing as someone who believed they'd bee n abducted 

by aliens in order ro do an expose of a UFO cult. But the idea ro write a piece involving an un¬ 

dercover investigation of the tabloid industry grew out of single tabloid headline: '"Ou/m i \\ 

CITS OFF EAR AND SENDS JT TO Ci IKld 

Who writes this stuff? 1 wondered. Do they make it up, or is it real? Where do they get their 

information? The proverbial light bulb flashed. Using the pseudonym T. L. Wilsher, I tailed the 

k^Jieadquarters of The National Eriqmm in Lantana, Florida. Two days later 1 found myself in their 

A. office sitting across the desk from a I lawaiian shirt-clad guy named Steve Coz, 





'How good are your sources?" he asked, getting right to 

the bottom line, 

"Excellent." 

'We pay $150 a day" Coz said after a long pause. "If you 

come up with a lead that makes the cover, its SI,500. Our top 

people make six figures a year 

’Tin your man," I said, standing up. 

And just like that, I was in. 

In the beginning, I got the grunt work—the stakeouts, 

the follow-home jobs. As a "stringer," ] was assigned to surveit 

the homes of Jack Nicholson, Sylvester Stallone, Justine 

Bateman, Chuck Nurris, Turn [Links*, Michael Jackson and 

Lisa Marie Presley (pre-wedding), Axl Ruse, Magic Johnson, 

Arsenio Hall, Ed McMahon, Bruce Jenner, and Sammy Davis 

Jr I hung out in dank hospital hallways, holding the standard 

tabloid prop—a bouquet of flowers—hoping to ID the likes 

of Marlon Brando {who, according to the Enquirer, was recov¬ 

ering from some "medical emergency") and Ringo Starr, 

It didn't take me long to convince my editors 1 had a high¬ 

er calling than stakeouts. My forte was "social engineering"—- 

better known to the tabloid reporter as telephone spoofing. Of 

course, 1 knew that pretending to be someone else on the phone 

wasn't enough to get the major dirt on people. So how do they 

do it? It didn't take long to find that out, either, 

"The tabloids have a more powerful network of infor¬ 

mants than the FBI—or any other government agency/ an 

ex-tabloid reporter told me. That was no exaggeration. The 

tabloids have "sources" literally everywhere: film and TV stu¬ 

dios, record companies, PR agencies, law firms, doctors of¬ 

fices, courthouses, banks, police departments, social security 

offices, the DMV, hospitals—you name it. In addition, there 

are a host of masseuses, bodyguards, hairdressers, bartenders, 

gardeners, limo drivers, agents, friends, neighbors, relatives, 

and lovers who regularly peddle dirt for bucks, 

The result is a national intelligence network capable of 

gaining access to virtually any piece of information it desires. 

Still, in order to get the really good stuff—credit records, 

sealed court documents, hospital records, unlisted phone num¬ 

bers, bank balances, the contents of safe-deposit boxes—you 

need more than bodyguards and masseuses. So how do the 

tabloids get this stuff? 

They steal it, of course. 

Naturally, the tabs are not dumb enough to do this them¬ 

selves. bo they pay other people to do it for them: sleazoid Pis, 

ex-cops, computer hackers, information brokers. Anyone will¬ 

ing to grease the right palm, get that con s r fi den da I information—whatever it takes. 

J 

WOULD BE LYING THROUGH 
my teeth if I said I’d previously experienced 

anything like the world of the tabloids. Almost 

immediately after submerging my.self in this 

world, I knew 1 had a great story. What l didn't 

know was that I had embarked upon a journey 

that would eat up, cancer-like, the next five 

years of my life—a journey that would see me 

going toe-to-toe with an incredibly power¬ 

ful, multi-billion-dollar industry. 

The tabloids are, as I would experience first-hand, in the 

business of smearing reputations and subverting the truth. If 

the blatant fabrication of stories—and the lying, back stab¬ 

bing, bribery, blackmail, intimidation, mail theft, wiretap¬ 

ping, leaking of disinformation, and computer hacking used 

to get those stories—wasn't what I initially expected, I quick¬ 

ly learned otherwise. 

Item: I sat in the car as a tabloid stringer stole mail out of 

the mailboxes of his targets. He checked names off a list as he 

made his rounds. 

Item: I observed as a tabloid source, a skilled hacker, 

cracked the code on his target's answering machine—allowing 

him to play back all of die persons private messages. 

Item: I watched as a tabloid stringer, using an unautho- 
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rized access code, tapped into the TRW and Trans Union data¬ 

bases and pulled credit reports on a number of stars (or their rel¬ 

atives), including Demi Moo it, Tom Selleck, and Frank Sinatra, 

Item: I was told by a major tabloid source that he had 

brhied an employee in the social security office into coughing 

up the social security numbers of a long list of celebrities. 

According to the source, the money was given to him by the 

tabs, who had full knowledge of where it was going. 

Blackmail is a regular activity at the tabloids—though 

it's not called that. It's called "cooperation." Here's how it 

works; The tabloids get some serious dirt on a star (a photo 

of him or her in a compromising position, for example). They 

go to the star and say, We’ll kill this story; but we'd like 

you to cooperate with us on ten other stories.’' The star, who 

in many cases says yes, has now become “a friend" of the 

tabloids. According to insiders, some tabloid "friends" in¬ 

clude Billy Graham, Bill Cosby, Kenny Rodgers, Linda Blair, 

and Michael Jackson, 

I also watched in amazement as stories were fabricated out 

of whole doth. Example: A tabloid reporter calls up Child 

Protective Services and poses as the mother of a child who at¬ 

tends the same school as Roscannes daughter. The reporter 

states that Roseanne is abusing the child. Per their obligation, 

CPS begins an investigation. Then the tabs stake out 

Roseanne's house. Soon an investigator from CPS shows up 

and—bingo! The tabs now have a "legit" story: "RgseaNNE 

Being Investigated for Child Abuse." 

The tabloids also create bogus “sources” by sending checks 

to people who, while contributing information to other sto¬ 

ries, have never worked on the story for which they're being 

paid. In some cases, they’ve never worked on a story, period; 

they’ve been paid, for example, for giving the reporter a mas¬ 

sage. But once the checks are cashed, the tabloids can say they 

have written proof of "paid" sources. 

Another libel-proofing practice, called "story laundering," 

involves leaking a potentially libelous item to a foreign (pri¬ 

marily London-based.) tabloid. Once the information is pub¬ 

lished, it can be "re-run/’ with possible added protection from 

a defamation suit. 

These activities weren't conducted clandestinely, either. 

The rabloid reporters I dealt with seemed particularly proud 

of what they'd been able to accomplish. And what if a celebri¬ 

ty decides, as several have, to fight back? 

So much the better. Just ask the Enquiry's David Perel, 

who once bragged in Rolling Stone', "When it comes to adver¬ 

sarial relationships, wc relish it. Tic JStafivrtoi Entfit/rw it, like 

a pack of wild dogs. Let us loose and well savage you." 

A few days after I’d signed on at the Enquirer, \ started free¬ 

lancing for the rival tabloid The Star. So now I was a double 

agent. Why not try for three? It wasn’t difficult: just one more 

phone call and £ was working for The Globe. Initially, I had used 

a different name at each paper—thanks in parr to some advice 

given me by my supervisor at the E nquirer, Lydia E nan as, a 1 5- 

year tabloid veteran. 

"Just about anything goes in this business" Enemas said. 

"But one thing you must never do is double deal. You must be 

absolutely loyal to the Enquirer1. ’ (Ac the very same moment, 

meanwhile, Enrinas was re-selling her Enquirer leads, under the 

table, to the London tabloids.) 

In March of '89,1 became a quadruple agent, having been 

hired by A Current Affair as a freelancer to produce a segment 

based upon my UFO-cuk story. I was given a parking pass, ac¬ 

cess to the newsroom, a password to the computer system, and 

office space on the Fox Television lot in Hollywood. 

My office-mate at Fox was Riva Dry an—a massively obese 

woman with a teensy-weensy voice and a thick Cockney ac¬ 

cent. A 10-year tabloid veteran, Dry an became my tour guide 

into the land of the bottom feeder, explaining many of the 

scams, cons, and hustles, More important, she gave me my first 

real glimpse into the soul of that strange beast known as the 

tabloid reporter. It wasn’t a pretty sight. 

"{Tabloid reporters] are trapped in a Floridian promise that 

never amounts to anything more than death," Dryan told me. 

"My job is to figure out a decenr way to make a living without 

having to talk to these ass- 

eve r again.'’ 

RYAN WAS 
made to order. 

She was cynical, 

she had no loyalty 

to her employers, 

and—best of all— 

she loved to blab. 

Still, shortly after sign- 

___ mg on a: Fox, I revealed to 

her the real reason I was working at the tabs. For a, time, Dryan 

became my confidante on a project called "Snitch”—-an inves¬ 

tigation into the sleazy world of tabloid journalism. 

Despite the tabloids' ability to procure virtually any in¬ 

formation they wanted, there was one piece of information 

that remained outside their grasp: How to neutralize a man 

named Gavin de Becker. De Becker is a prominent consultant 

on safety and privacy to many public figures. His clients 

(whom he personally refuses to name) include the likes of 

Cher, Madonna, Olivia New con-John, Michael J. Fox, and 

Oprah Winfrey. 

De Becker has consistently thwarted the tabs in their at¬ 

tempts to get to these people. Case in point: Michael J, Fox's 

wedding, when the Enquirer, Ster1 and Globe all tried—and 

failed—iu get exclusive phoius, In addition, he has made a 

mini-crusade out of toying with the tabs—feeding them dis¬ 

information, sending rheir rqxjrrers on bogus journeys halfway 

around the globe, forcing them to run retractions, dragging 

them into court, and in general making them look like the 

buffoons that they are. 

Example: A man wanting to sell the tabloids stolen pho¬ 

tos of Madonna is flown to I .os Angeles for a meeting. What he 

doesn’t know is that he's been negotiating with de Becker s op¬ 

eratives, He doesn't know they were on the flight with him; he 

doesn't know that the $50,000 in cash sitting on the table is de 
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Beckers; he doesn’t know that the man who closes the deal 

with him is an FBI agent who has been trained by dc Bcckcr 

to act "tike a sleazy tabloid reporter/' When the seller forks 

over the stolen photos and puts out his hand for die money, 

he's handcuffed and hauled away by federal agents. 

The result/ The tabloids never got what they were look¬ 

ing for, and in Madonna's book $EXy she extended personal 

thanks to tie Becker and the FBI for rescuing photos ' that 

would make J, Edgar Hoover roll over/’ 

T’S PRETTY OBVIOUS WHY 
the tabloids wanted this man off their backs. In 

fact, one of the reasons I got work so readily 

(though I didn't know it at the time) was that 

they learned that I’d been an acquaintance of tie 

Beckers since 1978, when S‘d profiled him for 

the L.A. Times* Steve Coz told me one afternoon 

that if I could set up a meeting with de Becker, 

it would be more than worth my while, ] got 

the same line from Fox TV, who, while I was 

J k employed there, attempted to lure him into 

_ the fold by hin ng him as a consultant*' on 

some of their stories. He wisely declined. 

In fv'pfjpmber 1080, 1 was hired as a srafF producer by a 

new show being shor over at Paramount* called 'tabloid. (Jt lat¬ 

er changed its name to Hard Copy,) Unlike the staffers at A 

Current Affair y the crew ar Hard Copy consisted of pros. The 

three main suits—Mark Monsky, John Parsons, and Linda 

Beil—all had network-news backgrounds, as did senior pro¬ 

ducer Doug Bruckner, 

Hard Copy $ initial shriek was to posture itself as "a cut 

above" the other tabloid shows. “We're not gonna get down in 

the gutter like A Current Affairf Parsons told me. But that 

notion evaporated the moment I saw the story rundown, which 

boasted titles such as Satanic Therapy, Celebrity Stalker, Drano 

Killer, Bodybuilding Sex Slave, and Hot Cream Wrestling, 

Working at Hard Copy was like being in some weird 

tabloid bacchanalia; Cocaine was snorted behind closed doors; 

blow jobs and quickies were in abundance; and hookers were 

paid to sleep with celebrities in order to procure information 

from them, just as they had at Fox, Hard Copy reporters ripped 

of! each other’s stories with abandon. Ciase in point; A week af¬ 

ter 1 interviewed Ruth Robinson, Jose Men endecs mistress 

(who happened to be my entree into the show), the interview 

tapes mysteriously disappeared from the Hard Copy library. It 

would be a year before I discovered that they'd been taken by 

another Hard Copy reporter. 

After finishing the Menendez segment, my next assign¬ 

ment was to produce a piece about a female bodybuilder who'd 

been held captive and sexually abused by her boyfriend. The 

woman consented to the interview on the condition that her 

face not be shown when the piece aired. But when I got back 

to the studio and ran the footage. Parsons had other ideas, 

"This broad is too fuckin' good looking,1’ he said. "No way 

we're gonna block out her face. 

1 reminded Parsons that we'cl promised her anonymity* 

Tuck her/' he said. 'Let 

her sue us/’ 

NE DAY, RE“ 
search Director Tom 

Co I her r—a chronic 

hack-slapper with a 

penchant for plaid 

pants and cheap 

white shirts—called 

me into his cubicle, 

"Stu* l need to tell you 

something/ he began. 

"Certain people here think you're a spy for Fox TV," It was 

everything 1 could do to keep a straight face, 

"A spy/!" 1 blanched, feigning innocence* Jesus, Tom* 

how could you even suggest such a thing?" 

"Well, I just wanted you to know what people are say¬ 

ing*" he said. 'That's my job," (Actually* Colbert's “job" was 

to fink on the underlings to the suits upstairs. One producer 

who was finked on for having lunch with a reporter from the 

Enquirer was fired because of it,) 

The irony of Colbert s remarks* of course* was that 1 was 

a spy—but not for Fox. Even more ironic was the fact that 

only a day earlier, Bell and Parsons had approached me on this 

very subject. 

"We’re very interested obtaining the Current Affair story 

rundown*" Bell said, not looking me in the eye. 

Parsons later clarified to me in his office that he wasn’t 

suggesting 1 actually do anything, "We know you have con¬ 

tacts at Fox," he said. “If you can help us determine what 

they're working on, we'd be very indebted to you." 

My stint as a tabloid investigator was going smoothly. I 

now had gigs at every major tabloid* both print and television. 

(I’d recently been hired by inside Edition to produce a segment 

on a drive-by shooting.) Maybe they suspected me, but so far 

nobody had busted my chops. Everything was cool. 

Or so 1 thought. 
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At 9:15 A.M. on March 8, 1990* I was sitting alone in 

my living room when J heard an extremely loud banging at 

the front door. I got up and looked through the peephole, 

and was startled wrhen 1 saw what appeared to be the eye of 

a television camera scaring back at me. Then I heard: "Open 

the door or were gonna kick it down!" 

1 opened the door. 

SLEW OF MEN WITH 
blue windbreakers and bullet- 

proof vests rushed in, Immedi¬ 

ately followed by a camera 

crew. It appeared chat sever¬ 

al of the men had either 

used an abundance of hair 

:»ray, or else they were 

sporting really bad 

wigs. "Hands up! 

Hands up against the wall!" one of them screamed. 

A short cop with his hair combed backwards over his bald 

spot pressed a snub-nosed ,38 against the back of my head, 

while a Secret Service agent shoved his gun into my gut. Two 

hours larert alter the proverbial 

"search/' i was led out the door 

in handcuffs. As I exited the 

doorway* a guy stuck a TV 

camera in my face. 1 gave him 

my best shit-eating grin. On 

the way to the car* J caught a 

glimpse of Fox TV anchor 

Dave Bryan running across my 

front lawn* yelling frantically 

into a cell phone. 

"That was pretty neat that 

you guys got to bring the Fox 

news crew along," I said to the 

tiny cop during the ride down¬ 

town. "Who arranged for that* 

anyhow?" 

No answer, 

Fingerprints. Mug shots. 

Bad dream. I was booked on 

both state and federal charges 

of making illegal access to the 

Fox TV computer system. 

The following morning, 

stories of my arrest ran in the 

L A, Times7 the San Francisco 

Chronicle, and the New York 

Post, Tox Hacker Suspect 

Arrested!"’ one headline 

screamed. “Tabloids Strike 

Back! Police Sting Nabs 

EXPOSE Writer" blared an¬ 

other. In the articles, I had 

been given a new nickname: The Hollywood Hacker. Despite 

myself* 1 thought it had kind of a nice ring to it. 

1 spent one night in the felony tank at Parker Center. 

My attorney showed up the next day to appear before the 

Federal Magistrate* arid I was released on my own recog¬ 

nizance, 1 arrived home just in time to see my face on the Fox 

evening news. 

How interesting that Fox was the only network who d 

Seen fit to run the story (which* by the way* they had conve¬ 

niently promo-ed all afternoon). The segment was titled— 

what else—"The Hollywood Hacker’’ And it was a beaut. It 

reminded me of an outtake from Cops. It showed the guys in 

the bad wigs and bulletproof vests perched outside my door 

with their guns drawn; it also showed the Secret Service agent 

who carried out my ancient computer (no hard drive!) and a 

couple of boxes of floppies. 

’Newsrooms around the country are shuddering!" yam¬ 

mered Dave Bryan. 1 sat and watched with the rapt attention 

one gives a bad movie. My wife remarked that Fox hadn't even 

bothered to pixi late my face—a courtesy they do afford the 

dope pushers who get busted nightly on Cops. 

So what had 1 actually done? Had I been in the Fox com¬ 

puters? Absolutely. Like others, 

I had been given an access code 

during the rime in which I 

worked for Fox—a code that 

was never revoked. With my 

mbloid investigation still under¬ 

way, 1 continued to use the sys¬ 

tem openly (a fact tliat was well 

known, not only to Riva Dryan, 

but also to at least two of Fox’s 

producers in New York). 

Fox, however, alleged that 

I "hacked” into their system in 

order to steal stories to sell co 

the Globe. That was absolutely 

untrue, What Fox had done 

was put together a sting oper¬ 

ation to trap a (supposedly) 

unauthorised user; they did 

this by planting bogus ' leads” 

on stories that were untrue. 

Although Fox claimed to have 

no idea who they were after, 1 

in tended to prove that they 

knew precisely who it was. And 

that the whole operation was* 

in fact, a set up intended to 

thwart and/or discredit my ex¬ 

pose on the tabloids by paint¬ 

ing me as the same kind of 

journalist I was exposing. 

In the meantime, though, 

5 couldn’t help feeling dis- 
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curbed by a certain glaring irony. At the same time Fox was 

accusing me of spying, they were engaged in a nifty little spy- 

mg scam of their own, 

For at least a year, Fox had been intercepting the satellite 

uplink from Inside Edition—-a new tabloid show produced by 

King World, their most serious competitor Since Inside Edition 

ran previews of its upcoming stories at the end of each seg¬ 

ment, Fox could get the jump on particular stories and run 

them in advance of rheir rival's scheduled air date, 

Maury Povich, in his autobiography Current Affairs, de¬ 

scribes the practice as such: 

'Tht launch date for Inside Edition Was January of 1989, 

and we went shopping around the satellites, trying to find out what 

storks they were going to do. That 's how shmis u vrked—they fiddled 

around with frequencies and latched onto the communications channels 

and listened in on the shop talk It was spying. We all did it. switch¬ 

ing around the dials, trying to pick up their satellite, pointing the 

transponders to find their bird so we could listen to their teleconferences 

and their stations., .trying to find out what stories they were after. 

Maybe its illegal, hut that's the 

Front Page mentality." 

AGING SEVEN FELONY 
counts, 1 hired top-notch defense 

attorneys Michael Adelson and 

Alan Rubin to handle my case, 

(Rubin had represented reputed 

computer hacker Kevin Mitnick 

and Adelson had a rep as a bulldog,) 1 also re¬ 

tained my own team of investigators, headed up 

by Ted Gunderson, former Special Agent 

in charge of die L. A. offices of the FBI. 

Rubin immediately fired off a letter to Christopher 

Reyonds, U.S, Attorney. In it, he outlined the tabloids’ sting 

operation and stared that l, as well as rhe authorities, were be¬ 

ing used as pawns in what amounted to a malicious personal 

vendetta. Three days later, the Feds dropped all charges against 

me. But deputy district attorney Richard Lmvenstein, arguing 

the state's case (and acting as though he’d caught someone 
who'd been selling top-secret documents to the Russians), was 

another story. Your man is gonna go to prison,” he bragged 
to my attorneys. 

This case is bullshit,11 Rubin told me. 'Frankly, I can’t 

understand why the D.A. even tiled it," 

The answer of course, was that Fox had juice. At every 

one of my court appearances, the D.A. was accompanied by a 

phalanx of vocal Fox attorneys—led by a hatcher-faced 

woman named Muriel Reis, V,P. of Fox Television Legal 

Affairs in New York. In addition to their in-house attorneys, 

Fox had hired two (count em!) powerful Century City law 

firms, not to mention a criminal law ' expert11 in the name of 

Jan Lawrence Handzlik, 

All to prosecute little ol" me, 

I didn't get it. Why did Fox need all this firepower? Why 

was the head of their legal department flying out to Los 

Angeles ro attend all of my court appearances? "You might be 

a good reporter/ one of my lawyers chided me, "but you obvi¬ 

ously don’t know much about politics. Fox wants to make an 

example of you. You are the messenger boy for anyone who de¬ 

cides to fuck with them.' 

Actually, it wasn’t just Fox, When we began to obtain 

discovery (documents used by the prosecution in making 

their case), we found numerous faxes from The National 

Enquirer to the Fox legal department regarding s[>ecific details 

about my case. Further, when we were given the list of wit¬ 

nesses set to testify against me, it included not only A Current 

Affair staffers, but chose of The Reporters (a Fox tabloid pro¬ 

gram that went belly-up), the Globe and Hard Copy, as well. 

I also noted that Riva Dryan's name was listed as the com¬ 

plainant in the original rqxirt to the LAPFX 

Tin press Bad DivBH ne a nickname: 
T 
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“Remember you 're bghring on their turf/ de Becker cau¬ 

tioned me. Their intent is to do to you exactly what they do 

to people on a daily basis: destroy your reputation/ 

The tabloids1 agenda quickly came into focus. The District 

Attorney told my lawyers that Fox, bless their little hearts, 

recognized my lack of financial resources and would be will¬ 

ing to settle the case. But first I'd have to sign a contract seat¬ 

ing I would not “in any way exploit [my] experiences either 

for profit, publicity, or otherwise/ Here again was reason to 

believe that this case was about getting me to kill my expose, 

plain and simple. 

Furthermore, Fox argued I should “publicly apologize ro 

Fox Television and A Current AffairT Apologize to A Current 

Affair? Yeah, right. I refused. Then Fox showed its teeth. 

Their estimation of "damages'1 jumped from $41,000 to 

$90,000. When niy attorneys attempted to subpoena their 

people, I was accused of “frivolous and malicious harassment 

of Fox employees/ 

For a while, 1 took my attorneys advice and kept my 

mouth shut, turning down all requests for interviews. 

Meanwhile, Fox took every opportunity to hype the media cir¬ 

cus they'd created, sending camera crews to all of my court ap¬ 

pearances and continually leaking items to the press. Finally I 

couldn't take it any longer. I appeared on segments of CNN, 

the Today show, AM Los Angeles and Entertainment Tonight. 

When I showed up on a segment of 60 Minutes, which exposed 

the Enquirer's phony sourcing scam, the tabloids went ballistic. 

They accused me, de Becker, and Rod Lurie (a Lai Angeles 

magazine reporter whod embarked upon his own tabloid in¬ 

vestigation) of engaging in a smear campaign against them, lain 

Odder, editor-in-chief at the Enquirer, began showing up on TV, 

announcing to the world that his piper was “under siege/ 

“A cadre of Hollywood powerful are trying to stop us," 

he intoned. But we refuse to be scared off. The National 

Enquirer will not be silenced!" Considering that Caldcr rep¬ 

resents the nation's leading smear rag, it was a fairly amusing 

performance. 

Fox sent in its own hitman—in the person of jowly, mealy- 

mouthed gossip-maven Mitchell Fink (no pun intended), who 

skewered me on Pm Entertainment News. 

"I'm surprised," Fink huffed, "that 60 Minutes would in¬ 

clude Goldman's comments against the Enquirer without 

telling the audience about his legal problems/ 

Fink went on to reiterate the charges against me. "As with 

most things connected to the supermarket tabloids," he de¬ 

clared, his voice increasingly indignant, ‘'this is a tawdry sto¬ 

ry with no good guvs.,.only rogues who profit from passing 

information. It’s these very characters who give my line of 

work a bad name!" 

After five days of vmretumed calls, I finally got Fink on 

the phone. I barely managed to get the words "cowardly piece 

of shit" out of my mouth before Fink told me he had to get off 

the line. “I'll call you righc back,” he said. 

That was the last I heard from him. 

Over the course of the next 18 months, my life turned 

into something resembling The Net♦ in addition to having 

bogus "fuck you," letters sent to the D A. with my name 

forged, I was accused of breaking into the homes of tabloid re¬ 

porters, super-gluing their car trunks shut (a nifty idea), bug¬ 

ging their phones, stealing their mail, and planting bombs in 

their cars. The D,A, s office was barraged with calls from 

tabloid reporters who complained that they were being ' ha¬ 

rassed" and “threatened/ 

My family members were telephoned by nameless people 

from nonexistent organizations trying to ply information out 

of them. My ex-wife was called by an Enquirer reporter who 

asked il she were aware that I was a bigamist. I was portrayed 

as the member of a Satanic cult and, later, of a neo-Nazi orga¬ 

nization who d painted swastikas on a temple in Encino {the 

same temple at which I was bar mitzvahedl). 

Gavin de Becker, Rod Lurie, and I each had our credit 

records illegally accessed; our phone records pulled; and our 

homes called by a tabloid reporter pretending to be a repre¬ 

sentative of Pacific Bell, in an attempt; to gain access to our un¬ 

listed telephone lines. 

Fred Wo If son, an ex-cop who specialized in phone bugs, 

confirmed that I had a tap on my main line. T can get rid of 

it/ he said, 'Bur it'll he back on there within 24 hours. 

Wolfson suggested I 

start using pay phones. 

i 

he Enquirer’s chief 
goon, Anthony Pellicano, began a 

nonstop campaign to hound Lurie, de 

Becker, and me. Pdiicano was right 

out of a bad Fifties B-movie; he loved 

to do the good cop/bad cop bit, He 

threatened, he bullied, he wheedled, 

he cajoled. When I changed 

my private telephone num¬ 

ber—which I did frequently—he'd call just to let nie know 

he'd made the new number. 

I knew exactly what the tabs were doing, I recognized 

their methodology from my work with cults. Keep your ene¬ 

my off balance, the logics goes. Fuck with his mind in every 

way possible. The Scientologists once referred to these as "Fair 

Game" tactics. 

1 tried to stay focused on my goal. I didn't believe for a mo¬ 

ment I d be convicted of anything. After all, I had the truth on 

my side. But as the months went by, my optimism (to say noth¬ 

ing of my bank account) began to wane. Piles u! legal docu¬ 

ments, unserved subpoenas, transcripts, records, tapes, phone 

bills, newspaper dippings, and other detritus littered the floor 

of my tiny apartment. And, to add insuk to injury, my wife had 

taken a hike on me. 

1 was just about fried. 

On May 28, 1991,1 plead no In amtendre to three counts of 

unauthorized access to a computer system. I was given proba¬ 

tion, restitution, and community service. Had it not been for 

a letter written to the court by de Becker, I believe I would 

have gotten jail time In that letter, he wrote: 
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Hlt is ironic that V\ Current A ffair uhose illegal and intru¬ 

sive methods haw demonstrated very Imr integrity., .should react with 

such hostility when someone fought to invest igate them, if is, and has 

been fur some tinte, my opinion that ‘A Current Affair (and\ per hap. i 

separately, t/?e ‘Enquirer > undertook to smear the reputation of Stuart 

Goldman and to damage him in 

every tray po. 

VERYBODY SAIDl’D 
bearers them. I tried to feel good, 

bur somehow l couldn't pull it 

off. For two years I sat around 

feeling sorry for my self. But in 

July 1993.something odd hap¬ 

pened: the Menendez trial. 

Bob Rand, an old cohort 

from Hard Copy who was 

working on the case, hired me 

to do some investigative work. I took the gig. Oddly, I noticed 

that I was enjoying myself. Then it hit me: i d been inside the 

tabloids once,..why not do it again? 

I came up with some new pseudonyms, made the requisite 

phone calls, and—just like that—I was back inside. This time, 

however, 1 was looking for incriminating evidence of the big- 

ticket items—things that would catch the eye of some pointy- 

headed little prosecutor. 

It wasn't long before Gunderson and f would uncover a 

scheme in which a certain tabloid reporter was defrauding a 

privately-owned phone company in (.aliforma. The specific 

crime involved hacking into pay phones and changing their 

internal codes, allowing the caller to make free phone calls all 

ewer rhr world. 

Following a meeting with Pacific Coin Phone, 

Gunderson and I turned over a fat file containing all the il¬ 

legally accessed numbers (as well as the phone bills of the 

perpetrator) to 

Detective James 

Black of the LA PD 

bunco-forgery unit. 

Next, i got con¬ 

firmation of another 

crime: use of prosti¬ 

tutes by tabloid pro¬ 

ducers to procure 

information and to 

leak disinformation 

(as well as for their 

own pleasure). One 

of my sources wras 

none ocher than 

Heidi Fleiss, who I 

had interviewed just 

weeks prior to her 

arrest, Fleiss con¬ 

firmed that particu¬ 

lar tabloid producers 

did indeed use the services of her girls. Additionally, she relat¬ 

ed an incident in which her arch nemesis, Madame Alex, had 

sent hookers to one TV tabloid show in order to do negative 

story on Fleiss, which, according to Fleiss, was not true. 

‘You mean they sent the girls over there to teak fake 

information?" I asked. 

' First to have sex with the man,’’ Fleiss said. “That's no big 

deal. There's nothing wrong with that. But its wrong when the 

purpose is to do some [false] story on me!" 

Maybe ir was no big deal to Hollywood's top madam, but 

1 figured others would be interested in that little sound bite. 

After all, I know I was. 

To top it all off. Bob Young, a 20-year Fox veteran who’d 

defected to Inside Ed dim, confirmed what I'd long since sus¬ 

pected but had been unable to prove: “You were set up all 

right," he said. People were talking about [your arrest] hours 

before It went down," 

Shortly after that call, Gunderson and I made a crip ro 

the WiUhire Boulevard offices of the FBI, There, Gunderson 

introduced me to two agents, 1 briefed them on the investi¬ 

gation 1 was conducting, and they told me that they d be very 

interested in seeing the results when it was complete. 

In the meantime, 1 had some unfinished business to cake 

care of On September 8, 1994, Michael Adelson filed a 

motion to terminate and dismiss my case, and before I knew 

it I was back in court. Then, on October 17—three years, 

four months, and nine days after he had originally pro¬ 

nounced sentence against me—Superior Court Judge 

Richard Ncidorf uttered the words 1 had been waiting to 

hear: "Case dismissed.” 

Even then. Fox was still doing their damnedest to see that 

their little smear campaign would have a permanent effect. 

"Fox has asked the court that you to be left with a felony on 

your record,1' my attorney informed me. 

Unfortunately for Fox, the judge rejected their suggestion, 

reducing the remain¬ 

ing charges against 

me to misdemeanors 

before allowing me 

to withdraw my orig¬ 

inal m lo contendre 

plea. Following that, 

the entire case was 

terminated and dis¬ 

missed, and all 

charges were ex¬ 

punged from the 

record, 

The nightmare 

was over. Re-ener- 

gized, I dove right 

back into my investi¬ 

gation. With each 

passing day, my file 

on the tabloids con¬ 

tinued to grow. 1 
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producers had IISGd ttIG services Of HOP JINS. 
maintained two copies of all documents and records, and I kept 

a complete time-dated log of every phone call* I stashed my au¬ 

dio rapes—over 75 of them—in a safe-deposit box under a rela¬ 

tives name. 

I also did what I hadn't done the first time around: I kept 

ears open and my 

shut. Sort of. 

OF THE 
more enlighten¬ 

ing conversations 

1 had was with 

Krista Radford, a 

former A Current 

Affair producer 

d written a 

scathing piece on the 

in Rolling Stotu. 

Her article included the examples of two individuals (one of 

whom was a mentally disturbed woman) who committed sui¬ 

cide id ter A Current Affair aired stories on them, 

II still can't sleep at night thinking about those people, ' 

Bradford told me. 

When 1 let her in on the investigation 1 was conducting, 

she blanched. “If I were you, I'd be very careful," she said. It's 

a pretry frightening thing ro be taking on Rupert Murdoch's 

organization." 

How well I knew that. 

I continued to gather information, just as before. 1 hen, one 

day, a little voice went off in my head. It said: enough. It was 

time to end this thing* 

I picked up the phone anti placed a call to my attorney. I 

ran down a complete laundry list of the evidence I d accumu¬ 

lated, which now occupied 14 legal-size boxes. My attorney 

told me to get the stuff out of my house immediately. He sug¬ 

gested that f bring everything to his office, where it would be 

' protected,1' This, of course, was part of my added insurance 

against further reprisals from the tabloids. 

1 hung up the phone and began packing boxes into my car. 

But somehow I could tell it wasn’t quite over. 1 knew 1 was 

going to be tested one more time. 

On June 12, the unlisted phone by my bed rang. It was 

4:00 A.M. The caller was a man reputed to be at the darkest 

heart of the information underground. 

'Got somethin' for yaf he rasped. 

Not surprisingly, I was in a bad mood. "Do you know 

what time it is?" 

No answer. 

How much do you think," he teased, ‘the autopsy pho¬ 

tos of Nicole Simpson and Ron Goldman would be worth?" 

I felt a tickle at the bottom of my spine, 

"Arc they the real thing?1- 

1 Hot off the coroner's table, bubba. " 

’ What's the gore factor?” 

"Well, lets just say that guy Goldman looks like a piece 

of raw hamburger..." 

My mind whirled. Naturally this would be a big-ticket 

item. I started thinking of who I'd call first. 

Then something weird happened, f was overcome with 

this strange feeling. At first I didn’t know what it was—and 

then I recognized it. It was called guilt. 

In a splir second, the last five years flashed across my skull. 

Here’s what I saw: I had started out as an investigative reporter, 

but, in the end. I'd gotten down in the muck with the rest of 

the greedheads and the lowlifes. I was never a computer hack¬ 

er, but I d become something much worse: a snitch. And I 

didn't want to be one anymore, 

"You know what?" I said. 1 think 

I'm gonna have to pass on this one." 

T FIRST, THE GUY 
was a little ticked olf He had 

already burned his bridges 

with the tabs, he explained, 

and he needed someone to 

middle-man the deal. 

Right, Fine, And, some¬ 

where in the past, 1 

might have looked 

on this offer as 

manna from heaven. But not anymore. 

That was over. 

"Do you realize what you're turning down*? ' he spat. 

Now 1 could almost feel the hear coming through the phone. 

'Yeah, 1 do,” 

There was a long silence. 

Hey, man/' he said after what seemed like minutes. 

"You do what you gotta do. But you know what? You're one 

dumb schmuck. 

Tm sure you’re right.' 

Outside, I heard the sound of the L A, Times going her- 

plunk in my driveway. 

"Later/’ the caller said. 

The line clicked dead* 

The dock said 4:20. [ knew that I wasn’t going back to 

sleep anytime soon. 

I got up and put on a fresh jx>t of coffee. Then 1 headed 

outside to get the morning paper, J 
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THi 1 HTiTT rrrr r EXTRA! 
hen the late director John Cassavenes de¬ 

cided to make Factr, he pur his house up 

to get it done. That is independent film- 

making. As opposed to Quentin 

Tarantino, who—as producer of the 

Robert Rodriguez-directed vampire flick 

From Dusk Til/ Dawn—gets an $18 mil¬ 

lion budget from Disney-owned 

Miramax, succeeds in busting the 'bread 

on the table" 1ATSE craftspeople union, 

and actually believes he's making an in¬ 

dependent statement. 

Truth is, the self-styled revolutionary auteur is not only 

sucking up to the cheapest studio in town (Disney ), he's also, 

as producer Sandy King puts it, "becoming part of the corro¬ 

sive influence of the right-wing agenda thac our industry need 

be protected from. 1 

Or, as actor Seymour Cassell (the 

undisputed king of the independents) 

stares of the genius’1 and his anti- 

union activities: "Cassavettes and 

Rosselini grew from their ac¬ 

complishments, They were 

proud of what they did. They 

believed in themselves, 

Tarantino doesn't believe in 

himself, he believes 

money 

tn 

Unfortunately, lie's not alone in his thinking, Tarantinos 

producer/partner Lawrence Bender was so infuriated by the 

union organization of his travesty White Man's Burdin that he 

actually refused to foot the bill for a wrap party for cast and 

crew. While he'd better pray that this, as one industry exec¬ 

utive described it, "uninteresting insult" ot a film doesn't hit 

a domestic screen, Burden star John Travolta at least had the 

dignity to go out of pocket for a party staged at his horne- 

away-from-home Scientology Celebrity Centre—where he 

proved on the dance floor that he may be the comeback kid, 

but he’s still a dancing fool. 

For whatever self-centered reasons, Tarantino is denying 

Dusk's below-the-line workers even a taste of his benefits, let 

alone his acting and producing bounty To top it off, he tossed 

an ex-paramour about a hundred grand to direct a doc umentary 

on "the making of’ his film and the attendant union squab¬ 

bling. The working title for this filmic field trip is—what 

else—Independence ami Unity, Except that, because union 

workers refuse to face the documentary cameras, what we're 

likely to see when all the wasted, tainted film is 

processed is, at best, a mouse-eared electronic press kit. 

When Tarantino pal Bruce Willis publicly blamed 

the unions for many of the industry 's ills (after tak¬ 

ing $H million to die even harder), an IATSE mem¬ 

ber pissed in his car. What will Tarantino find in his 

Christmas stocking? Not coal; union members aren’t 

miners—they’re crafty, 

Meanwhile, over at Turner Pictures, Dawn Steel has 

found the perfect studio to perpetrate her peculiar brand 

of feminism. Steel, who false-started a career by at¬ 

tempting co rip off the Gucci trademark—marketing toi¬ 

let paper embossed with the copyrighted logo and getting 
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sued for it—first cut her feminist teeth 

flogging something called the "Penis 

Plant" for Penthouse Even cheesier is her 
claim to Hollywood fame: producing 

Flashdana, 

Ac Columbia, as the first female 

studio head, what did she really accom¬ 

plish besides stopping up die toilet with 

leftover Gucci wipes? Ghmibmters // was 

released, but did she produce or develop 

it? Nope. Think abour it: She came in at 

a time when there were great projects 

already in the works chat she could take 

credit for. If half the production value 

that went into Seeds publicity made it 

to the screen, she may have found a liit of her own. 

Then Steel slid into Disney with a production deal that 

first foisted the brainless CW Rmtiings* a/k/a “Uncle Tom’s 

Bobsled.” When she jetted to Jamaica to scout locations for the 

film, the Beverly Hills babe was so appalled by the filth she 

found in a shsuity town that she had a bleached and sanitized 

village of her own constructed—not unlike the sugar shack 

Spielberg built for the happy "colored people" he had re¬ 

searched for The Cotor Purple. 

then gets her hands on a sweet little sto¬ 

ry called "A Brief Moment in the Life of 

Angus Bethune" (released as Angm). An 

excellent, mildly controversial script is 

turned out about a I 5-year-old fat kid 

with a gay father, a truck-driving moth¬ 

er, and a skirt-chasing grandfather, with 

Larry Drake, Kathy Bates, and George C. 

Scott attached. 

So whut happens? The cold-as-steel 

Dawn runs roughshod over the project, 

inflicting her lack of taste on everything 

from the costume fir ting to the final 

edit. In short, die much-chagrined view 

In im the crew saw her slowing down 

production b} making nonsense orders about camera place¬ 

ment and other details better left to those with a working 

knowledge of filmmaking. 

And in a final, crippling blow to the dignity ol the him, 

Steel, a self-styled gay-rights activist, had the story's gay char¬ 

acter edited out entirely because, at a test screening in con¬ 

servative Orange County, some jerk yelled "fag" at the screen, 

She and director Patrick Read Johnson went head-to-head 

over the re-editing, with Johnson threatening to remove his 

name from chi. film if Sux-I got I" r wav. 

did, and Larry Drake’s character is 

nowhere to be found. 

Steel capped her performance 

by adding .. slow % d 1 arr jokes and 

other juvenalia in a project she 

had already g utied 1 low tai i a 

woman like that be given 

anything </->x in the final 

edit ol a Him when she can't 

even cut her own hail pn ip- 

hilt- Steel’s claims of cinema knowledge are 

overblown—-one filmmaker hastens to remark: 

"She doesn't even know what a camera is, vet she 

always wanted to be known ns the woman who 

could go down on the set and make things hap¬ 

pen. ..just because she had boinked Marrin 

Scorsese didn’t mean she knew anything about 

making movies"—her reputation as a "screamer" 

apparently isn’t. 

At Turner, first she misfires with the development of a 

"pig picture called Hanihi that Baiw thankfully submarined. 
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eriy? Hell hath no fury like a woman poor¬ 

ly shorn. At an industry screening of 

Robert Rodriguez’s film 

Desperado, the audience cheered 

when Tarantino-the-actor's char¬ 

acter got his head blown off. So 

whac will the general moviego- 

ing public think of him? 

Tarantino is not simply a victim 

of the "too much too soon’ syn¬ 

drome; he's the instigator of his own fall 

from favorable perception. And Steel, who 

should’ve taken a backseat to her own pub¬ 

licity parade, chose to Grand Marshal it in¬ 

stead—and is now being rained on. 

Tarantino may quickly become the next David 

Lynch. Sted is all wet and rusting. Gould a publicist help 

their images? Maybe, but don't look to former SPY 

nemesis Michael Levine, formerly of Levine/Schneider 

Public Relations, for help. Can we all take a moment 

of silence to acknowledge the passing of the flack 

who, in his day, shoveled more fertilizer than 

you can cram into a purloined Ryder truck? 

If blood is an excuse, then Levine is 

heavily clotted with apologies. His father is 

Arthur Levine, who hawks celebrities for ra¬ 

dio interviews through a newsletter, and his 

stepmother is columnist Marilyn Beck, Marie 

Osmond was the maid of honor at his second 

marriage—to USA Cables HollywoodInsider host 

ess Shawn South wick—and Charlton Heston 

acted as toastmaster. 

Devoted readers of this magazine will no 

doubt remember this character from a se¬ 

ries of Naked City pieces called 'Michael 

Levine’s World and Welcome to It,11 which 

attempted to interview every one of Levines 

clients. For more than a decade, Levine had it 

all—boasting a stable of 80-plus clients, 

including Lou Ferrigno (The Incredible 

Hulk), Air Supply, Paul Anka, Melissa 

Manchester*. ,are you getting the picture? As 

in, "Where are they now?" 

Levine handled Valeric Harper when 

she sued NBC; he perpetuated the hype 

over Michael Jackson's so-called youth¬ 

preserving hyperbaric chamber; he inspired 

the insuring of Mary Hart s legs with 

Lloyd’s of London for $2 million; and he 

sold Heston to Saturday Night Live, So 

where is he now? For a man whose special¬ 

ty was "crisis PR" (read: damage control), 

it s gonna cake a modern-day miracle to 

resurrect him. And when God does 
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come calling, Levine seems blind to the 

opportunity. Recently, he says, he turned 

down an offer from Timothy McVeigh’s 

lawyer to handle McVeighs "world-class 

public relations problem/' What—too 

busy with the Unabomber account? 

So who exactly does Levine represent 

these days? The roster of the ridiculous in- 

dudes channeler ro the stars J, Z. Knight 

(the one who brought the spirit "Ramtha"' 

to Shirley MacLaine for top dollar); cult 

leader John-Roger, who's suckered every¬ 

one from Sally Kirkland to Arianna 

Huffington (also a Levine client) with his 

"aura balancing" and "individual soul pro¬ 

gression"; Randy Thomas, the pam-in-the- 

ass voice behind the Academy Awards and Hooked on 

Phonics; Hal "They Just Canceled My Show Again” 

Linden; and, of course, Charlton Heston. 

ot exactly a stellar lineup, so why 

bother even mentioning Levine? 

Two reasons: because he's a per¬ 

fect argument against the 

overused and silly maxim 

"there’s no such thing as bad 

publicity”; and because, in a last 

gasp of power/pathos, Levine 

phoned the offices of SPY, de¬ 

manding to know whether the rumors were true 

that a "disparaging" article about him was immi¬ 

nent. Trying to wheedle information out of puzzled 

staffers wondering who the hell he was, Levine fol¬ 

lowed up his plea for dignity and fairness ("I’ve 

ways considered myself a decent man' ) with a 

from 1 ibd-lawyer-to-the-smrs Barry 

Lang berg Cl am hopeful that common decency 

and a desire to print the truth will allow you to 

take die time to thoroughly investigate this 

proposed article"). 

What a perfect Hollywood lesson: 

Misguided former mega-publicist digs his 

own grave by trying to control his own (per¬ 

ceived) publicity. Sorry, Michael, but the truth 

is SPY didn't really think you were important 

enough to include in this column until your silly 

objections forced us to change our minds. 

Moral of the story? Like Quentin and Dawn, 

Levine can't stop his own sense of self-importance 

from dragging his career down—providing us 

with the comforting knowledge that, sometimes, 

even the Hollywood high and mighty get what 

they deserve. 

And who ever said we believed in com¬ 

mon decency? 

—C. C. Baxter 
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Trial is the Most 
tory of America 

HERE’S WHY 
His Own Words: 

2. A prison guard 

who watched O J. 

talking to minis¬ 

ter Rosey Grier behind a 

non-soundproof-glass partition signed an 

affidavit swearing that he heard O.J. 

shout, "I did it!" 

3* Judtiha Brown overheard OJ. moan¬ 

7+ According to Nicole s housekeeper, 

Elvia, OJ, said to Nicole, "Someday, 

bitch, f'm going to kill you." 

His Lawyer's Words: 
8. Shortly after the murders, Alan 

Dershowitz 

12. Drops of O.j/s blood were found in 

a trail leading up his driveway and into 

his foyer. 

13* The blood on a sock in OJ,'s bed¬ 

room matched both OJ, and Nicole. 

14 Blood was 

ing "I'm sorry, I’m sorry," over Nicole’s 

casket. 
4 Police allegedly recorded the cellular 

Calls OJ, made from his Bronco using a 

scanner. In one segment—after OJ.’s 

mother told him he could plead tempo¬ 

rary insanity—rather than deny he killed 

her, OJ. said, 'It was all her fault. Mom." 

5, OJ. once told Nicole, “If I can't have 

you, no one else can/' 

6+ Prosecutor Christopher Darden 

claims OJ. turned to Ron Fishman the 

night of rhe murders and said of Nicole: 

"I 'm going to get her. I'm going to teach 

her a lesson. ‘ 

told an inter¬ 

viewer that 

OJ. might 

consider plead¬ 

ing insanity. 

The 
Evidence: 

9- Ron Gold¬ 

man s boots 

were covered 

with blood, 

which DNA 

testing re¬ The professional actor tries on the gloves. 

found m show¬ 

er and sink of 

OJVs bath¬ 

room. 

15. More than 

a dozen DNA 

tests link OJ. 

to the crime 

scene. 

16. Fibers 

found on the 

knit cap left at 

the crime scene 

vested to be a mixture of his and QJ/s. 

10. Q.J/s blood matches five drops on 

the walkway outside Nicole's condo lead¬ 

ing away from the crime scene, 

1 L Blood samples found in the Bronco 

match Ron and Nicoles and OJ.'s. 

and the bloody glove behind OJ/s house 

were unique to the 1993 and 1994 Ford 

Bronco, OJ/s was a 1994. 

17, Hairs in the cap "exhibit the same 

microscopic characteristics'' as those con¬ 

tained in a 

154. 6/13/94 Police notice cuts on O.J.'s hands, 

Shapiro later describe them as "paper cuts," 

155. 6/17/94 DA Gil Garcettl refuses to blame the 

LAPD for 0,J/s escape; "How many members of the 

media have been surrounding Mr. Simpson's house 

and he was able to get away somehow?" 

156. 6/13/94 Defense attorney Johnnie Cochran on 

whether he will take the case: ttI just think the way 1 

feel about him would preclude me from giving him 

the best representation possible." 

157. As A.C. Cowlings Is released on $250,000 bail, 

ho pushes past reporters, cursing and snarling "Don't 

you have no respect?" 

153, 6/19/94 Shapiro on OJ/s state: 'tHel start¬ 

ed to cry, and said,, 1 wish I could spend Father's Day 

with my children,''" 

159. Shapiro added that he had delivered a "special 

message" from the Reverend Billy Graham to OJ. 

160. t/23/?4 The U.S- Senate begins its day with a 

prayer for O.J, from Rev. Richard Halverson. 

161. "We pray for Q J,,+,Whether he is Innocent or 

guilty rests with our system of justice. But our hearts 

go out to him in Ms profound loss," 

162. Halverson never prays for or even mentions -ei 

ther victim. 

163. fV24/94 The grand jury is dismissed because 

members may have been ta'nied by broadcasts 

of Nicole'S 911 calls, freeing O.J, from in¬ 

dictment. 

164. 6/27/94 A cou rthouse ca me ra 

mike inadvertently picks up 0J/s 

comment to a bailiff: "3'II do 

anything to stay out of that 

cell," 

165. 6/29/94 0J. Is 

moved to a new cell, so 

that he and celIblock 

neighbor Erik 

Menendez will 

not be able to 

overhear each 

other's conver¬ 

sations. 

166.6/30/W 

Shapiro resists 

the prosecution re- 
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reference sample taken from O.j.’s head. 

18. The large number of hairs inside the 

cap suggests that OJ. had worn it, 

19. A hair closely resembling Oj.s was 

found on Goldman 's shirt, 

20* A 12-inch hair with the same char¬ 

acteristics as those of Nicole Simpson was 

found on the bloody glove discovered at 

OJ.’s estate. 

21. Similar dark bluish-brown fibers 

theorized to have come from the killers 

clothing were found on Goldman's shirt, 

OJA socks, and the bloody glove. 

22. Karo testified that OJ, was wearing 

a dark sweatsuit just a few hours before 

the murders. 

23- Prints left at the murders scene were 

created by someone wearing expensive, 

size 12, Bruno Magli shoes, 

24. OJ. wears size 12 shoes. 

why the Blood Evidence was 
Not Tampered With: 

25. Splatter on O.j. s socks showed more 

than two dozen blood drops. 

26. None of the splatters soaked through 

from one side of the socks to the other, 

suggesting that they were being worn 

... 
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quest for 40-100 of 0,J/s hairs for comparison to 

those found on the knit hat at the crime scene, and of¬ 

fers only one hair. 

167. A man walks rnto court wearing one of the spe¬ 

cial badges that identifies him as a 

member of the defense team, claiming 

to be “a good friend of OJA and 

Shapiro's" 

168. Shapiro told deputies, "I've nev¬ 

er seen him in my life/' and they hustled 

the man out. 

169. Kardashian and Leroy "Skip" 

Taft, OJ.'s business attorney, are so 

mobbed by reporters that they run for a 

bus to go to a restaurant for lunch. 

170. The two lawyers hitched a ride in 

a squad car to return. 

171. 7/1/94 Steven Schwab, who 
found Kata the Akita with bloody paws, 
testified that he knew exactly when be 
had gone for the walk because he timed 
it to be between The Dick Van Dyke 
Show and Mary Tyler Moore. 
172. 7/5/94 Defe nse atty Uel men ques¬ 

tions Det. Mark f uhrman's ability to 

reeggruze the blood on QJ.'s Bronco, 

asking whether dried blood ’‘lookLsJ different than 

dried taco sauce?" 

173. Fuhrman retorts: "I don't take too much note 

of dried taco sauce, so I couldn't really say." 

174. 7/6/94 Shapiro contests Del Vannatter's claim 

that police became concerned when nobody answered 

the door at OJ.'s house, because they had been told 

he had a live-in maid: "Does a full-time, live-in maid 

to you mean 7 days a week, 24 hours a day? 

175. Vannauer snorts at the wealthy attorney; "I 

don't know, sir. I've never bad a maid," 

176. 7/7/94 When Marcia Clark objects to 

Shapiro's questioning of Vannatter about his alleged 

mishandling of OJ.'S Bronco, he retorts, "I haven't 

even finished. It gets better." 

177,7/81/94 Shapiro asks Judge Kathleen Kennedy- 

Powell to throw out the case because the prosecution 

theory "fust doesn't stand up to logic." 

17B. 7/9/94 Shapiro on Q,J/s spendmg his 47th 

birthday in jail: "He's in tears. It's a horrible day. 

We're trying to have some pleasant conversation, hut 

it's d iff icy It." 

179. 7/12/94 Shapiro on the defense's motions: 

"We are not going to file anything frivolous." 

ISO. 7/15/94 Kardashian on rioing OJ.'s garment 

bag rather than giving it to polite: "I never opened 

it....My fault is that ]'m a gentleman and I carried the 

hag. [The LA PD] said, 'You can't go in' so I wasn't 

going to let it sit on the driveway," 

181. Cowlings's lawyer Donald ftn says that instead 

of arresting his client, police should have hailed A.C. 

as a hero: "If he nad not intervened, O.J. Simpson 

would be dead." 

182 7/10/94 Cochran on strategy: "As much as I 

don't want to see race brought into this case,...It 

could be a very powerful issue..,.] think you'll see the 

defense really seek to exploit it," 

183, 7/22/94 After pleading "absolutely 100% not 

guilty" at his second arraignment,. O.J. gives a jaun¬ 

ty thumbs-up sign lo spectators as he leaves the court. 

184,7/25/94 When Ito's remark that the battle over 

DNA presents a "Yossaran situation" is met with 

blank stares from the lawyers, he explains, "You 

know, 'Catch-22.'" 

185. 7/29/94 The DA's office postpones the case 

against Cowlings. Cowlings, lawyer crows, "A.C. is in 

good Spirits. A.C- realizes he has done nothing 

wrong," 

186. 8/6/94 Police reveal they have a receipt from 

a Burbank costume shop where O.J. bought a wig and 

fake mustache a month before the murders. 

187. fl/B/94 California's stale election officer asks 

Jto to recess the trial on Nov. 7 & 8 so the televised 

proceedings won't keep the voters from the polls. 

180. 8/9/94 5hap ro says with a straight face that 

no defense attorney has discussed evidence of the case 

with any reporter, despite the fact that numerous 

press accounts are attributed to defense lawyers. 

169, 8/11/94 O.J, undergoes surgery to remove 

swollen lymph nodes from his armpits. 

190, Shapiro on 0J/S condition: "He's very, very 

nervous. He hasn't seen his kids,, and now there are 

these medical tests looming. That's bothering him," 

19L 8/19/94 Fox TV complies with a defense re¬ 

quest to postpone airing its docudrama, The OJ. 

Simpson Storyr until after jury selection. Slithery 

shyster Shapiro had pleaded with Fox 

to postpone appealing to the network's 

"common sense and principles of fair 

play." 

192. 8/22/94 Fuhrman issues a dec¬ 

laration in which he denies ever making 

derogatory remarks about "any partic¬ 

ular ethnic class." 

193. 3/23/94 [to threatens to sanc¬ 

tion defense attorney Peter Neufeld for 

asking questions that [to has already 

deemed irrelevant 12 times 

194, 8/24/94 The defense announces 

that it is pulling the plug on its toll-free 

tip line which offered a $500,000 re¬ 

ward for information leading to the ar* 

rest Of the "real kilter or killers," 

195, Shapiro admits that after re¬ 

ceiving over 250,960 calls in a few 

days, "it's worn off some," 

196- 8/29/94 Fiihrman. attorney Rob 

Tourtelot; "The only people tailing 

Mark Fuhrman a racist are the attorneys for the de¬ 

fense. We're going to fight back. By the end of the tri¬ 

al in this case, the entire world will know that Mark 

Fuhnman is not a racist" 

197. 8/30/94 LAPD Spokesman David Gascon on 

Fuhrman: "He enjoys the full respect, support and 

admiration of the chief of police and the management 

staff of the [LAPD]/' 

198. 8/31/94 Shapiro apologizes lo Hodgman for 

muttering "bullshit" while Hodgman was talking. 

199. 9/1/94 The results of a prosecution focus group 

are revealed: the words used most to describe Clark: 

"pushy" and "aggressive"; to describe Shapiro: 

"smooth," "sharp/' and "chutzpah." 

2£)D. 9/W94 Cochran announces: "The majority view 

on the defense team is that Simpson should testify. He 

added that 0 J,, too, "wants to testify," 

201. 9/22/94 Johnnie Cochran an sequestration: 

"Who...would like to spend six months away from 

their families, locked up with eleven ether strangers? 

Retired people who don't like the if families." 

202.9/24/34 Cochran calls Newsweek** reporting of 

OJ.'s wife abuse offensive to the family of the man 

who "has Jed an exemplary life," 

203. Cochran predicts that ultimately media cover¬ 

age will have a net positive effect on the administra¬ 

tion of justice in general: "When this trial is over, I 

expect people to have a better idea of what lawyers 

can do; it upgrades the profession." 

"Me first!" "No, me first!" Attorneys get in line to 
debate another crucial micropoint. 
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MARCIA. MARCIA, MARCIA! 
55L Dreamed of bein« a modern dancer, 

552. Known around the DA'5 office as "Marcia 

Mini" for her daringly short skirts. 

553. Her first husband. Gaby Horowitz, was a high- 

stakes backgammon hustler who cheated Lucille Ban 

and John Wayne. 

554. Gaby was eventually shot in the head acci¬ 

dentally by his best friend; he is now brain-damaged 

and wheelchair-bound. 

555. Gaby allegedly beat Clark repeatedly. 

556. Marcia had divorced Gaby a year after he 

paid her way through law school. 

557. Four months before her divorce became final, 

she married Gordon Clark, a high priest in the 

Church of Scientology. 

558. Fifeo for divorce from Gordon Clark three 

days before the murders. 

559. Went on a SI.,500 pre-trial shopping spree, 

560. Refused to autograph a copy of OJfs'"] Want 

to Tell You," 

561. Stopped by secur ty trying to take a loaded 

handgun on a flight to Arizona, 

562. Clark's estranged lushand Gordon, fiied pa¬ 

pers saying that Marcia misled Tto about her sched¬ 

uled night to pick the boys up for the weekend. 

563. Clark added that Marcia '‘'told me not to pick 

up the kids that evening. Instead, she said she want¬ 

ed to drop them off at my place around 7:30 p.m. 

She dropped them off around 8:45 p.m." 

564. Clark contended that his children suffered be¬ 

cause Marcia's work schedule in the trial leaves her 

with little time for the beys. 

565. The Enquirer printed topless pictures of her,. 

566+ Called Cochran "Mr, Corkhead" in court, 

then claimed it was a sl ip of the tongue. 

567, Joked to her fellow prosecutors: "Chris and l 

Should create our own diversionary tactics for the 

jury—Chris w H come over and begin to strangle me, 

and then Ml fall to the floor.,.." 

CHRISTOPHER DARDEN 
569, Darden's superiors in the DAfs office were out¬ 

raged when he allowed nmself tc oe interviewed oy 

Geraldo Rivera on Feb. 22. 

569. Darden insisted that he did not know the in¬ 

terview was being broadcast, 

570, On the fact that he still teaches: "I have to, I 

gel paid so little her?/' 

571. After calling a student by her maiden name, 

Horowitz, instead of her married name, Shapiro, he 

quipped: "E guess it's that 1 just don't want Shapiro 

following me wherever E go." 

572. Cn people who call him an Uncle Tom: “Where 

the hell were these people when the LAPP was villi- 

tying me, calling me 'too black' and 'too militant?"' 

573. The Mew York Fust called him "Mister 

Prosecute," 

574. During one sidebar, he complained that 

Cochran had stepped cm his Salvatore Ferragamo 

shoes and should bo requires to buy him another. 

575. During another sidebar, Darden told Ito, "I'm 

not criticizing you, Judge. You're my bud," 

when the blood hit them. 

27, The drops containing Nicole’s blood 

were found around die ankle areas, sug¬ 

gesting Jt was splashed on die socks at die 

crime scene. 

28. ! he stains containing OJ.'s blood 

were found higher on the leg and on the 

toe of one sock, suggesting 

he stained one sock when 

he returned home and 

pulled them off, 

29^ The stains also in¬ 

cluded a number of micro¬ 

scopically small flakes and 

spots too tiny to have been 

produced by tampering, 

30. Witnesses testified 

they had not originally no¬ 

ticed the stains—not be¬ 

cause they weren't there 

until the LAPD planted 

them—but more likely 

because the socks are black and it is near¬ 

ly impossible to see the stains with the 

naked eye, 

3 1 * Some 1 JNA samples from the crime 

scene, glove, socks, and OJ,s estate were 

degraded while others were easily typed, 

suggesting they had been subjected to dif¬ 

ferent degrees of exposure to the elements. 

32* If the drops had been tampered with 

in the lab, they would have degraded at 

the same rare, 

33- The blood was not just examined by 

Clark and Darden in a little sidebar action. 

576, Before the trial, Iso tola the Daily Journal, 
“Voi/d have to be crazy to want that case." 

577, ito on his fame:11 I'm a mere flash In the 

pan compared to (Judge) Joe Wapner," 

578, Criticized fur his five-part TV Interview 

on KCBS during the November 1994 sweeps, 

579, His eyeglasses are Price Club glasses. 

500, Bet Hodgman a pound of coffee that 

he had asked a question of a juror, 

501. When u8om Free" pianist Roger 

Williams ■offered to give a free concert to the 

jurors, lto accepted, and then de¬ 

scribing himself as ua great 

fan" of Williams. 

582, During sidebars, 

he calls male attor¬ 

neys by their first 

names, but ad¬ 

dresses Clark 

"Miss 

Clark." 

593, Neighbors have been painting their houses to 

match the Itos' color scheme. 

594, Met his wife, Margret York, at a homicide 

scene "looking over a dead body," 

585. York was a model for Cagney and Lacey. 
586* Every Pearl Harbor Day at UCLA, Iio would 

don an aviator's cap and run through the halls, setting 

off firecrackers and yelling about the "round eyes." 

587. His other two Claims to fame in college were 

Uh souped-up Mustang and his cdlleirtran of PlAytttiy 

centerfolds. 

588. On another occasion, a witness toJc ito, "1 

don't personally listen to this case. It doesn't inter¬ 

est me at ail." To that, fto said, "Good for you. Me 

either." 

589. Ito has a television camera mounted an the 

celling that is hidden by a dark plastic bubble and 

that he constantly used to scan the courtoom with a 

joystick. 

590. He looks for reporters chewing gum, sucking 

on lozenges, or inappropriately craning their necks. 
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59L1 Their total fees amounted to $56,000 a week 

592. Cochran and Shapiro often enter court laughing 

as if they have just heard a joke, 

593. QJ on the Dream Team's public feuding’ "Whose 

trial is it anyway, mine, or those guys'?" 

594. One member who wanted to withdraw, referred 

to two other members as "fucking I are." 

595. Brought a drama coach into the jail to teach 

OJ, the correct body language to impress the jury, 

596. To counteract D.J/s perceived passivity, gave 

him a note pad and encouraged him to write in it. 

597. OJ; "Ail tee witnesses you've put up there are 

killing me. I can convince the jury I'm innocent" 

598. Might have been willing to plead guilty to vol¬ 

untary manslaughter in exchange for a 4-year prison 

term, but talks fell apart when the prosecution de¬ 

manded he serve at least 13 years, 

JOHNNIE L COCHRAN, JR, 
599. Mas no middle name; the "L'J is just an initial 

600. Larry Feldman, who represented the boy who 

accused Michael Jackson of cmUti molestation, claims 

that the boy was never called to testify because of 

Cochran and DA Gil GareeUi's close friendship, 

601. Was responsible for orchestrating Jackson's pay¬ 

off of a child's family to avoid molestation charges, 

602. Cochran claims that one of the reasons for his 

original hesitance to take the case is because he "was 

worried about what Michael Jackson thought." 

603+ The Snoop Doggy Dogg murder trial cannot be¬ 

gin until Cochran Is finished with OJ., because Cochran 

is representing Dogg's co-defendant, Shawn Abram. 

604+ Cochran's law firm has also represented Todd 

Bridges, Tupac Shakur, and battered truck driver 

Reginald Dennv in his suit against the LA PD. 

605. After a client was sentenced to life in prison, 

Cochran forged a letter claiming falsely that he was 

the LA County Asst DA and reccommended parole. 

606. ]n the early 1980's, the accused wife-beater at¬ 

torney headed a domestic violence task force when ne 

was a prosecutor in the LA County DA's office. 

607. After me indictment, OJ. called Cochran 

nine times, begging, "3 need your help! 

I need your heJpl" 

60S, His minister allegedly 

held his hands and said, 

"Lord, help Johnnie 

Cochran use his skills for 

your glory]" 

609. When ar i interview 

er asked if OJ called 

Shapiro frequently, 

Cochran responded; "Yes. 
But Juice calls me the most" 

610. OJ, calls Cochran 

once or twice a night 

just to talk. "Juice 

is lonely," 

Cochran explains. 

611. On OJ strategy; "I've got. to show a reasonable 

doubt and embellish on that." 

612. On bow the jury will perceive OJ: "You're gonna 

look at this guy and say, 'This guy didn't do It"' 

613. Claimed on the Today show that OJ was dis¬ 

tressed over a poll tnat showed the majority of 

Americans believed he was guilty. 

614. Cochran's mistress said that Cochran told her, 

"Sweetheart,.,just give me one 

black person on that jury—that's 

al l I ask, one'1 

615. On the outcome of whether 

DMA results point to OJ, or not 

"We have a good team assembled 

that can deal with any set of re¬ 

sults. We can cover it both ways," 

616. On joining Shapiro: "We 

agreed to set aside our egos and do 

what was best for pur client." 

617. Denzel Washington consult¬ 

ed with Cochran in researclvng his 

role in Philadelphia, 
618. During his Southern 

University Law School commence 

mem speech;11 No lawyer should 

practice only to make money. If they 

do, it is impossible to do justice." 

619. On the level of his commit' 

ROBERT SHAPIRO 

626, Erik Menendez to OJ: 'Don't ever believe Bob 

Shapiro is going to get you a deal, because he isn't." 

627. Defended F, Lee Bailey on drunk a riving changes, 

62S, Part of his successful strategy in Bailey's case 

was to prove that the white arresting officer was a 

racist to appeal to Lrte emotions of three black jurors. 

629. Defended Johnny Carson on Dill changes. 

630. Defended the man who shot Clark's first husband 

631. So despised by 

Robert “Trini" Shapiro, 
humming “Lemon Tree.” 

Cochran that he is fre¬ 

quently excluded from cru¬ 

cial strategy meetings, 

632. Appeared at Nlcole's 

funeral and tried to prompt 

her (mother to say that she 

called Mezzaiuua for her 

glasses at 11, ruling out the 
possibility that OJ did it. 

633. Why he sits next to 

OJ; "That's where the TV 

cameras are pointed," 

634. On cameras in the 

courtroom; "I'm sick of 

looking at myself on TV 

with my bald head]" 

635. So tense after court 

he hired a masseuse to come 

to his house every day. 

ment: "The people have more resources than OJ, 

Simpson, To fight them, you've got to do everything 

you possibly can ■ for as long as the money holds out." 

620, On his tail for the case: "It's going to be major. 

621. At a Bar association conference, gat in two digs 

at Shaprio and Howard Weitzman when giving advice 

to criminal defese attorneys: "You never sign auto* 

graphs, and you never let your client talk to police."' 

622, Accused of beating ex-wife Barbara, yelling,, "I'm 

going to hit you where there won't be any bruises." 

623. After learning that a reporter was delving into his 

past, he called Barbara and said, "Barbara, you will 

want for nothing, ever, if you'll just deny the allega¬ 

tions. Tell the reporter I was a wonderful guy." 

624, Barbara described Cochran's forte as 

"legal mumbo-jumbo,..stuff that had noth¬ 

ing to do with guilt or innocence, but only 

with the need to create a reasonable 

doubt in one juror's mind." 

625. Once Yearned his ex-wife: 

"You better not leave. You're too 

ugly to even ge? a date! You'll nev 

er find another man like me " 

636. Shapiro; "The public perception is that a celebri¬ 

ty can get off easier. Itrs absolutely not true." 

637, As amateur boxer " l pay my sparring partners, 

so they can't hit me." 

63B. Attended a costume party dressed as a fighter, 

639. Hired lawyer/a gent Ed Hookst ratten to field 

book offers and discuss possibilities for his own talk 

Show. 

640. Too k Christmas vacation in Hawaii white the rest 

of the defense team were getting ready for the trial. 

641. Wore a tiny white Speedo. 

642. Stayed in a SI,000-a-night rsom, where he 

checked in under the name "DeMilo," 

643. An av d sports fan, he used to be cheered by fans 

when he attended sporting events, 

644. By July '95, he was booed at a Lakers game. 

645. At a prizefight in Las Vegas, people chanted, 

"Guilty, guilty, guilty"' as Shapiro took his seat. 

646. Defended Jose Canseco on gun possession 

changes, claiming that the huge ballplayer had been 

fearful after numerous obscene phone calls. 

647. Kuntsler on Shapiro: "To take on a notorious 

fixer, a plea bargainer, like Shapiro gives the wrong 

message. Fie is entirely the wrong man for OJ. 

Simpson." 

648. On the Dream Team: "Are there disagreements? 

On almost every issue. But a lot of this is like a jazz 

group playing together." 

649. Claims hiring Cochran was "100% my decision." 

650. Has compared brs battles with Cochran to ar¬ 

guments between a husband and wife. 

651. On calling a homicide a "tragedy" or "horri¬ 

ble human event": "They will be repeated by the me¬ 

dia, After a while, the repetition almost becomes a 

fact, That is the lawyer's ultimate goal," 

652. His Zeta Beta Tau frat brothers still call him 

"Trini" after the folk singer Trini Lopez, who also 

favored loud suits and big hair. 
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the LAPD, hut also by the Cellmark 

Diagnostics laboratory in Maryland and 
the California Department of Justice: 
They ail came to the same conclusions. 

34. Criminalist Henry Lee stated that 

investigators erred by putting Goldman’s 

boot into a bag while it was still wee, al¬ 

lowing the blood to smear. 

35. He did not explain how OJ/s blood 

landed on Goldmans boot, 

36. An Aris Iso toner exec testified that 

the gloves at the crime scene art identical 

to those GJ, is wearing in a 1991 photo. 

37* There were only 200-240 of the 

gloves sold—ah of them at Blooming- 
dale’s in New York City. 

38. Blooming dale's records show that 

Nicole purchased two jstirs of the gloves 

in December 1990 — as a Christmas pre¬ 

sent for O.J. 

39. A DNA test confirmed that blood 

found in OJ/s Bronco came from 

Goldman, whom OJ. says he never met. 

40. Kaco testified that he saw blood in 

die foyer and driveway of O.J/s house the 

morning after the murders. 

41. Even if blood samples degenerate, 

they do not change DNA characteristics, 

The Motive; 
42. Police uncovered a taped 911 call 

Nicole made days before the murder to re¬ 

port a prowler spying on her and Ron 

Goldman. Goldmans voice can be heard 

in the background describing the prowler 

and his movements: lLk’s a black guy, 

dressed all in black., J can see him mov¬ 

ing around outside. Oh, there he goes, 

around the corner, " 

43- Hours before her death Nicole told 

OJ.: "T don't love you anymore and I 

don't need you anymore." 

44. Kato testified that on the afternoon 

of the murders, O.J. talked about he and 

Nicole: ll{T]he relationship was over. They 

were not together any more/’ 

“Domestic Discord”: 
43, A week before the murders, Nicole 

told Cici Shahian, Robert Kardashian’s 

cousin: "He's going to kill me and get 

away with it, and charm the world, be¬ 

cause he's OJ. Simpson. 

46, She told two other friends, Faye 

Resnick and Robin Greer, chat O.J. was 

going to kill her. 

204. 9/26/94 3to draws the number of the first 

prospective juror to be called, 0032—O.J/s football 

number. 

205. Ito on the luck of the draw: “I don't know if 

this is an omen/' 

206. 0J, nods his head slowly in agreement 

207. A rejuvenated 0 J. sings a song to himself, and 

reporters overhear the words, "touch me," 

208,9/27/94 When asked by reporters what song he 

was singing the oay before, 0J. replies that he had 

been singing "Memory" from Cats. 

209. 0 J. on "Memory": "That song really gets to 

me because it says "touch me' and t can't touch my 

kids," 

210. ltd warns prospective jurors not to watch or 

read anything about the case: "When you see it on 

TV., switch to The Simpsortf* After realizing what he 

saidH Ito adds, "The TV show, I mean." 

211. 9/23/94 OJ. to reporters: 11 I've got to watch 

what i say to you guys. If I say anything, J know I'll 

read it tomorrow morning." 

212. 0J, gives them his bio: "O.J. Simpson, 47, 

Wo. 32." 

213,0 J, leaves them with, "I hope to see you again 

under different circumstances." 

214.9/29/94 One prospective juror on her Certs en¬ 

counter with OJ.: "E turned forward. He was looking 

right at me. We made eye contact a couple of times. 

He was gorgeous," 

215. 10/5/94 ito rejects a defense argument that 

police should have obtained a second warrant to col¬ 

lect the blood samples, because they can reveal pri¬ 

vate information about the person from whom the 

blood was drawn, 

216,10A2/94 It is discovered that one 66-year old 

male prospective juror wrote "hell, yes" when asked 

if domestic violence was ever justified. 

217, Hodgman claims that Cochran has planted a 

"subliminal message" that a hung jury is desirable 

in the questions for one prospective juror, 

218. 10/14/94 One potential juror was removed 

from the panel after he repeatedly ignored a bailiff's 

-orders to stop reading a booklet titled "Instant Pain 

Relief" as he sat in court. 

2X9. 10/19/94 The defense requests that OJ, be 

freed on bail and the trial postponed a year while the 

negative publicity from Faye Resnick's book subsides. 

220, Shapiro declares that, because of the book, 

O.J, can m longer receive 3 fair trial, 

221, Cochran to Ito: "This Is an unprecedented case 

that...affords Your Honor a place in history. This is 

your opportunity," 

222, The defense maintains with a straight face that 

0 J. is entitled to bail, because he has not shown any 

tendency to flee, 

223, 10/21/94 Ito rescinds his previous day's rul¬ 

ing, which had closed jury questioning on media issues 

to the press. 

224, A transcript of a bizarre incident in which O.J, 

asks to explain to Judge Eto that he had not been try¬ 

ing to escape in the Bronco is released to the press. 

225. OJ.: wl was headed back home,'' 

226. Shapiro: "Mr. Simpson, I am telling you that 

I will not a I tow you to speak and E will resign as your 

lawyer if you continue to do so." 

227, 0J.: "Thank you." 

228. Ito: "Thank you, sir." 

229. One potential juror openly acknowledged fits 

racism, saying he would not be troubled if one ethnic 

group was "wiped off the planet," 

230,10/20/94 Ito asks three TV shows to postpone 

broadcasts of interviews with Faye fiesnick, Only 

Larry King complies. 

231,10/24/94 Cochran on Clark's demand that the 

jury be sequestered: UE have a place; it's called 

Neverland. It has al l kinds of rides." 

232, Cochran on Clark's desire to dismiss the first 

80 candidates: "It would be folly for us to start over 

and think we're going to be 

any better. You'll never 

find a pane! that knows 

less than the panel we have 

now," 

233, 10/25/94 One dis¬ 

missed juror cails Nicole a 

"party girl" who may have 

been killed by someone she 

had met socially., express¬ 

es doubts about other as¬ 

pects of the prosecution's 

case, and then insists she 

can be fair. 

234,Shapiro on her dis¬ 

missal: "My blood is boil¬ 

ing," 

235. 10/26/94 Shapiro on OJ/s condition; "He is 

very depressed at this case dragging on for six 

months, initially,, when we talked about a speedy tri¬ 

al, he was hopeful that he would be trick-or-treating 

with his kids and then having Thanksgiving dinner 

and then spending Christmas with them." 

236. Ito dismisses one juror for waking up to a clock 

radio, after he had given the orders for a total media 

blackout by the jury. 

237. Another is dismissed for watching a Barbara 

Stanwyck movie on TV 

238. Another is sent home for watching a soap opera 

on a 5parish-language station. 

239. A fourth is sent home for watching cartoons 

with his grandson, 

240. A fifth is canned for overhearing a snippet of a 

news broadcastabautthe Massachusetts Senate race 

from a TV in a bar, 

241. Ito says that he is not looking for "hermits" or 

"Rip Van Winkles/' 

Touchdown! The Juice scores again in a fair trial. 
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"Whatever 
bottle and 

CALL jVJ5 I'ATCJ 
653. Reported to have developed chronic diar¬ 

rhea due to the stress of the trial, 

654. Tried to use his celebrity status to score a 
seat at Cal Ripken1's record-breaking game, 

655. Cuts his own hair. 

656. Wore buddy Charlie 

Sheen's jacket an the stand. 

657. Asked to "step outside’1'1 

by Tori Spelling's boyfriend at 

the Viper Room, a fie1' he was 

spotted hanging all over her, 

658. Named after Bruce Lee's 
character on The Given Hemet 
659. Was a singing waiter, 

660. Proposed to a Playboy 

playmate Brittany McCrena 

while wearing medieval armor, 

661. Plays ‘.tie only person who 

can vouch for the whereabouts 

of a wife accused of murdering 

her husband in a movie, 

662. Plays a true! business¬ 

man who is murdered by his 

wife's lover in The Watcher 
663. Used to deliver pizzas to 

producers and casting agents 

who didn't order them with his 

photo and phone number under the pro. 

664. Has been married and divorced. 

665. Has a daughter named Tiffany. 

666. Between the murder and the trial, he still 

didn't have an apartment. 

667. Bunked at friends' houses instead. 

668. Slated to appearon ffoseranne, but was cut 

669. Since the murders, OJ/S son Jason has 

changed the Akita's name from Kata to Satchim 

670. Op his fame; UI don't know how someone 
could sit and go, 'All right, die guy gol popular 

because there was a murder/.. .There's been aver, 

what, like, 300 witnesses already." 

671. Is considering an offer to market a Kate 

doll like a three-foot doll that kids could hug." 

672. On other products: "I would have at least 

$2 million in my pocket with stuff like thaL'1 

673. White House staffer Donna 5 ha la la asked 

him for an autographed picture. 

674. Signed with publicists Lee Salters Co, 

675. LA gofers are now known as “Kates." 

676. On his destiny; “i knew I had something in¬ 

side that people had to see/' 

677. Got invited to Larry King's wedding. 

67 B. Kato's publicist, attorney, and William 

Mortis agent are known as Kato's Krew, 

679. "If Q.j, hadn't happened he'd be a star 

anyway/' says his agent. 

680. Did a karaoke video of Tom Jones' "Delilah'1' 

shewing him stabbing a woman in a jealous rage. 

681. On his appeal; "My lawyer doesn't know 

what it is, but whatever it is, we have to battle it 

and sell it, I'm me, that's it,'1 

682. On a publicity lour:"] was a Beattie. Girls 

asked me to sign their bed sheets, they came up to 

my room, They tried to break in." 

683. His standup routine included jokes like: 

"Knock knock." Who's there? "Kato." Kato 

who? "Believe me, in six months, that is my 

biggest fear." 

rj 
r* l ^ r J 

^ LJ a. Ej C 
684. Pauly Shore: "■ I personally think QJ. did lb 

but he's going to get off, because he's O.J. Simpson." 
685. Dick CavetL If [QJ,] Is acquitted, 1 will re¬ 

nounce my citizenship," 

686. Peter Falk to Cochran at an LA restaurant 

"How'd you like to 

come on my show 

and outwit me?" 

687. Kurt Russell to 

Oliver Stone the day 

after Ni cole's funer¬ 

al: "They're saying 

OJ did it with a Shov¬ 

el. Took her whole 

face off. Now they 

found the shovel," 

688. Cindy Craw¬ 

ford: “Somebody 

asked me what I 

thought of [the tri¬ 

al], Who cares what 

a model thinks?" 

689- Richard Pryor: 

"I could have done 

that, But I don't 

think 1 could kill two 

people and lie about it 

in ihe courtroom. 1 don't have the heart for that" 

690, Roger Craig- “1 think he was set up. For one 

thing, he was too much in lave with himself to do 

something ike this. He was the type to look in the 

mirror ana say, 'I'm so fine-looking/" 

691. intro at a a inner for Margaret Thatcher: 

( y i 

it is, we have to 
sell it. rm me." 

"Lady Thatcher would love to hear about the trial," 

692. Barbara Davis at the LA Opera's premiere of 

Othetltr. "The jury should see this!" 

693. David Hasselhoff (whose pay-per-view concert 

was ruined by GJ/s Bronco chase): "1 picked up the 

producer [in] a white Bronco and a glass of QJ. In 

my hand. He started to laugh, then tried to kill me." 

694. Alec Baldwin: "[V]ou very seldom see rich and 

famous people suddenly flip and kilt people in New 

York, You don't see Donald Trump kill somebody," 

695. Oliver Stone: “Anybody who's been through a 

divorce will tell you that at one point in their life 

they've thought murder." 

696. Milton BerEe: "The case is in the hands of 12 

people who didn't have brains enough to get out of 

jury duty," 

697. Princess Dl: "He's going to walk, isn't he?" 

698. Mel Gibson: "It's been great for the politi¬ 

cians.., because ft's taken the heat off them." 

699. Bill Clinton: “There's never been anything like it" 

700. Tim Robbins: "If the news organizations 

would give other matter a fraction of the time 

they've given to the O.J, Simpson case, we would be 

an incredibly informed, aware society/' 

701. Samuel L Jackson on whether race was an is¬ 

sue in the trial: "No. We're just talking about mur¬ 

der here,,..That's just another defense ploy," 

702. Camille Paglla: "Everyone hears [the 911] 

tape and says, 'Hew awful,, that poor woman/ ] don't 

I say,.1 Listen to Nicole's voice.' You do not hear fear, 

You hear a woman who is playing a game." 

703. LA Dodgers pitcher Hideo Nemo, when asked 

what he thought of the OJ trial: "1 have no idea," 

704. Harvard Law Students 

have been instructed to read 

Juke TheOJ. Simpson Tragedy, 
705. CNN's daytime ratings rose 

more than 700% of its average. 

706. Reporters covering the tri¬ 

al w I have to pay Cal fomia tax¬ 

es on the income they earn in L.A, 
707. A writer covereat the trial 

for Dog World Magazine. 
708. The Enquirer showed an 

orangutan videos of the iral to 

guage ts tactions to characters: 
709. Clark: tried to kiss the 

screen. 

710. Cochran: watched quietly, 

then hooted and stuck out bis 

tongue. 

711. Shapiro: grunted, leaned 
forward, nodded, and waved, 
712. Kato: tried Id hand him a 

banana and grapes. 

713. Bailey: instant outrage, 

bared teeth, threw fruit. 

714. Despite I to'5 limits on me¬ 

dia access, Larry King was able 

to wander into court. 

715. He made it through the 

doorway to Ito's chambers, 

716. He then tried to stake QJ's 

hand as he was led Into court. 

717, He wandered over to the 

defense and joked with attorneys. 

718, He almost walked through 

the door leading to 0 J/s holding 

room before wandering back into 

I to's chambers. 

719, The NYTimes calls the 

National Enquirer "required 

reading" in the OJ case.. 

720, Cincinnati radio station 

WLW offered OJ $1 million to 

wear a t-shirt in court near the 

trial's end. 

721. Fox's "The O.J, Simpson 

Story" is the network's highest- 

rated original movie ever, 

722. Joe McGinnfss will report¬ 

edly receive $3 million to write a 

book about the trial. 

723. The JVY Times is forced to 

share a seat with La Opinion. 
724. During Nicole's 1993 911 

call, OJ yelled in the background: 

“Hey! I can read this bullshit all 

week in the National EnquirerI" 

725. Barbieri and Cowlings 
each turned down $1 million of¬ 

fers for tabloid interviews. 

726, Kato was reputed to have 

turned down a $25QfG0G offer. 

727. Former Court TV anchor 

Jack Ford: "[lit's almost as if a 

friend is charged with murder." 

728. Sources hint that 0Jrsf CM 

agent Jack Gilardi is trying to 

land a pay-per-view entertaiment 

special for OJ contingent on his 

retirement, that will net 0.J up¬ 

wards of $10 million—his net 

worth before the murders, 

729. “We're the only..,network 

that is 100% O.J .-free/' declares 

Nick at Nite. 

730. OJ won Advertising Age's 
coveted 1994 Cover Story* Crown, 

on the strength of 54 covers, 

731. The runner-up, with 21 

covers, was Oprah Winfrey, 

732. Soap opera fans sent death 

threats to network executives 

when their favorite shows were 

pre-empted by trial coverage. 

The LA Times called 0 J,: 

733. "atbleto-turned actor/' 

734. "the football great/1 

735. "the Hall-of-Famer/' 

736. "former football star/1 

737. “the superstar/' 

738. “gridiron great." 
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242= 10/27/94 At a midmaming meeting of the tri 

ai's regular "pool" reporters, Shapiro challenges the 

reporting ability of three journalists, because they 

haven't written that prospective black jurors are "be¬ 

ing questioned differently17 from white jurors by the 

prosecution 

24J, When pressed for evidence of bias, Shapiro 

doesn't give any, but advises reporters to write about 

the prosecutor's "body language/' 

244= When asked by Hodgman whether he knows 

what a polygraph is, one black Jury candidate says: 

"You're pumping me as if I'm on trial. You're sort of 

riling me up," 

245= 10/28/94 Ito dismisses one juror for watching 

the Mickey Moose Club, 
246. One jury candidate describes The Juice as "a 

hunk of a fellow." 

247, When Clark asks her whether there is anything 

about the prosecution that bothers her she replies:111 

think your skirts are too short How about chat?" 

240, 10/31/94 Another offers to serve despite his 

admission that he once had11 a very personal, dynamic 

experience with the will to commit murder." 

249.11/2/94 Clark admits to prospective jurors that 

when she looks at Q.J., she can't help but think of 

"the man I saw in Naked Gun and made me laugh," 

250,11/3/94 Defense lawyers dismiss a prospective 

juror who said in her questionnaire that "men should 

hot hit women. " 

251, Twelve jurors are finally selected, including 3 

blacks, 1 white, 2 Latinos and one who is half Native 

American and half white. (Of the general population, 

blacks make up only 11%, whites 56%} 

252= Six of the jurors have high school educations or 

less. 

253. Il/B/94 Ito assures jurors that he will not se¬ 

quester them without warning: "We're not just going 

to kidnap you and take you off to Motel 6." 

254. After one prospective juror admits he heard the 

911 tapes and thought "something bad" was hap- 

says, "I wasn't beating her," 

255= Another prospective juror is dismissed after in¬ 

sisting O.J. is innocent: "Why would he take a life? I 

haven't bought into it.! won't buy into it," 

256, Shapiro complains that O.J. has been losing 

weight in prison because the food is had. Describing 

a sandwich, Shapiro says: "it's got one slice of white 

bread,, one slice of black bread, with one slice of mys¬ 

tery meat inside." 

257. Cochran objects to the DA'S appointment of 

Chris Darden to the case, on the grounds that he has 

been chosen because he is black: "I don't think he 

should be on this case,... All of a sudden he shows up 

over here. Why is that, now that we have eight 

African-Americans [on the jury]?" 

25S. 11/9/94 Another prospective alternate admits 

he has heard of DMA, but that It was while watching 

Jurassic Pack. 
259. Another prospective alternate says he is capa¬ 

ble of being fair, despite his admission that he found 

it hard to believe that D.J, killed his wife, to which Ito 

262.11/15/94 When Cochran reminds one prospec¬ 

tive alternate tftatOJ. is "cloaked in the presumption 

of innocence/' she bursts out laughing, 

263.11/16/94 One eager prospective alternate in¬ 

sists that he can remain impartial despite the fact 

that his brother had been stabbed to death.: "I can 

deal with it I have a strong heart" He is dismissed. 
264.11/17/94 One prospective alternate, a 27-year- 

old Japanese UCLA grad student says, "If Mr. 0 J. 

gets found not guilty, I hope he gets compensated in 

some way," 

265. Hearing the alternate's comment, Q.„, smiles, 

pumps his fist and exclaims, "] wish!" 

266. Another prospective alternate,, a postal work¬ 

er who admitted to being a victim of domestic abuse, 

is asked why she is so eager to serve. She replies: 

"Any way ] can get out of working for the post office, 

I'd do it," 

267,11/21/94 One prospective alternate is dis¬ 

missed after he reveals a strong suspicion of the po¬ 

ke; he was one of the two firefighters accused of 

setting the Malibu Blaze of 1993. 

26S, 11/22/94 Captain Margaret York, 

judge Ito's wife releases a sworn decla¬ 

ration that she never investigated Mark 

Fuhrman and remembered only that he 

was a "productive officer/' 

269. When another prospective alter¬ 

nate mentions OJ.'s wife beating— 

"[The police] have been out there so 

many times"—O.J. raises his arms in 

exasperation, leans back in his chair, 

and rolls his eyes toward the ceiling. 

Cochran chastises him: "Can't you see 

how upsetting this is to him?" 

Z7Q, 11/29/94 Responding to re¬ 

porters' comments that the victims' 

families believe O.J. did it, Shapiro 

haughtily responds, "They're emotion-ally 

involved, so we forgive them for Shapiro and Cochran: No rivalry at all 

47. She told therapist Susan 

Forward that she was afraid O.J. 

would kill lien 

48* 1977: Neighbors 
^ hear OJ+ beating 

Nicole and later 

f sec her with 

black eyes. 

pening, O.J. 

turns to his 

lawyers and 

says, "I don't mean this to be a sexist comment, but 

man to man, are you being straight with me on this?" 

260, 11/14/94 Ito allows an alternate juror to re¬ 

main on the panel after she admits she has seen an ad 

for Ito's interview on KC8S while watching Murder, 
She Wrote. 

261. "Well," Jto said, "It's sweeps week." 

prejudging." 

271. An outraged Fred Goldman responds: "He had 

the colossal gall to say he forgave me? Can you be¬ 

lieve the level of arrogance?" 

272, Defense DMA attorney Peter Weufeld gets into 

a shouting match with !YY$ Supreme Court judge 

Harold Rottiwax when he tries to bow out of a local 

49. 1982: O.J. smashes framed photos 

of Nicole and her family, throws Nicole 

against a wall, and throws het and her 

clothes out of the house, 
50. IVH7: U.J. hits Nicole and throws 

her to the ground, 

51. 1989: OJ+ slaps Nicole and pushes 

her out of a slow-moving car. 

52. A week before the murders, Nicole 

called a battered women’s shelter for 

help because she claimed O.J, was stalk¬ 

ing her. 

53^ Nicole wrote in her diary that O J. 

used to lock her in their wine cellar 

overnight when he was angry with her, 
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FU J J FAC 7 3 
739, On the opening day of arguments, the winning 

California Lottery Daily 3 numbers were 0-3-?. 

740.0 J.'s number was 32 when he played for USC 

and the Buffalo Bills, 

741. Add up the digits of the dale of the murder, 6- 

12-1994 and you also get 32. 

742. California passed bills banning news organi¬ 

zations from paying people who "'reasonably should 

know" that they may have witnessed a crime. 

743. The producers of the 1995 Oscars cut three of 

LettErman's Top 10 list because they were Q.J* 

jokes. 

744. They also censored all other Q.J. references 

from the show's script. 

745. One poll revealed that 8 out of 10 people would 

prefer to be represented by Shapiro than Clark, 

746. Another poll revealed that while 75% of the 

people asked could identify a picture of Kato Kaelin, 

out only 25% recognized a picture of AI Gore. 

747. Vet another poll revealed that more than 7 

out of 10 married women would like to have Kato 

Kaelin as a houseguest. 

74B. But less than 3 out of 10 men would want 

him crashing their pads. 

749. Still another showed that 78% of people 

polled would rather dine with Kato than Bill Clinton. 

750. According to a Times Mirror poll, more 

Americans can identify Lance Tto as the judge in the 

OJ. Simpson murder trial (.64%) than could identi¬ 

fy Newt Gingrich as the Speaker of the House 

(52%)* 

751. Nicole's condominium is on the market for 

$795,000, and is also available for leasing at $5100 

a month. 

dropped by 4,17 million shares, 

755. "h.c cas? cost taxpayers over $300,000 per 

month, 

756. Transcribers have typed over 3 million words, 

757. rihE two transcribers wiill eat make mare 

than Clark and Its put 

together. 

758* A wax replica of 

Q.J. Simpson was re¬ 

cently installed in the 

Perry Mason court¬ 

room in the Movieland 

Wax Museum in 

Hollywood, 
759. Q J.rs jallhouse 

treatment resulted In a 

penal code reform’ all 

inmates involved in tri¬ 

als longer than 3 

weeks are now served 

hot dinners, 

760. En June 1994, 

the LA Commission 

on Assaults Against 

Women's hotline call 

were up 80%. 

761. Using the long 

hours put in by Clark arid Darden as examples, 

Garcctti proposed that ali prosecutors receive a pay 

hike of between 2.2% and 11%. 

762. NBC's Studio 3C in Manhattan is now occu* 

pied by legal correspondent Jack Ford for OJ. up¬ 

dates, 

763. I: is known around NBC as "the QJ. studio," 

and periodically would come in to beat her, 

54, She wrote that she was afraid he 

would kill her. 

55* She wrote that OJ. had beaten her 

while they made love. 

56. She called police 30 times after the 

beatings. 

57, In her divorce 

papers Nicole wrote 

of one incident in 

which OJ. began 

beating her on a 

New York street 

comer and contin¬ 

ued to beat her all 

the way back to and 

inside [heir hotel 

room: "He contin¬ 

ued to beat me as I 

kept crawling for 

the door.” 

58. 1988 OJ* beat 

Nicole after she let a 

gay man kiss their son, 

59- While driving, Nicole told her moth¬ 

er, tm scared, I go to the gas station, he’s 

there. I'm driving, and he's behind me." 

60. Nicole made out her will five weeks 

before she was murdered. 

One of OJ/s *fans" angles for a 
better look at the alleged killer. 

752. IVo one has made a bid. 

753, Economist Bernard Lentz has postulated that 

the trial actually affects New 
York Slock Exchange ac¬ 

tivity. 

754, Since the start 

of the QJ, trial, av¬ 

erage trading for the 

first half hour of tri¬ 

al coverage has 

764. Q.J. used to host "NFL Live!" from 3C. 
765. Vhe i i («'1 ri -A <iyne B obbitt was cha rged with 

battering his former fiancee, he pleaded, "absolute¬ 
ly, positively 100% hdi guilty." 

766. William Kuittsier perfemed stand-up read¬ 

ings of his four poems called "The Simpson 

Sonnets" En New York car-edy clubs which he hoped 

ta publish as soon as the OJ. trial ends—"if it ever 

does:11 

767. He died before the trial ended. 

The 1989 incident; 
61. Police respond to a 911 call to find 

a bruised, hleerdirig NiCole hiding in the 

bushes wearing only a bra and sweatpants. 

62* "He's going to kill me!" Nicole 

sobbecI repeated 1 y, 

63. O.J. come out of the house yelling, 

SH1 got two ocher women and I don e wane 

time woman in my bed anymore/' 

768. When the cops asked him to identify himself 

during the freeway chase, he modestly responded: 

"Its me, A,C — dammit, you know AX*?I" 

769. A.C, had signed an $11 million deal for his 

$2.99-a-minuie 900 number—(900) CALL-4-AC— 

and the rights to raffle off his Bronco. 

770. Lost tiie contract after he got sued by anoth¬ 

er company that said A.C, had agreed to give them 

ihe Bronco. 

771. Reason for setting up the phone line: he has 

been reluctant to speak publicly, because the media 

have ^consistently sensationalized the facts and neg¬ 

atively exploited the many aspects of this tragedy," 

772. Cowlings1 lawyer suggested that some of the 

money might go to 0Jrs kids. 

773. While out on S250r0G0 bail, attended the 

Free Speech Coalition's porn star party, where he 

dirty danced with adult '"actress" Lacy Rose. 

774, Cowlings arrived at the porno party to a cho¬ 

rus of applause. 

775, Hung out backstage with the Rolling Stones 

after their concert at the Rose Bowl. 

776, Sued by a would be buyer of his Bronco who 

claims that A.C. reneged on the deal and tried to 

sell it to someone else for more money. 

777, Hit CBS reporter Bryan Harlan in LAX after 

Harlan tried to ask him a question. 

778, Harlan: "You shouldn't have hit me, man." 

A.C,: "No, 1 should have knocked your fucking head 

off. That's what 1 should have done." 

779, When A.C, and 0J, were teens AX, Jumped 

in front of QJ. when a friend pointed a starter's pis¬ 

tol at the Juice. 

780* Bought O.J, $1,000 worth of bedding—a 

down comforter, plush piJIows, and linen—because 

QJ. felt queasy sleeping Dn jai(house- issues. 
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64. When told he would he arrested, 

O.J, yelled, The police have been our 

here eight times before, and now you’re 

going to arrest me for this?" 

65, O.J, pleaded no contest to spousal 

battery and was convicted of the crime. 

66. O J. later said of the beating: "No 

one was hurt, it was no big deal.' 

67, He also said, "At times, 1 have felt 

like a battered husband." 

68. Nicole had her sister Denise take 

pictures of her bruised body and locked 

diem in a safe-deposit box. 

69, She told Denise, '1 need proof that 

oj. beat me. Without proof no one wi 11 

ever believe me. The public thinks he's a 

hero who can do no wrong," 

Nicoles 1993 911 call: 
70, OJ, can be heard screaming and 

cursing in the background, 

71* Dispatcher £,Is he threatening you?" 

Nicole: "ties going fucking nuts!" 

12, "Stay on the line." 

L\,. He's g&tma hat the shit out of ml' 

73, "Has this happened before?” 

“AU/tty times ," 

74. In the background OJ. can be heard 

screaming about Keith Zlomsowitch, the 

man OJ. saw Nicole give a blow job to. 

75* Nicole to police: "When he gets this 

crazed, I get scared_He gets a very ani¬ 

malistic look in him,., .His eves are black, 
Jr 7 

just black, I mean cold, like an animal." 

The Bronco Chase: 
Jennifer Peace, porn star and Al 

Cowlings lover, told die grand jury that 

Cowlings had told her: 

76. the chase was actually an attempt ro 

flee to Mexico, 

11. the crime scene gloves were O J. s 

78. A C. had helped dispose oi the 

weapon 

79. The defense claims that, during the 

chase, O.j. was on his way to commit sui¬ 

cide at Nicole’s grave, yet A.(7 drove past 

a Shouting match with NYS Supreme Court judge 

Harold Rothwax when he tries to bow out of a local 

case he had taken on prior to being hired by the 

Simpson team, 

273. As two prospective alternates describe instances 

of men being beaten by women,, OJ, smites and mut¬ 

ters, "Yes, yes," 

274, 11/30/94 Cochran accuses the DA's office of 

using victim's families as part of an anti-O.J, media 

blitz: “All of a sudden, the DA speaks out, the chief 

of police speaks out, both families speak out, It's 

clearly orchestrated/' 

275,12/8/94 A prospective male alternate who de- 

scribed himself as the victim of domestic violence at 

the hands of his wife was dismissed, flashing the 

thumbs-up sign at 0,J. as he left the courtroom. 

276. 12/9/94 Reverend Rosey Grier lies on the 

stand, telling the court that The Juice never raised 

his voice above normal speaking levels in the glass 

room during his visit 

277, 12/12/94 ito to the jury: “Have a very happy 

holiday. There's a strong possibility we'll have to se¬ 

quester you/' 

278.12/16/94 Uelmen not-too-subtly hints at what 

OJ, said to Grier when he offers a hypothetical situ¬ 

ation where 0 J/s remarks could be taken out of con¬ 

text: "We can imagine a situation where Mr, 

Simpson would say, Tm so depressed, | can't imag¬ 

ine a si tuation where people I know wouId go on tele¬ 

vision and say I did it; t killed two people/' Uelmen 

went on to say that if the deputy only heard the words, 

"I did it; 3 killed two people/' that would not accu¬ 

rately reflect the conversation. 

279,1/4/95 I to puts a stop to 0 J/s visi tation rights 

abuses, in which the defense list 52 friends and fam¬ 

ily members as "material witnesses" and visit him 

accompanied by lawyers, therefore exempting them¬ 

selves from any time or frequency limits on visitation. 

280. Shapiro on OJ/s prison treatment "I keep 

hearing this bullshit of 'special treatment, special 

treatment' The whole place sucks." 

281.1/5/95 In a bizarre gesture of one-upmanship, 

the Dream Team announces that their witness list in¬ 

cludes over 270 people—to the prosecution's 216. 

However, more than 100 of the people on the list 

were passengers on Q J/s flight from LA to Chicago. 

282,1/9/95 [to tells the smiling jury panel that they 

wi li meet at a secret location the following day where 

they will begin sequestration which will last the du¬ 

ration of the trial, 

283, "3 don't see many smiling faces at this point/' 

I to said. 

284, [to rules that the victims' families wifi have 

seven seats, after Marcia Clark complained that the 

victims' families were allotted only five seats, while 

Simpson's family got six. 

2B5. Complaining that “some members of the 

Brown family have been demonstrative" in court dur¬ 

ing earlier hearings, Shapiro suggests that they sit in 

the rear of the courtroom). 

256, 1/11/95 Defense attorneys allege that Nicole 

had once called O.J/s gay father a derogatory name. 

257. Feigning indignance, OJ, dramatically wheels 

around to face the Brown family, who refuse to make 

eye contact with The juice. 

280, Defense attorney Uelmen calls O.J/s wife-beat¬ 

ing minor disputes in a sometimes “bumpy mar¬ 

riage/' 

£89. Uelmen calls OJ, and Nicole's strife “no more 

than usual/' 

290. While the 

prosecution gives 

examples of his 

wife-beating, The 

Juice shakes his 

head, smiley rolls 

his eyes and laughs. 

291* While Deputy 

DA Lydia Bodin is 

in the midst of in¬ 

troducing evidence 

of 0 J/s wife-beat¬ 

ing, OJ. leans to¬ 

wards his attorneys, 

and chuckles as he 

makes a remark. 

292* Later, 

Cochran denies any 

flippancy on The 

Juice's part when he laughed, claiming that OJ. had 

said, “Why is she saying that?" and added that his 

client was amazed by some of Badin's allegations. 

293,1/1095 Ito refuses to allow prosecutors to dis¬ 

cuss Nicole's call to a battered woman's shelter five 

days before her murder—in which she claimed that 

0 J. was stalking her—because the person who said 

them could not be cross-examined {she was dead). 

294, Defense attorneys lose their bid to block pros 

ecu tors from using the terms “battered wife/' 

“spousal abuse/' and "stalking" and restrict them to 

the phrase “domestic discord/' 

295.1/20/95 When presented with a page of deta Is 

of 0 J/s ex-babysitters' allegations that Nicole had 

carried Mace out of fear of Simpson, OJ. laughs soft¬ 

ly as he reads it 

296.1/23/95 The defense requests that O.J. be giv¬ 

en one minute—free of cross-examination—to ad¬ 

dress the jury during opening statements. 

297, Cochran also asks that Simpson be al owed to 

display his “scars, injuries, and limitations" to the 

jury. 

290. 1/24/95 Clark delivers the prosecution's open¬ 

ing statement, including blood and hair evidence, 

along with photographs from the Crime scene, during 

which 0 J. stares at the ceiling. 

299. While the victims' families wear matching gold 

angel pins, to symbolize their loss, Simpson's relatives 

don gold hearts which read “OJ. 100% NG," a ref¬ 

erence to Simpson'S 

assertion of his 

100% innocence. 

300. Cochran is 

poised to deliver the 

defenses opening 

statements when Ito 

suddenly halts court 

proceedings, be¬ 

cause Court TV lias 

inadvertently broad¬ 

cast an 8/lOths-of- 

a-second-long shot 

ol an alternate ju¬ 

ror, 

301. A conspiracy- 

hungry Cochran 

claims that the 

camera si ip-up was 

not “inadvertent" 

302.1/25/95 Professional actor OJ, limps over to 

the jury box and shows his scarred knee to the jury 

suggesting that he was physically incapable of com¬ 

mitting the crimes. 

303. Cochran on Simpson's knee: uHe was perhaps 

the greatest running back in the history of the NFL, 

Demonstration of a bad break-up. 
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the cemetary entrance. 

80. They were driving in the direction of 

Mexico, 

8 L Shapiro claimed on camera that O J. 

couldn't have been fleeing for Mexico, be¬ 

cause 'he only had $60 on him.” It turned 

out he had $8,000. 

82, Poiice also found O JA passport and 

a fake moustache and beard in the Bronco, 

83, Shapiro claimed the moustache and 

beard was because OJ. was planning to 

take his kids to Disneyland—incognito, 

84, Photos taken before the murders 

show Gj, at Disneyland wich his two 

kids, sans fake moustache and beard, 

83, During a Bronco call, OJ. tried to 

shoot himself but the gun jammed 

86, The grand jury investigation into 

AC. found chat: ' After [Nicole s] funeral. 

Cowlings and Simpson exchanged cloth¬ 

ing. Cowlings practiced walking like 

Simpson Cowlings covered his head with 

his jacket, entered Simpson's limousine 

and returned to Simpson s residence in 

Brentwood. This ruse cause the media and 

the police to believe that Simpson had re¬ 

turned to his Brentwood home, " 

87, Instead, OJ,, aided by an off-duty 

LAPD sergeant, slipped off to Robert 

Kardashian s house, where Cowlings met 

up with him the next day. 

88, The two fled moments before police 

arrived to cake OJ. inco custody 

Why His Alibi Doesn't Cut It: 
89, OJ. told police he had no recollec¬ 

tion of cutting himself in recent days. 

90- Li mo driver Alan Parker testified 

that OJ. cold him he was raking a nap 

when he picked him up, yet Cochran 

claimed O J. was in his yard hitting golf 

balls when the murders took place. 

9LThe defense later said OJ- made a 

call from his Bronco, then hit golf balls, 

92. The story was changed co explain 

why OJ. called Paula Barbieri from a cel 

phone rather than use the house phone. 

93* Prosecutors contend the most likely 

setting for the call was from bis Bronco. 

94. Parker testified that at 10:57 P.M, he 

sawr a 6-foot, 200-pound black man walk 

across O J. s lawn and enter the front door. 

95* Right after that, the lights went on. 

96, Moments later, OJ answered the 

phone and said he’d been asleep and 

all kinds of records, but you pay a price/'' 

304. Cochran cads a picture of 0 J, at a charity 

event the day before the murders as graphic evi¬ 

dence of OJ, Simpson and who he really is." 

305. Cochran refers to O JA daughter as his ''sweet 

little daughter Sydney." 

306. Cochran: "If you follow the people's case, youJd 

have to believe that he came home and said, "Gee [ 

think what TIE do is I'll go over and Hi kill my wife 

now and I think I'll take these tennis shoes off and put 

on some dress shoes—some hard’so led shoes—and 

Change clothes/ knowing that he's going to be leav¬ 

ing shortly to go to the airport...." 

307. Cochran, an accused wife-beater defending a 

known wife-beater calls the annual 2.5 million cases of 

domestic violence in America "an intolerable situation." 

308. Cochran likens the prosecution's correlation 

between OJ.'s battery of Nicole and the killings to 

the "unproven" correlation between cigarette smok¬ 

ing and Fung cancer, 

309. Cochran on Simpson's stalking: "Stackers don't 

go all across the United Spates working, doing com¬ 

mercials, sheeting movies, having a new girl¬ 

friend,-by the name of Paula Barbteri/' 

310. Cochran claims that the blood under Nicole 

Simpson's fingernails could not have been her own, 

Ron Goldman's or OJA, suggesting that the kilter 

was still at large, 

311. It is Eater discovered that Cochran had qvoted 

a government report on the blood tests out of con¬ 

text, deliberately omitting a sentence that stated that 

"Nicole cannot be excluded as a source of the 

stain...," 

312. CarmeEita Qurio, one of OJA sisters on 

Cochran's opening statements: "Now we're hearing 

the truth." 

313. Darden calls some of Cochran's 14 surprise 

witnesses "heroin addicts, thieves, felons... and a 

court-certified pathological liar." 

314. After tourt, Hodgman Is hospitalized with 

stress-related chest pairs, 

315.1/26/95 Darden expresses the prosecution's 

fear that the defense's star witness is not necessarily 

the real Mary Anne Gere has, 

316, Cochran alludes to his theory that Goldman 

and Nicole had been victims of a Colombian drug 

dealer who meant to hit Faye Resnick a theory which 

is eventually barred from the courtroom for total lack 

of evidence, 

317,1/30/95 Cochran on O.J.'s wife-beating. "He, 

like all of us, has made mistakes. Of course,, we know 

of only one perfect person that ever walked the 

earth," 

318. Cochran on OJ.: "He has been blessed boun¬ 

tifully by God, shared his largess with many, many 

people." 

319,1/31/95 Clark claims that OJA lawyer at the 
time of the murder^ Howard Weitzman, allowed OJ, 

to meet privately with police and declined to be pre¬ 

sent because he "would prefer to go out lo lunch." 

320. 2/1/95 On the stand Ron Shipp testifies that 

0,J, told him that he was afraid of taking a polygraph 

test because he thought nis d•'earns about killing his 

ex-wife would cause him to fall, 

321. Clark applauds Ito's decision to allow OJA 

dream comment with a quote from a Disney movie: 

"A dream is a wish your heart makes," 

322. During one breakr Shipp mouths the words "1 

love you, man" to OJ,, who ignores him, Shapiro 

complains to Ito about the attempted contact 
323. Darden claims that Shipp had mouthed "tell 

the truth" and asks JtO if he can question Shipp. I to 

denies the request 

324. Nicole Simpson's safe deposit box is intro¬ 

duced. containing pictures of her bruises and three 

letters littered with spelling and grammatical errors 

that refer to his New Year's Day wife beating as "a 

crazy drunken incident." En public,, he had called the 

beating "a mutual-type wrestling match" that was 

"no big deal." 

325. 2/2/95 After the prosecution plays the 9X1 

tapes in which OJ. yells at a trembling and hysteri¬ 

cal Nicole, Cochran asks the 911 operator, "she was 

not struck by the gentleman who in the background, 

is that right?" 

326. 2/3/95 Nicole's next-door neighbor Gather Ere 

Boe testifies that even after their separation OJ. con¬ 

fronted Nicole at her house and appeared outraged 

that she was having sex with another man, 

327. Shapiro suggests that the conscientious 0 J. 

had merely been expressing concern that N icole and 

her new paramour were having sex in front of his 

children. 

328. 2/6/95 On the stand Denise Brown testifies that 

OJ. called a pregnant Nicole a "fat pig". 

329. Brown testifies that Simpson had grabbed 

Nicole's crotcn in a bar and told others that "this is 

where babies come from, and It belongs to me." 

330. After the defense shows a video tape of the 

recital In 'which 0,J. was smiling and shaking hands 

with Nicole's father, later Cochran reports that OJ. 

leaned over and said "Thank God for video," 

331. 2/9/95 When asked by Clark if he had been 

trained in securing crime scenes at the Police 

Academy, REske responds that "They kind of gloss 

over that, they don't really train you/' 

332. 2/12/95 On a tour of OJ.'s mansion, jurors 

find fires burning in two fireplaces, flowers orna¬ 

menting the rooms, and a Bible carefully laid in plain 

view on one of the tables, 

333. A picture of Simpson's mother—which had 

been placed on OJ A bedside table after his arrest— 

is ordered removed. 

334. Bailey on OJA feelings about the visit: "He 

mentioned the fact that he'd just as scon stay there." 

335. 2/15/95 Rosa Lopez's lawyer announces that 

Rosa,, scared by the arrest of fellow perjurer and wit¬ 

ness Mary Anne Gerchas, has disappeared and possi¬ 

bly left the country. 

336. Cochran on Rosa's flight "If she left the coun¬ 

try, we're going where she is. She's important." 

337. 2/17/95 Rosa Lopez is discovered hiding in 

Southern California. 

338. "1 believe that she is Still available," says 

Robert Shapiro. 

339. 2/22/95 Cochran to Lange about the possibil¬ 

ity of contamination at the crime scene: "You're 

aware that after the crime scene perimeter was tak¬ 

en down,,,, they had a number of I oaky-loos and otb- 
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781. LA County Sheriff Sgt. George Smith, 
whose job it is to pacify the jurors: uWe give 

them whatever we can; we want to keep them 

happy. This is going to be a long trial, and we 

don't want to lose them/' 
782. Unlike any other jurors in the courthouse, 

OJ. jurors spend their time in a private suite 

with a stocked refrigerator. 

783. At the hotel, they have a private game 
room, with cards, chess, Monopoly, and videos. 

784. After some complained that they were 

not able to follow "Melrose Place," I to ap¬ 

proved showings of specially screened episodes, 
785. If a juror listens to the radio, a deputy 

must listen simultaneously so as to shut it off at 
any mention of the trial. 

786. Ito has called them "the best-dressed jury 

I've ever seen." 

787. Darden on one white juror: "I think the 

evidence may establish that he is some form of 

jerk. And what kind of jerk he is, I don't know." 

788. One 72-year-old black alternate on the 

white deputies: "Them damn bastards been 
telling me what to do my whole fife." 

789. The prosection's request to sequester the 

jury is the first recorded instance in the history 
of American jurisprudence. 

790. The jury attended 

a Lakers game as 

guests of owner 

Jerry Suss, and 

sat in his box. 

791. At the 

game, a mem¬ 

ber of the US C 

band yelled a 
comment urg¬ 

ing the jury to 

acquit O.J. 

\ M 

792. Ito later instructed them to disregard it. 
793. Michael Knox wore a 49er's cap (0,J. 

played for the 49ers) 

794. He failed to disclose a past allegation of 

spousal abuse on his questionnaire, 
795. Knox: "There will be a verdict that will 

shock America,,..Justice is going to prevail." 

ito: No hermits or Rip Van Winkles, please. 
7%. He rote the first juror hook, "Diary of an 

O.J. Juror." 

797. He described the prosecution's presenta¬ 
tion as "truly pathetic; sloppy, baldy organized 

and rarely eloquent — even though the evidence 

was powerful." 

798. Jeanette Harris failed to include past do¬ 

mestic abuse on her questionnaire because she 

had "forgotten" about it 
799. She accused a juror of kicking her. 

800. She expressed admiration for the way 
Q,J. was handling himself in court, "whether 

he did it or not" 

801. Tracy Kennedy was dismissed for making 

notes on other jurors in preparation for a book, 

S02. Kennedy on one black juror: "I get the 

feeling he hates all white people/' 
803. Upon returning from the doctor he had 

seen for his depression, Kennedy found a new 
jury summons in his mail. 

804, He later attempted suicide. 

Ill Tracy Hampton was the first of the dis¬ 

missed jurors to not talk to the press or capi¬ 
talize on her experience, 

805. She told ito, "I can't take It anymore," 

806. Hospitalized fol¬ 

lowing violent seizure 
after dismissal; later 

denied she chewed on a 

light bulb and bit her 

arm until it bled 

B07. Willie Gravin 

was removed for seven 

different incidents of 

physical contact and 

psychological intimida¬ 

tion of other jurors. 

808. He claimed to 

not be convinced by the 

DNA evidence, 

809. On talk shows 

following his dismissal, he called Simpson "The 

Juice." 
810. € ravin, a black man, was regarded by the 

defense as their "insurance policy," a "certain 

holdout against conviction," 

811. When he was removed, Clark danced a 

jig in the courthouse hallway and Darden jok¬ 

ingly told Cochran, "We got one of your boys." 

THE REVOLT 
812. in what became a legal first, the 13 mem¬ 

bers of the jury refused to sit in the box after Ito 

dismissed three deputies following complaints. 

813. Despite the fact that almost all the jurors 

supported the deputies, a few did not 
814. A 72-year-oId man complained blacks 

were more closely monitored during walks. 

815. A black woman criticized him for com¬ 

plaining about prejudice he suffered years ago. 

pie (Any comment by the people) 

823.1 am lame rulings (Are there any rul¬ 

ings that you objected to?) 

824. Judge Eat (Judge ito). 

825. When Clark asks Kato if O.J, was 
"thrilled" to have him along on a McDonald's 
run, Kale shot back, '‘Wouldn't you be?" 

826. When he failed to recognize attorney 

Robert Blasier, Asian criminalist Henry Lee 
smiled and remarked: "You all look alike/1 

827. When Ito informs the court that peo¬ 

ple unconnected to the case had filed legal 

briefs—accompanied by a SI2 million 

check—Cochran asked if the check cleared. 

828. Ito: "If it did, I wouldn't be here," 
829. A day after [to kicked off the 9th and 

10th jurors, one stumbled a fell, ito smi ed and 

said: "I need for all of you to stay healthy." 

816. When a knocked over chart almost 

hit the court reporter, Ito quipped: "You folks 

are determined to make today exciting/' 

817. Under examination, an elderly 

witness adjusted her hearing aid, "Are 
you tuning me out?" Cochran asked. 

818. "Where can I get cue of 

those?" Ito added. 

Court stenographer's 
phonetic spelling: 

819, Merry Anne Gear 

Chase (Mary Anne 

Gere has) 
820, Mr, Whites Plan 

(Howard Weitzman) 
821. March Parltd Eye 

(Mark Partridge). 
822. Any comment white peo- 

t [*i Kli T ii d CJ m 

Gopy righted m ate Hal 
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NEcole Brown Simpson 

830. Drove a Ferrari with vani¬ 

ty ptat&s: L84AD8, 
831. On their first date, OJ. 

ripped the dipper and button off 

her jeans because he couldn't wait 

to have sex. 

832. When her platonic room- 

mate David LeBon hit the ceiling, 

she said, “No, wait, David. ] like 

him," 

833. Days after her divorce 

from OJ., Nicole flew to Cabo 

San Lucas with two of her lovers, 

Brett Shaves and Keith 

Zlomsowitch, 

834. Said to them; “If OJ, 

could see me now, he'd probably 

kill me!" 

835. Claimed the reason she 

didn't leave 0 J. after the beat¬ 

ings was that she depended on 

Q.J/S money, 

836. Days before her death, $he 

returned a blouse and jeans OJ. 

had bought for her, telling the 

clerk; "I don't want reminders of 

him. We're through. But his cash, 

I'll take." 

According to Faye Re snick's 

book: 

837. Nicole had six abortions 

rather than have another child 

with OJ, 

838. They 'would have sex up to 

five times a day, 

839. Nicole compared Marcus 

Allen's penis to a log of driftwood 

she found on a beach. 

840. Nicole claimed other 

men's penises were like "a mini- 

pick Ie or a gherkin'1 compared to 

OJ.'s, 

841. Nicola was going to 'do' 

Ron Goldman, but they both got 

killed before anything happened. 

842. Nicole and Resnick had a 

brief lesbian encounter, 

Ron Goldman 

843. Had been seen driving 

Nicole's car, 

844. Told friends that if OJ. 

ever saw him doing it, "he'd kick 

my butt" 

845. Appeared on an episode of 

Studs. 

B46. Volunteered at the 

Thousand Oaks Cerebral Palsy 

home, where he did all of the res¬ 

idents'" hair. 

The Nlcofe Brown Simpson 

Charitable Foundation 

847. The original president was 

convicted felon and accused wife- 

beater named Jeff NoebsL 

Shapiro on how to ensure payment. 

102, According to testimony by Robert 

Riskc, the first officer at the crime scene, 

police had noticed all of the evidence be¬ 

fore Fullrman had arrived, 

103, All of the evidence samples had 

been collected and logged before OJ. ever 

gave police his blood sample, 

104, Fourteen officers arrived at the 

crime scene long before Fuhrman and saw 

no glove for him to 

abscond with. 

105. Fuhrman was 

never out of sight of 

other officers. 

106. Video footage 

showed that 

Fuhrman was not 

wearing his jacket 

during the investiga¬ 

tion, making it im¬ 

possible to conceal a 

bloody glove, 

107. Karo Kaelin 

reported hearing 

would be right down. 

97* Perjurer Rosa Lopez said that OJ.’s 

car had not moved from its spot outside 

his house all evening, 

98. But Parker said he did not see the 

car when he arrived at 10:22 RM* 

99- Nor had neighbor Charles Cale seen 

the car when he was walking his dog an 

hour earlier, 

100. Cale told the jury he was Very cer~ 

wasn’t there. 

Why Fuhrman Couldn’t Have 
Planted the Clove: 

1QL Police concluded it would have 

been all but impossible for Fuhrman to 

have taken a glove from the crime scene 

and plant it at OJ.'s house. 

three loud thumps on his wall near w here 

the glove was found, chumps that he 

heard before police knew of the murders. 

108, Fuhrman had no way of knowing 

whether Simpson would have an alibi for 

the time when the murders occurred. 

109* Fuhrman did not even know 

whether eyewitnesses might emerge to Say 

they saw the crimes committed, 

■ 

-Li 
848. OJ, offers 27 permutations of "]'m innocent," 

"I didn't do ft/' or "How could anybody say I did it" 

849. OJ, was reportedly paid $1 million by Little, 

Brown & Co for the book, 

850. Publishing industry sources claimed that Time 

Warner was so conf ident of the book's ability to gen¬ 

erate its own media coverage that the company 

didn't budget any money for advertising, 

851. Steve Washerman, editorial director of 

Random House's Times Books division, said that he 

would not have published Simpson's book. "It's a 

naked grab for people's wallets. It's a mercenary 

act, not publishing. It compounds the charge of 

homicide with a literary mugging, 

852, "Some of the letters validated 

what my mother was telling me 

over and over, that the Lord was 

really forging me for some- 

el se, something bet¬ 

ter." 

853, "I know 1 have one chance of total vindica¬ 

tion, One chance. And that is for the police to catch 

who did it, or for the real killers to come forward," 

B54. "1 wonder sometimes about what Nicole was 

thinking at the end. I think now about what must 

have been going through her head 'when she realized 

what was about to happen to her,, oh mao." 

B55, "I feel badly for Mr, Goldman's family. 1 feel 

his family's hurt and pain; but I had nothing to do 

with his death. To me he is like the unknown soldier, 

courageous." 

856. "You are handicapping yourself when you ac¬ 

cept excuses. 1 say to everybody that if I had com¬ 

mitted this crime,, I would have had to take 

responsibility for my actions and ] would have," 

857. "Along with the grief I was having over 

Nicole's murder, I literally felt E was murdered. E 

felt there were three homicides. Some unknown 

killers murdered Nicole and Ronald Goldman; now 

the press was murdering me. They were tired of Burt 

and Loni, I guess." 

858. "My biggest concern is what all of this 

has done to me inside, ] never really felt ha¬ 

tred before," 

Jopy righted mate 
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ers, tourists from around the world, came in and 

around that location?" 

340, Cochran tries to establish Simpson's innocence 

by reminding Lange that detectives at the scene knew 

that Simpson had previously been arrested for beat¬ 

ing his wife, therefore they would have had precon¬ 

ceived ideas as to his guilt 

341, In an effort to discredit Lange, Cochran points 

out several times in his cross-examination that Lange 

lives in Si mi Valley—the predominantly white com¬ 

munity where the LAPD officers were found not guilty 

an connection with the Rooney King beating. 

342, Lopez is ordered to be in court on Feb. 24th. 

343, 2/23/95 Following prosecutor William 

Hodgman's return from a stress-induced leave of ab¬ 

sence, I to, concerned for the health of both teams of 

lawyers, introduces a more relaxed court selledole, 

which in effect, prolongs the trial, but results in a 

shorter workweek for the attorneys. 

344, 2/24/95 Over the objections of prosecutors, 

Rosa Lopez is allowed to take the stand outside the 

presence of the jury. 

345, Video cameras record her testimony so that it 

may still be used in the event she flees to El Salvador. 

346, Lopez testifies through an interpreter. 

347, Lopez says her daughter told her if Rosa testi¬ 

fies, that she was no longer welcome in her daughter's 

house. "Did that make you sad?" Cochran asks, 

348, In her early testimony, Lopez refers to defense 

investigator Bill Pave lie as ''Mr, Bill," a moniker 

which Darden uses derisively throughout his cross-ex¬ 

amination, He also repeats Lopez' nickname for 

Cochran; "Mr. Johnnie." 

349, Lopez tells the court that she had made flight 

reservations for El Salvador that night and was plan¬ 

ning to leave the country. TRUTH; The airline had no 

record of any reservation. 

350, Rosa says her niece had paid for a plane tick¬ 

et so that she could appear in court on a certain date. 

TRUTH: Johnnie Cochran paid for the ticket, 

351, As for Rosa's claims that she feared for her 

safety and plans to leave the country and not return. 

TRUTH; A travel agent takes the stand and states that 

Rosa made round trip reservations for Feb 21., 

352, [to to Chris Darden on Rosa's testimony: "It Is 

a contradictory record. You're right about that." 

353, A tearful Rosa promises Ho that she will stay 

in the country at least until the following Monday, "I 

wifi do it for you, Your Honor/' she weeps, 

354, Marcia Clark backs out of a special Friday 

night session of the trial because she claims she has 

to take care of her kids. 

355, 2/2S/95 Rosa stops her testimony and com¬ 

plains to Judge Ito: "I am very tired, 1 want to rest, 

sir. I don't want any more questions," 

356, After getting her assurance that she wi II return 

at a later date, 5to allows her to leave. 

357,3/3/95 Darden asks Rosa not to disclose a par- 

ticular address on a list he hands her, and then acci¬ 

dentally discloses it himself later in the questioning. 

358. Rosa scolds Darden: ‘''See, you mention it all 

over the world. You're so bad." 

359. Darden slaps himself on the hand, 

360. Rosa's response to allegations that she told a 

former employer: "O.J. Simpson is a great guy, and 

III testify to anything, anytime.": "Maybe 1 said that 

to her, I don't remember," 

361. Rosa admits that she disliked Nicole Simpson 

because she allegedly slapped her housekeeper. 

362. Despite her alleged plans to flee to El Salvador, 

it is revealed that Rosa has filed for unemployment, 

363. When Cochran, presses Rosa to say what time 

she allegedly saw Simpson and a passenger return to 

his house after leaving for a short trip in Simpson's 

Bentley, she stumbles, first saying it could have been 

anywhere between 8:45 and 9:00, and then saying 

that she can't remember. 

364. On her most important point—when she sav; 

Simpson's Bronco parked outside his house—the de¬ 

fense's key witness could only say that it was "some¬ 

time after 10 p.m " 

365. It is revealed that when Rosa told Simpson in¬ 

vestigator Bill Pave lie that she had taken O.J.'s dog 

for a walk around 10:15, he prompted her to say that 

it could have been 10:30, 

366. During Rosa's testimony, it is revealed that she 

gave misinformation on her driver’s license applica¬ 

tions, which are completed under penalty of perjury, 

367., Shapiro-: l'To date, she- has been very consistent 

on some issues, and on some others, she lias dearly 

been mconsistent." 

368. Bailey: "[Lopez's] integrity is rock solid," 

369. Judge I to on the defense's failure to provide 

the prosecution with the taped interview with Rosa 

Lopez: "A representation made with reckless disre¬ 

gard for the truth if not a deliberate attempt to mis¬ 

lead both the prosecution and the court." 

370. Johnnie Cochran on the professional damage 

inflicted by Ito's harsh sanctions: "Integrity means 

everything to me." 

371,3/9/95 Cochran closes his cross examination of 

Detective Tom Lange by saying "Have a nice day," 

372, Christopher Darden had been slated to question 

Fuhrman, but defers to Clark after receiving numer¬ 

ous death threats. 

373.3/11/95 To emphasize the defense's confidence 

about their challenge to Det, Mark Fuhrman, F. Lee 

Bailey sits through an entire day of Fuhrman's testi¬ 

mony without taking a single note. 

374, 3/16/95 Bailey asks to display a leather glove 

in a plastic bag to show that Fuhrman could have 

placed a bloody glove in such a bag and carried the 

package in his sock to OJ/s estate. 

375. Clark points out that the murder gloves were 

extra large and Bailey's glove is small; "1 guess it's 

Mr, Bailey's." 

376, Shapiro on Fuhrman: "My preference was that 

race was not ao issue in this case and should not be 

an issue in the case and ]'m sorry from my own per¬ 

sonal view that it has become an issue in the case." 

377. When asked whether Shapiro's comment re¬ 

veals a defense team division over playing the race 

card, Cochran responds: "What race card?" 

370. 3/26/95 The Rev, Jesse Jackson visits and 

prays with The Juice for nearly 90 minutes in O.J.'s 

prison room, 

379, "Everybody's a victim," Jackson says. "Nicole 

ana Ronald Goldman are dead victims. OJ. is a suf¬ 

fering victim," 

300. 3/30/95 Defense attorney Thompson suggests 

that Harmon would not have the "chutzpah" to ask 

Mullis about his admitted drug use, [to interrupts:111 

don't for a moment doubt M r„ Harmon's chutzpah to 

do anything." 

301. 4/3/95 Fung, explaining why he wore paper 

booties at the crime scene, says: "There was quite a 

bit of blood at the scene. And ] just didn't want to get 

any blood on my shoes," 

302. 4/5/95 "Judge I to will never let ft end," Sen. 

Al D'Amato says to Don Imus, in a tariacature 

Japanese accent "Judge Ito loves the limelight. He 

is making a disgrace of the judicial system, little 

Judge Ito,.," 

383. While the attorneys and the judge are consult¬ 

ing at a sidebar conference, a transvestite in the au¬ 

dience begins shouting that someone next to him is 

threatening to hit him. 

384. 4/11/95 Fung denies handling an envelope with 

his bare hands. 

385. Displaying a frame of videotape where Fung is 

handling a while, rectangular item without his gloves, 

5check barks: "There, there, how about that, Mr. 

Fung?" 

386. During the break, Fung approaches Scheck and 

asks: 'Are you going to buy me a beer when this is all 

over?" Sheck smiles but does not reply. 

387. As Clark enters court with a new haircut, jour¬ 

nalists and spectators burst into applause, 

388. Clark smiles widely, does a little pi rouette and 

laughs: "Geta life" 

389. Darden weighs in, saying: "Marcia told me that 

her hair was naturally curly." 

39Q, 4A3/95 Shapiro hands out fortune cookies to 

two writers at the trial, telling them: "These are from 

Hang Fung restaurant" 

39h Shapiro refuses to apologize, saying: "Why is 

an issue being made of this?" 

392, Scheck closes his cross-examination of Fung 

with a dramatic flourish, suggesting that a missing 

staple mark in a document was evidence that the orig¬ 

inal had been destroyed, bolstering the defense con¬ 

tention of a police conspiracy, complete with a 

cover-up, 

393, Moments later, Goldberg produces the original, 

394.4/17/95 Prosecutors and defense lawyers both 

complain about lto's bias for the other side. 

395. Ito responds: "I'm glad to see both sides feel 

they're being treated badly by the court. That means 

it's pretty even." 

396.4/18/95 After eight grueling days on the stand, 

Fung enthusiastically shakes hands with Cochran and 

Shapiro, 

397, Fung then reaches for Simpson's hand and ex¬ 

changes farewells with him as jurors file out of the 

courtroom. 

398. As Fung and The Juice shake hands, Scheck, 

who personally destroyed Fung on the stand, warmly 

addresses him, saying: "Thank You." 

399,4/21/95 Jurors, angry at the dismissal of three 

sheriff's deputies assigned to monitor them, boycott 

the session and refuse to go to court, demanding that 

Ito visit them at their hotel to discuss their concerns. 

400.4/28/95 Ito lakes a courtroom sketch artist to 

task for jury sketches that are too accurate. 

401. Ito describes the drawings, done without facial 

features, as "astonishing in their accuracy." 

402. 5fW5 The new juror has attracted attention 

for coming to court with a self-help book titled 

"When I Say No, I Feel Guilty," 

403. LA PD officer Gregory Mathesort testifies that 

if a cat walked into a crime scene and collected blood 
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110* Fibers on the glove were later found 

to be consistent with those from the in¬ 

115. Although OJ* was the sole suspect 

at the time, LAPD officials agreed to Jet 

from several different units, police officers, 

civilian technicians...and who knows what 

side of O.J.'s car, a fact that Fuhrman 

could not have predicted when he report¬ 

ed finding the glove. 

Why the Theory that the 
Entire LAPD was out to Get 
OJ. Is Bullshit: 

him turn himself in after the murders. 

116* The gun that QJ. held to his head 

during the Bronco chase was registered to 

Earl C, Paysinger, a respected LAPD cop. 

117, He had bought the gun forOJ. for 

his own security prior to the murders. 

else together and contrive a plot and keep 

it secret is unbelievable,,, .It's too fanciful 

to imagine. Its something that belongs in 

Disneyland." 

Icing On the Case: 

122. O.J. had pressured Nicole to get 

on its paw, be could collect evidence off the paw and 

test it 

404. "OK," Goldberg responds. "So if evidence at a 

crime scene could be collected by a house cat, do you 

think that the criminalists Andrea Nlazzola and 

Dennis Furtg were qualified to collect the evidence in 

this case?" 

405. During the maming session, a cellular phone 

begins ringing, drawing an angry glare from I to. 

406. Just before lunch break, I to demands that the 

person whose telephone it was confess to the violation 

and turn it over for confiscation. 

407. ]to, convinced that someone is refusing to come 

forward, bans all phones and pagers. 

408. During lunch, Shelly Smith, a mortified re¬ 

porter from Sports Illustrate^ admits it was her 

phone, but she had left the courtroom before Ito de¬ 

manded it 

409. As the jury is brought back into court, a woman 

approaches the gate separating the audience from the 

participants and drops to her knees. 

410. "Father, father," she says, her eyes cast to¬ 

ward the ceiling, "I'm asking you in Jesus' name to 

open the heavens and give the peace and strength to 

this court.'1' 

411. 5/9/95 0 J. and his lawyers huddle at the de¬ 

fense table, passing around X-ray film that prosecu¬ 

tors gave the jury to inspect, 

412. At one point, O.J, bursts Into laughter, then 

quickly covers his mouth and strains to keep a 

straight face. 

413. 5/10/95 Cochran describes the interpretation 

of ON A results as "very subjective/' 

414. 5/11/95 Ito fines Neufeld and Clark: "Both 

counsel are sanctioned $250. Get your checkbooks 

out" 

415. When the two hesitate, I to adds: "Right now." 

416. Ito mutters "thank God it's almost Friday/' 

and specifically orders the attorneys not to bitl their 

clients for the transgression. 

417. "Thank you/' S impson says. 

418. "You're welcome/' Ito responds. 

419, 5/12/95 Neufeld questions Cotton about weath¬ 

er conditions that may have affected the DNA at the 

crime scene, but Ho jumps in, 

420, "Hold on," Ito says, "We have an attorney 

from Mew York. We have an expert witness from 

Maryland talking about June weather conditions in 

Santa Monica, We've got a problem," 

421. 5/15/95 The Latino juror who sits in the front 

row grins and tosses a basebal l he had caught during 

a trip to a Dodgers game. 

422. In the midst of trying to assail Cotton's com¬ 

petence, Neufeld presents a chart in which he mis¬ 

spells the word "proficiency." 

423* Harmon on the defense theory that DNA from 

vials of blood came in contact with samples Collected 

from the crime scene and from Simpson's car: "Can 

DNA fly?" 

424. 5/19/95 Noting that the FBI analysts tried to 

cough on samples in an effort to test their vulnera¬ 

bility to contamination, Scheck asks Sims whether 

the analysts should have sneezed instead because ft 

would have been a better test 

425. "There's tremendous variation/' says Sims, 

"just as from cough to cough, from spit to spit" 

426. 5/22/15 [to, increasingly gruff with the lawyers, 

remains warm and fatherly with the jurors, asking 

"Did we enjoy our activities over the weekend?" 

427. Several jurors nod enthusiastically, and one ex¬ 

claims: "That was great!" 

428. "That was something I wanted to do myself/' Ito 

says without elaborating. "That's how you got that." 

429. His later revealed that the jurors had ridden in 

a blimp, each taking turns steering. 

430. 5/24/95 Cochran accuses Clark of being "hys¬ 

terical." 

431. Clark retorts that Cochran's character!nation 

of her is sexist 

432. Cochran denies the charge, saying: "If we'd 

have ye I led at the judge like that, we'd he conning out 

of lockup with 0J," 

433,5/25/95 ito boots another juror, a 38-year-old 

white woman named Fran cine Fiorio-Bunten for al¬ 

legedly contacting a book agent through her husband 

and offering to write a book entitled "Standing Alone 

for Nicole/' 

434, 5/26/95 Florio-Bunten is replaced by a 71- 

year-old black woman with a tenth-grade education 

who lists her occupation as "retired cleaning officer," 

435, The woman told attorneys before she was im¬ 

paneled as an alternate that she had "never heard of 

no Q.J. Simpson/' 

436, She also claimed to be fond of betting on hors¬ 

es and admitted that she never reads anything "ex¬ 

cept the horse sheet," 

437, 5/30/95 Clark threatens to report Scheck to 

the State Bar for asking a question that she says any 

"lawyer with half a brain, with an; IQ above 5/'would 

have known was improper, 

438, 5/31/95 Ito formally rebukes both Scheck and 

Clark, saying: "I'm hearing personal comments about 

people's intelligence or the size of their brains, which 

E find childish and unprofessional." 

439, 6V2/95The prosecution introduces LA, coun¬ 

ty's top coroner. Dr. Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran. 

440, "If we call you Dr, Lakshmanan, you wilt not 

be offended, will you?" Kelberg asks. 

44L 6/5/95 O.J, requests that he waive his right to 

be present when the autopsy photos are presented, 

and the prosecution agrees with his request. 

442. "‘One might argue whether this is a perfor¬ 

mance by Mr. Simpson, the actor, or truly a reflec¬ 

tion of Mr. Simpson's alleged grief for his deceased 

wife/' Kelberg says. 

443. Clark asks Ito not to "turn this into a circus 

sideshow for maudlin displays by the defendant" 

444. 0J. rolls his eyes and glares angrily at Clark. 

445. 6/6/95 When asked to demonstrate how 

Nicole's injury could have been inflicted, Dr, L grabs 

Kelberg by the hair, pul is his head back and draws a 

ruler across his neck, 

446. 6/7/95 "It seems like the jury is on trial, not 

the Juice," dismissed Juror Willie Cravln says. 

447* "If I'm outspoken, I'm outspoken. Nobody is 

going to put me in a bag and shut me up and have me 

111. O.J/ s book has a photograph of 

his son Jason wearing O.J.'s LAPD base¬ 

ball cap, given to him by the force. 

112. Ron Shipp, a former LAPD officer, 

often played tennis at O J/s estate 

113- Against policy, he introduced 40 

autograph-hungry cops to the scar. 

114, One of the security guards helping 

then—murder suspect O J. elude photog¬ 

raphers at Nicoles funeral was Sgt. Dennis 

Sebenik, an off-duty LAPD officer. 

118. After the 1989 incident, Dec, John 

Edwards at lowed OJ. to go back inside his 

home, unaccompanied, to get dressed be¬ 

fore being taken into custody. 

119- Instead, OJ, jumped into his 

Bentley and lied the scene, 

120. Prior to 1989, police responded to 

Nicole's calls at least seven times, yet OJ, 

was not arrested and no rejoort was taken, 

121. Black Police chief Willie Williams: 

"The idea that you could get detectives 

breast implants, then worried that other 

men would look at her breasts. Her body 

was found with her breasts slashed. 

123. Six days before the murders, Nicole 

discovered that a spare set of keys to her 

condo—including the security gate from 

the street—was missing, 

124* On the flight to Chicago, QJ. got 

up to use the bathroom every 15 minutes. 

125. Forensic expert Henry Lee, who 

disputed many of the prosecution's blood 
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859, When the trial1 is over Fuhrrnan will move to 

Coeuf d'Alene, Idaho, a few miles away from the 

Aryan Nation headquarters, 

866* Hit photographer Dan McComb with a brief’ 

Case and threw him to the ground hours after the 

defense team raises its "rogue cop" theory, 

861. Filed a $50 million libel suit against the New 

Yorker, which reported that the defense strategy 

would paint him as a racist who planted evidence. 

862. Fuhrrnan announced plans to sue the Star tahloid 

for suggesting a relationship between him and Nibble. 

863. Dove books was preparing a hook by Fuhrrnan 

titled "In Praise of Justice: Letters to Mark 

Fuhrrnan/' The book was subsequently cancelled, 

Fuhrman's Greatest Hite 

864. "1 have this urge to kill people that upset me/' 

865. "I don't care. When ] testify, HI testify, [ 

don't need to sit around chewing my fingernails/1 

866. "This is not a racial issue. This is about a guy that 

murdered someone. And he was sloppy, I did my job. Et 

irritates the defense the most because I did it right" 

867. When he discovered after their divorce that 

his wife had had an affair: "It's better I found out ah 

forward. I would have killed both of them./' 

868. "Nigger driviiV a Porsche that doesn't look 

like he's got a $300 suit on, you always stop him/' 

869. "Probable cause? You're God/' 

870. "Go to WiJshine, Wi I shire Division is all nig¬ 

gers. All niggers, nigger training officers, niggers," 

871. He said the ACLU should be bombed, 

872. He would miss the "smell of niggers that have 

been beaten and killed in there for yean" if they 

shut the 77th St. Division. 

873, "We got females,..and dumb niggers, and all 

your Mexicans that can't even write the name of the 

car they drive/' 

874. "All these riggers 

in LA, city govern¬ 

ment... all of fom should 

be lined up against a wall 

and fucking shot" 

875. "I used to go to 

work and practice move¬ 

ments. Niggers. They're 

easy. And ] used to prac¬ 

tice my kicks." 

876, "Westwood is 

gone. The niggers have 

discovered it" 

877. "Howdo you intel¬ 

lectual ize when you 

punch the hell out of a 

nigger? He either de¬ 

serves it or he doesn't." 

878. "[Alnything out of 

a nigger's mouth for the 

first five or six sentences 

is a fucking lie." 

879, When suspects speak Spanish, "slap them up¬ 

side the head. Then they speak English. I'm an 

English teacher. Just like that" 

880, And, finally: "]f I had my way, E would take all 

the nigge rs, put them together in a big group, and bum 

them." 

evidence, was at Kartlashians house with 

O J. and A.C the night before they made 

their escape. 

126. The two women lawyers brought 

in to coach GJ. during mock trial sessions 

told the Dream Team 

chat O.J, would be no 

match for Clark on the 

stand. 

127. On the day of 

the murders, GJ. 

phoned Playmate Traci 

Adeilj whom he had 

never met, and told her 

about the end of his re¬ 

lationship with Nicole: 

*Tve had enough. I've 

lived my life/' 

12S* Addl said, "I 

think he knew chat he 

would lose it if he 

didn't stop soon,” 

129* The night of the 

murders, OJ, left a message for Grerchen 

Stockdale, a former L.A. Raiders cheer¬ 

leader: "Hey, Grerchen, sweetheart, it's 

O rent ha! James, who is finally at a place 

in his life where he is, like, totally, totally 

go along. They want me to smite, grin and tap-dance, 

Tm not like that," C ravin adds. 

448. W95 Autopsy photos of Goldman send one 
juror, gagging, from the courtroom, 

449. 679/95 Pumping his hand up and down, Dr, L. 

tells the attentive jurors: "Take any knife,..plunge it 

quickly (and) you could cause 15 wounds in a few sec- 

ends." 

450. Keiberg adds quickly: "! assume the court will 

admonish everyone not to go home and do tthaU" 

451. 6/14/95 Shapsro's parents are in court to 

watch their son cross-examine the coroner, 

452. W15/95 Darden asks 0 J. to put on the gloves 

used to murder Nicole and Ron, Professional actor 

D.J. tugs the leather gloves on over latex surgical 

gloves and announces: "They're too tighti" 

453. Cochran gloats, "As I was walking out of the 

court today all I could think was: The defense rests." 

454. 6/16/95 Darden recalls glovE expert Richard 

Rubin to testify that moisture had caused the extra- 

large gloves to shrink nearly a full s:ze and lose much 

of their elasticity. 

455. Ito releases sidebar transcripts from the previ¬ 

ous day showing that Darden had initially wanted O.J, 

to try an a now pair of gloves identical to the bloody 

ones, but Cochran had objected, ltd had suggested 

that “it would be mote appropriate" for Simpson to 

try on tihe bloody ones, Clark suggests that the only 

problem "is that he has to wear latex gloves un¬ 

derneath., .and they're going to alter the fit," 

456. 6/19/95 Bailey asks F8I shoe imprint expert 

William J. Bodziak to estimate the height of Carl 

Douglas by comparing the two attorneys as they stood 

side by side, "You've got raised heels on, so ] don't 

know/' the agent says to Bailey, drawing a 

low moan of surprise from the audience, 

457, Bailey testify brushes off 

the Insult saying: "I hadn't asked 

you that/' 

458, Bailey suggests the possibility of two killers 

who had worn identical, $160 Size 12 Italian 

shoes—of which only 299 pairs were sold in the U.S. 

459, 6/20/95 Darden taunts: "Mr, Cochran, you've 

been mouthing off for the last 12 months, OK, 

Johnnie, these are baseless allegations of conspiracy 

and contamination and the like. Now Es the time to 

put up or shut up." 

460, Cochran responds: “You can foil Mr. Darden 1 

accept his challenge. I'm not the one who's running 

scared." 

461,6/21/95 Attempting to recoup from- the "glove 

incident/' Darden, has The Juice try on a brand new 

pair of gloves identical in size and style to the gloves 

used by the murderer, 

462. Darden urges Ito not to allow QJ, to “jack 

around and play games for the jury" as he asserted 

OJ. had done the first time. 

463. Cochran strenuously objects to Darden's lan¬ 

guage, ito fines both $250. Darden complains pover¬ 

ty, saying: "[ am very short today; Your Honor." Ito 

lowers the fine to $100. 

464. The globes fit O.J, without any problems. 

465. 6/22/95 Danden accuses O.J. of intentionally 

not taking his anti-inflammation medication in order 

to confound the glove demonstration, 

466. Cochran responds by accusing prosecutors of 

"being paranoid" but did not deny the charge, 

467. 6/26/95 Ito confiscates books being read by 
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two furors. The hock :<s The Rainmaker, by John 

Grisham, which contains scathing passages about de¬ 

fense attorneys violating discovery rules and a run¬ 

ning theme of domestic violence, 

466. bJ27fi5 Clark, in fear of another tough defense 

cross examination, gets the witnesses to admit to 

every little mistake possible, including counting sev¬ 
en hairs in one sample that turned out to be eight. 
469, Cochran laughs: "Seven hairs, eight hairs, who 

cares?" 
470, I to submits a summary of the offending por¬ 

tions of die Grisham novel confiscated from the ju¬ 

rors, "'Looks like a good book/' Darden says. 

471, 6/28/95 rt] would like to finish this case some¬ 

time this lifetime/' Ito moans. 

472.6/30/95 An LARD detective's pager goes off in 

the courtroom, and Ito instructs a bailiff to confis¬ 

cate it. 

473. 7/5/95 Deed rick is not allowed to tell the jury 

that fibers found on the glove and the cap could only 

have come from a ‘93 or ’94 Bronco. 

474.. Bailey suggests that all the fibers could have 

been left by LARD uniforms, which are dark blue, 

475. After one prosecution question, Bai ley sits mo¬ 

tionless until Cochran barks at him in a stage whis¬ 

per: "Asked and answered." Bailey quickly rises and 

objects, 

476. Bailey tries to outsmart Deedrick, suggesting 

that oe the agent has been forced to devote unusual 

time and attention to the Simpson case. Deedrick 

quickly responds: "Not often do we have this many 

associations''' between fibers and a defendant Bailey 

crosses his arm and stands still for a moment, and 

then moves on to another topic. 

477.1 fifth In a shortened session, Cochran submits 

a motion that O.J. be dismissed because the prosecu¬ 

tion had not presented enough evidence, 

478, 7/10/95 O.J.'s wheel chair- bound mother testi¬ 

fies that Ron Shipp was 1‘spaced." 

479, O.J/s sister testifies that Shipp was "high." 

480, Cochran, who is 

questioning the witness¬ 

es, 
481. The defense has a 

songwriter testify that at 

a party about a week be¬ 

fore the murders, O.J. 

seemed happy and 

friendly and had "an ex¬ 

quisite romantic mo¬ 

ment" with Paula 

BarbierL 

482. The defense also 

has an interior decorator 

testify that OJ. and 

Barbieri were planning 

on redecorating The 

Juice's home. 

483. 7/11/95 Cochran comments on the speed with 

which his totally irrelevant witnesses are flying by: 

"I've already broken the record with six witnesses in 

a day, and we're going for eight today. We're moving 

this case," 

484* 7/12/95 Darden questions Robert Heidstra, a 

neighbor of Nicole’s, about a statement Heidstra had 

made to an acquaintance that one of the voices he 

heard in the alley behind Nicole's house the night of 

the murders was that of an older black man. 

485. Cochran responds angrily: "t resent that state¬ 

ment. You can't tell by somebody's voice whether 

they sounded hlack...,That's a racist statement." 
486. Darden responds by suggesting that Cochran 

was accusing him of injecting race into the case. 

"That's what has created a lot of problems for my 

family and myself/' Darden fumes, "statements 

that you make about me and race/' 

487, 7/17/95 Robert Huizenga, a doctor who 

treated OJ. in the days after the murders, testi¬ 

fies that O.J, was extremely distraught by the 

murders. 

488, "The tack I took was to address bis mental 

Status problems and his insomnia and his difficulty 

handling this incredible, incredible stress that maybe 

no other human being short of Job has endured," 

Huizenga claims. 

439. "If he had murdered two human beings, 

Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman, 

would that be the kind of thing that would 

cause a great weight to be on a man's 

shoulders?" Deputy Dist A tty. Brain 

Kelberg then asks. 

490. 7/1B/95 Prosecutors play more of 

the Simpson workout tape, including OJ. 

joking about spousal abuse as he jabs 

with his fists:. "I'm telling you. You just 

gotta get your space in if you're working 

out with the wife, If you know what I 

mean, You could always blame it on work¬ 

ing ouL" 

49 L The jury watches O.J.'s wife-beat¬ 

ing comments impassively, and only one juror, the 

white woman in the back row, seems to note the 

comment 

492. 7/21/95 Cochran promises to rest the defense 

case by the first week of August. 

493. The defense discusses calling a dairy specialist 

to conduct meltdown rate tests on Ben & Jerry's ice 

cream, a melting cup of 

which was found in 

Nicole's condo shortly af¬ 

ter her body was found, 

494. 7/24/95 Defense 

expert Frederic Rieders 

claims that the blood 

found on Simpson's sock 

could not have come 

from a bleeding person 

due to the levels of EDTA 

and could have come 

from a police test tube of 

the blood. 

495, On cross examina¬ 

tion by Clark, Rieders 

admits he was surprised 

to learn that an FBI agent had tested his own blood 

and found similar traces of the preservative. 

496, 7/25/95 Defense atiy. Blaster challenges FBI 

agent Roger Martz to compute the area of a circle. 

497, FBI expert Martz admits that he can't do it 

since he hasn't performed the calculation since high 

school, 

498, 8/1/95 Darden playfully snatches from Clark a 

white baseball cap, a gift from an admirer, with the 

logo: "Marcia Clark, Lady Shark." 

499, Clark, joking about false tabloid reoorts ro¬ 

mantically linking hEr and Darden, grabs the cap 

back and comments: "That's it. We're breaking up." 

500, 8/2/95 Ito spends his 45th birthday in a nasty 

mood, threatening to eject members of the audience 

for laughing, barking at a man who entered the court¬ 

room too loudly. 

501, 8/3/95 Controversy swirls as a result of Ito's 

acceptance of Katie Couric's gift of a $75 birthday 

cake. The cake arrived at the same time Ito was con¬ 

sidering whether to make K NBC's Trap it Savage re¬ 

veal her sources, KNBC is owned by NBC, which 

broadcasts Couric's 'Today Show/ 

502, 8/8/95 Tourtelot claims that he doesn't think 

there is anything on the tapes that would make 

Fuhrman take the 5th Amendment if called oack to 

the stand: H! don't think Mark has any need to do 

that. These comments were made as part of a story 

conference for a fictional screenplay. Fhey're not 

Mark speaking as himself," 

503.8/10/95 Dr. Michael Baden, a former NY med¬ 

ical examiner who bi lls $1,500 a day, testifies: "It's 

possible that it happened by a bushy-haired stranger 

who is right-handed from behind, yes," Baden says 

forcefully, smiling and racking in his chair. "But it's 

also equally consistent with a baldheaded midget 

from the front who is left-handed." 

504. B/14/95 After hours of Clark's verbal harass¬ 

ment, Rieders claims that another expert bad com¬ 

plained of being "pestered by the prosecution from 

hell to breakfast." 

505. S/15/95 The introduction of the Fuhrman tapes 

throws the trial into chaos. 
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D ip-* 

r1 id J <-> i i rJ 11 'S 0 d H J 
fense witness Cathy Randa—O.J/s longtime 

unattached with everybody. Haht T-faahf1 

130. Four days before the murders, OJ, 

rented a pay-per-view porn film called The 

Genesis Chamber, in which a blond woman 

is raped at knifepoint. 

131. Less than two weeks before the 

murders. Navy SEALs taught OJ, the 

"Silent Kill" knife attack technique for his 

TV pilot Frogman, 

132. In the weeks before the murders, 

OJ. still referred to Nicole as "my wife." 

1 33. An LA drug dealer came forward 

and testified under polygraph that he had 

sold OJ, and Kato SI 00 worth of crystal 

meth—a drug with notoriously violent 

side effects—short¬ 

ly before the mur¬ 

ders occurred, 

which they snorted 

in O.J.s Bentley in 

a Burger King 

parking lot. 

134. At first, 

Kato refused ro tell 

his friends what he 

knew, saying, “It's 

too big.'' 

133. When O J. 

visited the crime 

scene to identify 

Nicole's body, offi¬ 

cers reported he was 

cool and calm, 

136, OJ. never asked the police how. 

SSI, After detective Lange admited he was 

human and makes mistakes, Cochran sneered, 

"Sure do/' When the defense's failed to 

promptly turn over material related to Rosa 

Lopez to the court, Gerald Uefmen shrugged: 

"We screwed up. We admit that. We apolo¬ 

gize for that. The only explanation we can 

make is that we are human/' 

882. In 1990, Simpson investigator/paid 

flunk re (then Detective) Bill Pavel 1c criticized 

the LA county DA's office for cutting hack the 

number of cases It was filing, "Nobody cares 

about the victims anymore/' 

883. Shapiro showed up for the Fuhrman 

cross-examination wearing a police pin on his 
lapel. 

884. Cochran on evi¬ 

dence; "I started off in¬ 

dicating that I thought 

this case would he a case 

that we would establish a 

rush to judgement by the 

prosecution and they 

have theory and specula¬ 

tion and we would have 

the facts," 
885. Cochran on the 

prosecution's successful 
bid to preclude an expert 

witness on the smearing 

of socks, because the 

witness had not per¬ 

formed any confirmatory 

testing. "[The presets 

tors] sure do want to 

hide a lot of things/' 
B86. Cochran objected to Darden's calling de¬ 

personal assistant—a drunk: ""Well, your 

honor, terms like "drunk." We don't appreci¬ 

ate that. It's different in how we take the high 

road. This is just character assassination of 

people time and time again/' 

887. The defense motion requesting the pros¬ 
ecution not delve into loony DNA expert Kary 

Mullis' past: "Since the time of Plato, schol¬ 
ars have recognized that one cannot judge the 

merits of an argument based on the character 
and lifestyle of the person advancing the argu¬ 

ment" 
888. Cochran accused FBI hair and fiber ex¬ 

pert Deed rick of "concealment and gui Is" and 

the prosecutors of "sanctimonious, pious pos¬ 
turing." 

889. Cochran complained that the defense 
team lacked the resources of the district at¬ 

torney's office. If prosecutors ever join the pri¬ 

vate sector, he said, they will discover the 

hardships defense lawyers endure. Prosecution 
lawyers make $45 an hour, while defense 

lawyers make $650 or $700 an hour, 

890 Cochran calls the prosecution' introduc¬ 

tion of O.J.'S wife beating into testimony a 
"dear and orchestrated attempt to influence 

public opinion." 
891 Cochran on race: "Race plays a part in 

everything in America, We don't make It an 

issue, but society makes it an issue," 

892 After losing juror Willie Cravin, the de¬ 
fense attorneys asked for a hearing on their 

claim that the D.A/s office is targeting African 

American jurors for removal, despite the fact 

that the number of blacks on the jury had risen 

throughout the trial. 

The Official Court Transvestite. 
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893. Cochran's hand-tailored cream, purple, periwinkle and lavender suits cost up to $2,000. 
894. Off-duty, Cochran has been seen wearing a black velour warm-up suit. 

895. During opening statements Marcia Clark wore a blouse with a bow to lessen the severity 

of her demeanor, 

896. Dismissed juror Michael Knox frequently wore a tomato-red gabardine suit with red shoes 

and a red tie. 
897. Prosecution witness Candace Garvey gained less attention for her testimony than for the 

headband she wore on the stand. 

898. Like any self-respecting fashionplate, she coyly dismissed the allocades with the time-hon¬ 

ored What-This-Old-Thing demurraf: "1 can't believe how many people have called me about that 
headband. That headband is as old as the hills. It was the first one I grabbed out of the top ol 
my drawer." 

899. OJ/s daughter Arnelle joined her grandmother and aunt in wearing brlng-our-man-home 

yellow on the witness stand. 

900. Barry Sc heck wore the same tie many days in a row. 

901. Defense witness Carol Connors wore a garment designed as a keyboard, 
902. OJ, wore a white cardigan to the jury selection sessions. 

903. Scott Hill, buyer at Ron Ross, who has helped Robert Shapiro pick out suits: "LShapiroJ 

has the most eclectic mishmash of suits, shirts and ties that I've ever seen..,. He's a great guy. 

But he always bought the worst suit left on the rack after it had been marked down 75%/' 
904. As a protest against Mark Fuhrman's taking the Fifth Amendment, the entire defense 

team—except Uelemen—wore Ghananian neckties. 

where, or when Nicole had been killed 

when they called him. 

137. At the funeral, Nicole s mother 

asked iFQJ, had anything to do with the 

murders. He responded: "Oh! Oh! Oh! 

Judi, 1 loved her. I loved her too much." 

138. As she lav in the casket, OJ, pulled 

up Nicole s dress and pulled down her col¬ 

lar to look at the wounds, 

139. As the casket was lowered into the 

ground, a woman next to 0.J, moaned, 

OJ, whispered to her, "Shit happens," 

140. Another woman alleges char OJ. 

was trying to hit on her at the funeral, 

14 L The defense contends there was a 

massive Struggle* but Nicole's children 

slept through the murders. 

142. OJ. on giving the police a fake 

name when arrested as a youth: "I was re¬ 

ally putting one over, a teenage black kid 

fooling the Establishment." 
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905, After a jury field trip to a California 

Pizza Kitchen, 13 jurors appeared in court the 

next day wearing California Pizza Kitchen i- 

Shirts bearing the mantra,. Fourteen 

Ethnecallv Diverse Cultures Peacefully 

Coexist!m on a Thin, Delicious Chust. 

906, Carnival Cruise Lines offered a one-time- 

only wOJ. Trial of the Century Cruise" from 

LA, to Baja, Mexico, featuring panel discus¬ 

sions, legal experts, games and trivia contests, 
all devoted to the O.J, trial. 

907, One of the hottest items at the silent auc¬ 
tion preceding Barbara and Marvin Davis' 

Carousel of Hope Ball was lunch with Robert 

Shapiro after the trial— it went for $2,000, 

908, Wristwatches were manufactured with 

OJ/s picture on the face and a police car on 

one hand and a Bronco on the other. 

909, Because die defense team as well as the 
prosecution are sitting on The Leather Center's 

BodyBilt model chair, the company has taken 

the chairs on a nationwide promotional tour. 

920. Three weeks before the murders, O.J, played 

golf with President Clinton, 

921. Visited in jail by Billy Graham. 

922. When his 23-month old daughter died in a pool 

accident, he ran through the hospital screaming, 

"[Marguerite] murdered my child!" 

923. Carried on a long-term affair with America's 
Funniest People host Tawny Kitaen. 

924. Moo el Cheryl Lynn told the JEmpjffoerthat QJ. 

IrEed to make her his "sex slave" by bribing her with 

an apartment, a car, and cash. 

925. "Ail you have to do/r he told her, "ts make sure 

yoi/re available to me when I want you." 

926. Made the same proposal to model Rosie 

Garvin. "Don't worry, you'll still be able to fly back 

and see your husband from time to time, 

927. In prison, O.J. told Playboy playmate Heidi 

Mark, "Wait for me until I get out, because ! love you." 

928. OJ. started every day in prison by choosing 

from 25 neckties that were brought to Kim in a 

brown paper bag by prison guards. 

929. Continues to hold equity in the HoneyBaked 

Ham company. 

930. Two weeks after Nicole's murder, OJ. was 

still or the board of directors of the company that 

imports the Swiss Army knife, 

93 L A friend of Nicole's said that QJ/s children 

"don't know O.JJs in jail They thi nk thei r dad i s away 

helping police [find the murderer]/' 

932. Jose Menendez had been an executive at 

Hertz when O.J. was the spokesman. 

933, Allegedly, Lyle and Erik Menendez were such 

big fans that Jose and Kitty invited OJ, to dinner, 

and everyone hit it off. 

934, Misprison wing is known as"Celebrity Row," 

once housing Kelsey Gram me r, Sean Penn, and 

Christian Brando, 

935. Originally cast as The Terminator, but, said 

Orion Pictures exec Mike Medavoy, “People 

910. Playboy, which originally distributed 

"OJ. Simpson: Minimum Maintenance for 
Men", did not want to look like they were cap¬ 

italizing on the murders, made a deaf with the 

less shameful All Work Enterprises who re-re 

leased the tapes] complete with outtakes. 

911. Sony has inadverdantly gotten optimum 

product placement at the trial: a Sony monitor 

sits in view of the court cameras when witness¬ 

es testify. 
912. By february, 95, prices of "Canned 

Juice1' t-shirts, complete with OJ/s jail house 

photo had dropped 40% to $6.00, Charles 

Manson t-shirts continued to sell strongly. 

913. In one sentence during an interview on 

the Today Show, Alan Dershowttz managed to 

praise Simpson, plug his current book, "The 

Ah use Excuse," and drop the name of his pre 

vious book, "Chutzpah/' 

914. Some of the items for sale outside the 

LA courthouse; "Free the Juice" T-shirts, "No 

sidebar" buttons, orange scented "OJ," air 

wouldn't have believed a nice guy like O.J. playing 

the part of a ruthless killer," 

936. After beating her, OJ. wooed Nicole back by 

promising to void their prenuptial agreement "if ] 

ever willfully inflict physical injury on you hereafter." 

937. When his kids would stay with him after the 

divorce, he would fob them off on the ma:d whi ie he 

entertained women. 

938. He also cut his childrens' visits short, return¬ 

ing them just hours after their arrival. 

939. H e can petition to regain custody of them. 

940. Lawyers applied for a trademark on his name. 

94L He stands to make millions in the venture. 

942. Possible items include DJ. gloves and shoes. 

943. In Sept. 94, OJ. joked that he planned to be 

on the beach in Baja within a few months. 

944. Couldn't have Xmas decorations in his cell. 

945. But ordered 500 gift baskets of M rs, Beasley's 

cookies to be delivered to his friends. 

946. Requested special dishes from the jail chef. 

MBS Charitable Foundation Donors; 

947. Geraldo gave $10,000. 

943. Mo Excuses jeans gave $50,000. 

949. Bob Guccione gave $10,000 fas well as 51 

million worth of free advertising in his magazines.) 

950. The parent co. of the Enquirer gave $5,000. 

The most ironic quotes from OJ/s book; 

951. "! don't believe any good can come out of deceit" 

952. "I have not had a hug In...months/' 

953. " N icole always used to always say to me even 

after we split, "I love you/' 

954. "I don't believe in the legal system anymore." 

955. "Our justice system has gotten to the point 

where all that matters is winning." 

956. "My own lawyers are part of the system." 

957. "1 want justice." 

958. "Can there be any real justice?" 

959. "I'll be found innocent" 
960. "But the press will never leave me alone," 

fresheners, Judge 3to Jell-0 molds, chocolate 

"Camp OJ," suckers, bank checks bearing im¬ 

ages of Simpson in three poses, wrrstwatches 

with little police cars chasing a Bronco around 

a clock face, and a limited edition, non-nego¬ 

tiable OJ. Simpson defense attorney "credit 

card" with a limit of $25 million. 

915. The best-selling Halloween costume of 

1994 was an OJ, Simpson mask. 

916. OJ, trading cards Include a Ron Goldman 

card which features his drivers' license photo, 

917. OJ. signed a group of 300 football trad¬ 

ing cards while in jail, and they sold for around 

$1,000 each, 
918. Courtroom artist David Rose offered 

drawings he made at the Simpson hearings for 
$2,000 a piece. 

919. LA cookie maker Pam Whittle has been 

besieged with orders for cookies shaped like 

white Ford Broncos and black gloves. Whittle, 

who once did a Heidi Fleiss cookie, comment¬ 

ed: 'Thus is a strange business." 

143. Kardashtan picked OJ, up at the 

airport and drove him home the day after 

die murders. 

144. Several pieces of OJ/s luggage 

ended up at Kardashian’s home. 

145. Lire: they re-emerged, empty, in¬ 

side OJ/s closet. 

146* Kardashian was not an active-status 

lawyer at the time of the murders, but lie 

piiid the fees co reinstate his active status. 

147. By activating his status and be¬ 

coming a member of the Dream Team, 

Kafdsashian soLight to dodge testifying on 

the grounds of attorney-client privilege, 

148. O.J. took his golf clubs to Chicago, 

left them in the trunk of a I Iertz employ¬ 

ees car, then requested the dubs be flown 

to L,A, immediately, 

149. Rather than send someone to get 

the clubs, he and Kardashian went co the 

airport to retrieve them. 

1 50. If the knife had been in the golf 

bag, ir wouldn’t have set off the airport 

metal detector. 

151. When police tried to get docu¬ 

ments regarding OJ/s wife-beating from 

his office, he was blocked by one of the 

defense and a court-appointed master who 

was supervising the search of the office. 

152. When the officer returned three 

weeks later, OJ/s personal assistant, 

Cathy Rand a, had shredded them. 

153. Robcrc Shapiro claimed they were 

merely ‘'pamphlets" and “brochures/' 

Copyrighted m 
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JASON SIMPSON 
961* OJ/s son allegedly tried to strangle his 

girlfriend two months before the murders. 

ARNELLE SIMPSON 
962. OJ/s daughter lambasted the Browns af¬ 

ter they allowed Life magazine to photograph 

Justin and Sydney: uMy dad doesn't appreci¬ 

ate your exploiting Sydney and Justin. You're 

ruining their lives with all the publicity!" 

JILL SHIVELY 
963. Witness who told the grand jury that she 

had seen 0.J, fleeing the crime scene was nev¬ 

er called because she lied when she told the 

prosecution that she had not received money for 
telling her story to a tabloid. 

DENISE BROWN 
964. When the murders first occurred she pub¬ 

licly denied that Nicole had been battered: 

965. Stated: "If she was beaten up, she 

wouldn't have stayed with him." 

966. During the trial was spotted in an airport 

in Boston embracing mob-goon-turned-in for¬ 
mant Anthony "The Animal" Fiato. 

ROSA LOPEZ 
967. After a weeping Rosa told the court that 

her daughter told her "If 1 came to testify, she 

didn't want me In her home/' the court was del¬ 
uged with job offers for the perjurer, as well as 

offers of food, cars and other gifts, 

968. Having promised repeatedly she would 

remain in LA, fled to the safety of her native El 
Salvador 

969. Yelled at reporters who swarmed around 

her house: "Get away from my house! I'm com¬ 

ing here tired of the courts. !'m coming here 

tired of so much injustice. Don't bother me. E 

dont want to see you/' then added an odd¬ 
sounding curse directed at the reporters' 

mothers. 
970. Shortly after insulting the 

press, she calls a press confer¬ 

ence in her home town of 

Sensuntepeque. 
971. "I have worked with 

much honor/" she told the 

crowd, 
972. Rumored to be engaged 

to a 28-year-old ventriloquist 

from Baltimore, who saw her testify on TV, fol¬ 

lowed her to El Salvador, where they met and 
fell In love. 

MARY ANNE GERCHAS 
973. Potential star witness for the defense ar¬ 

rested for making fraudulent statements on a 

credit application to buy a car. 

974. In his openin ; .-atements, Cochran had 

boasted that 

Gerchas would 
testify that she 

had seen four 

men—none of 

them OJ.—near 

the murder scene 

on the night of 

the killings. 

975. 34 civil 

cases have been 

filed against 

Gerchas in recent 

years. 
976. Has passed 

over $10,000 in 

977, His ex-wife, Kris, is now married to 

Bruce Jenner, 
978, His ex-fiancee, Denise Halicki, has been 

spotted in Hollywood holding hands with Lee 
Iacocca. 

979, On OJ/s incarceration: "It makes me 

sick every time I go down there. We can't have 

any contact I want to hug him, I want to show 

him I care. But it's very difficult", 
957. Asked the LARD for protection after re¬ 

ceiving kidnapping threats. 

9B0. 0.J, "best friend" on Faye 

Resnick's book: "I'm glad I'm not her 
best friend." 

KEITH ZLOMSOWITCH 

981. Told the grand jury that 
Q.J. spied on he and Nicole as 
she gave him a blow job on her 

couch. 

982, Claims three separate inci¬ 

dents in which 0J, stalked Nicole, 

FAYE RESNICK 

983, Her book "Nicole Brown 

Simpson: The Private Diary 

of a Life Interrupted" 
unseated the 
Pope's book at 
the top of the 

bestseller list. 

Among the 

many claims her 
book makes: 

984. According 

to her book, her 

house is deco¬ 

rated in gold-leaf and black, zebra skins, and 

black and gold Roman and Egyptian chairs, 

a black and gold bedroom, and a black and 

gold bed. 
985. Claims her stepfather regularly beat her 

as a child for wetting her bed, 

986. The one-time freebase coke addict on 

drugs: "I had a cocaine problem. But anyone 
who takes crack is 

out of their minds. 

It is a vicious 
street drug and 

they should seek 

help," 

987, Her co-au¬ 

thor, Mike 
Walker told a 

press conference 
that part of the 

proceeds of their 

book would go to 

0J. and Nicole's 
college fund, 

988, Dubious 

charity cofounder 

Denise Brown on 

the professed char¬ 
ity of Walker & Resnick's: "That is a lie. We 

don't know anything about that," 

989. Lou Brown, Nicole Brown Simpson's fa¬ 

ther, on Faye's book: "T-R-A-S-H," 
PAULA BARBIERI 
990. Vogue and Victoria's Secret model. 

991. Collagen injected lips to make her look 

more like Julia Roberts for OJ„ 

992. The white Bronco Simpson bougnt her 

prior to the murders was stolen. 
993. Police recovered the vehicle and found 

inside a notebook containing a log of Nicole's 
daily routine, 
994. Was hanging out with Michael Bolton on 

the night of the murders. 

995. Didn't visit OJ, in prison until August 

23. 
996. Her visit just happened to coincide with 

the date her Playboy photo spread was hitting 

the stands and when she had just finished her 

movie project, The Dangerous, in which she 

plays a battered mistress. 

997. OJ/s son Jason kicked Barbieri out of 
OJ/s mansion, where she had been living since 

0 J.'s incarceration, after he found her there 
with two men. 

998. Romantically linked to producer Jon 
Peters. 

999. Reported to be worried that OJ, will 

stalk her if he gets out of jail. 

1,000. OJ. once suggested they have 3-way 

sex with AI Cowlings. 

1,001. Friends estimate that OJ. gave ^aula 
over $80,000 worth of gifts in their 2 year re 

lationship prior to the murders. 

bad checks. 

ROBERT KAR 
DASHIAN 

intelligent human counterpart. 



506. 'Must when you thought we couldn't have any¬ 

thing crazier happen/' says I to, 

507. Fuhrman calls Sto's wife, Polite Capt. 

Margaret York, a "fat slob" who "sucked her way to 

the top." 

508,3 to nearly weeps as he announces that he might 

have to recuse himself from the Fuhrman tape deci¬ 

sion and possibly the case, "I love my wife dearly, 

and I am wounded by criticism of her." 

509. The Dream T earn reacts w th il I-concealed glee 

to the Fuhrman revelation. "This is a blockbuster!" 

gloats Johnnie Cochran." This is a bombshell) This is 

perhaps the biggest thing 

that's happened in any 

case in this country in this 

decade, and they (prose¬ 

cutors) know it They've 

got to face up to it/' 

5X0, Clark: "I'm not 

saying that Psflark 

Fuhrman should be paint¬ 

ed as a god or hero/' she 

said. "But he's no critical 

witness*" 
5X1. Fuhrman on July 

28,1994: "l am the key 

witness in the trial of the 

century. If [ go down, 

their case goes bye-bye." 

512. Cochran adds, 

"That's what (prosecutors 

are) faced with, bye-bye." 

513. [to sends the decision on how much, if any, of 

the Fuhrman tapes to admit into evidence to another 

judge due to a possible conflict of interest. "I sup¬ 

pose I won't get a Christmas card from the judge who 

gets this case," he adds ruefully. 

514* The Fuhrman tape- decision i-s sent id Superior 

Court Judge James Bascue to ass gn to another 

judge. While six of OJ/s lawyers gather closely to¬ 

gether, Bascue Quips, "ft looks like a huddle, doesn’t 

it, Mr, Simpson?" "Yeah/' DM, replies, "But I don't 

get to play." Bascue slyly concludes, "Not yet.,J 

515. Judge Bascue names Judge John Reid to de¬ 

cide the admissibility of the Fuhrman tapes. When 

Cochran pleads with the judge for one last chance to 

speak, Reid counters, "Mr. Cochrarr, have you ever 

said just one more thing?" 

516. When Marcia Clark says she would be "sad" 

if Reid had to waste hours reviewing the Fuhmnajn 

tapes, he chuckles wryly: "Qhr don't shed a tear for 

me, ] think 391 be able to handle it." 

517. Clark requests that I to be removed from the 

case altogether due to conflict of interest. 

518. 8/16/95 The prosecution pulls an about-face 

and drops its bid to have fto replaced, 

519. Fuhrman's lawyer, Robert Tourtelot, insists 

that his Client did not lie On the witness Stand and 

doesn't need to worry about being called back to tes¬ 

tify. "At this point, I don't believe that (Fuhrman) 

has any reason for concern/1 Tourtelot fantasizes. 

"Based on what he has told me, all of this was con¬ 

ferences for a screenplay. That’s all/' 

520. 8/17/95 Fingerprint expert Gilbert Aguilar 

tells Cochran that numerous sets, of fingerprints at 

the crime scene could not be matched with any known 

sample, including O.J.'s 

521. Darden asks Aguilar: "You 'wouldn't expect a 

person wearing leather gloves to leave any finger¬ 

prints, would you?" 

522. Anthony Pel I tea no, an investigator employed 

by Fuhrman, tells reporters that the detective suffered 

"a mental block" when he denied under oath that he 

had used a racial epithet in the past decade. "I mean, 

when someone asks you a question like that, some¬ 

times you don't — you block out everything except 

what you think you hear," claims Pel tea no. "That's 

what happened." 

523. 8/18/95 Defense investigator Pat McKenna 

brusquely rejects Garcetti's claim that it was prose¬ 

cutors who first learned of the Fuhrman tapes, saying 

"That's b,s, He couldn't find a Mick in Dublin." 

524, 8/21/95 D.J.'s team of more than twelve 

lawyers submit legal requests for the admissibility of 

the Fuhrman tapes that are so sloppy that Ito refus¬ 

es to consider them, 

525, "Given the fact that there are more than a 

dozen attorneys working for the defense," lto ad¬ 

monishes, "it is not too much to ask that there be 

some basic correlation between the quoted proffer, 

the reported transcript and the audio tapes. The prof¬ 

fer is incoherent. It will not be further considered by 

this court in its current form." 

526, 8/22/95 Prosecutor Hank Goldberg calls the 

defense "meshuga." 

527, Sheck leaps to his feet and insists the pronun¬ 

ciation is "meshugana," 

528, Ito agrees with Scried:. 

529, According to the Random House Dictionary of 

the English Language, both are correct. 

530, While introducing Lee, Barry Scheck mistak¬ 

enly describes one of Lee's awards as recognition for 

his work as a "extinguished criminal/' 

531.8/23/95 Lee proceeds to demonstrate the art of 

blood pattern analysts by spattering red ink on sheets 

of white paper. 

532. 8/25/95 Ito welcomes the jury into court by 

announcing "a dubious record" ■ they have been se¬ 

questered for 728 days, longer than any trial seques¬ 

tration in the history of California, 

533. 8/29/95 ito airs the Fuhrman tapes in open 

court, but without the jury present. 

534. Even Fuhrman's private investigator, Anthony 

PeHicano, who had long asserted that Fuhrman was just 

role playing, calls his client's comments reprehensible, 

535. Rumors circulate that the prosecution has spy 

satellite photos of QJ/s house at the time of the mur¬ 

ders, and there is no Bronco parked there. 

536. 8/31/95 After Ito's decision to bar all but two 

of Fuhrman's racial slurs from testimony, Cochran 

accuses Ito of being part of a police conspiracy to 

frame 0J, 

537. 9/1/95 When Darden complains that Ito is 

"jamming" (rushing) the prosecution, Etc- replies, 

"You're being jammed because l got a jury who's go¬ 

ing nuts." 

538. Ito on the jurors 

seasickness on a trip to 

Catalina Island: "The 

jury, I'm told are not 

happy campers* 

Apparently, they came 

back from Catalina 

barking at the seals," 

539* Robert Tourtelot, 

Fuhrman's lawyer de¬ 

clared his disgust with 

Fuhrman and quit citing 

reasons that are "person¬ 

al but no doubt obvious." 

540. 9/4/95 Before tes¬ 

timony began, a woman 

carrying a manila enve¬ 

lope ran lo the hench 

and screamed: "1 have a 

message to you from God: 

God wants you to play the tapes!" 

541* After her damning testimony against Mark 

Fuhrman, hearsay witness Kathleen Bell tells people 

in the hallway that she thinks QJh is "guilty in a 

big way/' 

542. 9/6/95 Fufirmnn pleads the Fifth on all ques¬ 

tions asked by the defense. 

543. Cochran crows that Fuhrman's perjury proved 

O.j, innocent: "What more does anyone need out 

there?" 

544. Darden attacks Laura Hart McKinnyte character, 

call ng bora soft-core pornography and a bigot herself. 

545. Darden hints that McKinny and Fuhrman were 

romantically involved. 

546. 9/7/95 Ito denies a defense request to intro¬ 

duce allegations that Fuhrman had painted a swasti¬ 

ka on a colleague's locker and that he had 

commented on Nicole's "boob job.” 

547,9/11/95 Cochran threatens to call a "startling" 

new defense witness: an ex-FBI agent who testified in 

the World Trade Center Bombing case that he had 

been forced to doctor evidence. He has no connection 

to the Simpson case whatsoever. 

548.9/19/95 Defense calls their last two witnesses, 

mob rate Larry (Larry Rome) Fiato and Anthony 

(Tony the Animal) Fiato, whom Shapiro asks about 

an alleged affair with Denise Brown. 

549. 9/20/95 After yet another argument. Ito lei Is 

the lawyers: "The jurors are snickering at you. They 

think this is all pretty silly on your part/' 

550* Ito storms off the bench: "It's astonishing 

what we have sunk to here." 

Sources: Los Angeles Times, New York Times, New 
York Post, Vanity Fair, The JVftv Yorker People, The 

National Enquirer. 

"Where did he hide the knife?" wonder Cochran and Shapiro. 
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Interviewers of late have been grappling rather awkwardly with the 

subject of sexual orientation. Here's a suggestion for them: if you really want to know whether a 

male celebrity is gay, why not start by asking him about it To begin with, when Michael Shnayerson 

braces gay fens, we have to wonder: does interviewed Keanu Reeves for the 

August sssue of Vanity Fair, he clearly 

did not want to know anything about the 

Speed star's sexual identity. And clearly 

he did not ask. He was, however, quite 

mindful of being hip ro the rumor of an 

alleged marriage between Keanu and 

David Geffen, So he forced himself to in¬ 

clude in his article a short 

section—not about Keanu's 

sexuality—but about the 

'speculation about Keanu's 

sexual i ty," 

“So, about this Geffen 

business/’ Shnayerson grilled. 

To which Keanu replied, 

"I'vtL never met the man/' 

And that wras pretty 

much the end of that, ft is 

safe to assume, after all, that 

if Reeves and Geffen never 

met, they probably were not, 

in fact, married. But just be¬ 

cause Keanu didn't marry 

David Geffen doesn’t mean 

he isn't gay. (If you were gay, 

wou Id you marry David 

Geffen?) 

Not to lie denied the an¬ 

swer to a question he never 

asked, however, Shnayerson 

persisted: “Wouldn't it be 

useful to shoot the rumors 

down cold?" 

To which Keanu more or less re- 

sponded, “No, it would not be useful/3 

Never mind. Out magazine was fea¬ 

turing Keanu at almost the same time, 

and if any interv iewer was going ask the 

question, surely he or she would be from 
a “gay" publication. 

Well, not exactly, lief ore Outs Tim 

Allis got around to quoting from his “ex¬ 

clusive" interview with Reeves, he ex¬ 

plained that Keanu has “caught the eye 

of gay men/ captured the imagination 

of women and men alike/' and, later, "ap¬ 

peal {ed] to gay people as well as 

straight.” Which, one supposes, is not 

useless information; at least we know 

that some of Keanu's fans are gay. 

BUT THAT/S ABOUT as far as we 

get, because, speaking of fens, the rest of 

Allis's interview reads like a ’90s version 

of Who s On First?": 

Allis: “So even as he willingly cm- 

gay mean anything to Reeves? [And what 

docs that mean?] Docs he have any use for 

the words 'straight,' gay/ 'bisexual? Arc 

these ideas—realities—he respects?" 

Reeves: Yeah l do. I do indeed—! guess. 

1 mean, if seems to he sometimes a battleground 

for people; it seems to be some people’s litres some¬ 

times. And it is and it isn’t... 

f\t< What would be the 

best thing about being 

straight, aside from the sex?’ 

Straight? I guess I can't even 

look at it like that\ You mean 

what would I say to someone who's 

gay about what j the best thing 

about being straight? 

“Right? 

But wouldn't whatever that 

thing is be the best thing for be¬ 

ing gay as well?... 

Note Allis's use of the 

phrase “would be —as in, 

'What would be the best thing 

about being straight, if you um 

straight?' Docs he know sonic- 

thing we don't? Also, wouldn t 

it have been much simpler for 

Keanu to respond by saying: a) 

“Do you mean, what is the best 

thing about being straight?” or 

b) ”1 am straight"? 

According to Outs cover 

and feature headline, Keanu was sup¬ 

posed to “set the record straight,” But 

thanks to their ask-without-asking inter¬ 

viewer, we still don't know if he is gay (or 

straight, or bisexual). All we know is that 

he probably has use for the word (or idea, 

or real icy), and that both he and Allis have 

a firm grasp of the conditional tense. 
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If asking "Are you gay?” is too dif¬ 

ficult* perhaps writers should dispense 

with sexuality questions altogether. 

Turns out you really don’t even need 

them, if all you want to do is perpetuate 

the uncertainty about so-and-so's orien¬ 

tation. Try emulating* for example, 

Michael Gross's profile of Richard Gere 

in the July issue of Esquire, 

Describing Gere as 'a little bit 

Brando, a little bit Dean, a whiff of Clift" 

(whom he cleverly places in order of in¬ 

creasing gay ness). Gross tells us that, in 

spite of Gere sM hom osexua i r w i nges,"' he 

is, in fact, "aggressively heterosexual/’ 

But then he goes on to regurgitate pages 

of little gay facts intermingled with lit¬ 

tle straight facrs: Gere’s summer-stock 

job in Province town (where he slept with 

a woman); his apartment flanked by gay 

bars near the Hudson River (which he 

shared with a woman); his many gay 

roles (which fostered an image—nor a re¬ 

ality—of "sexual ambiguity”); and the 

Tumors of his secret gay life" (which he 

won’t deny, chough his friends will). 

Gross interviews Gere* but never 

asks him if lie s gay. He does, however* 

quote someone eke who’s asked him if 

he's gay, to which Geres only response, 

for some reason, was unzipping his pants. 

He also quotes an anonymous source 

(whom he names Hermes"), in addition 

to Gere s close friend* photographer Herb 

Ritts (who is gay)* and his agent Ed 

Limato (who is also gay). 

NONE OF THIS REALLY means any¬ 

thing, of course—other than the possi¬ 

bility that Gross and Gere are trying to 

confuse the hell out of us. In that case, 

readers might go back to Vanity Fair, 

where Gere was featured last January. 

Alas, nothing from VF's Leslie 

Bennetts* either. More talk about the ac¬ 

tors sexual ambiguity, more mentions of 

"the long-standing rumor, and more 

comments from Herb Ritts. 

Tiere refuses to answer on the record 

w bet her he's gay*" Bennetts writes. But 

did she ever ask him to answer on the 

record? How about oft the record? For all 

this talk about 'the record," nobody is 

really asking anyone anything. 

To be fair, the actor’s statements here 

are just as ambiguous as the writer's: 

"Cos mi rally, there's nothing wrong with 

being heterosexual, homosexual* or om- 

nisexual [!}/' Gere says, "The accusation 

is meaningless* and whether its true or 

false is no one’s business. I know who I 

am. What difference dots it make what 

anyone thinks.. T 

So. There's nothing wrong with be¬ 

ing gay {hut h he?), and if he is its no¬ 

body’s business. Anyway* since he knows 

who he is (gay?), it doesn't matter what 

anyone else thinks {maybe he's gay). 

Doesn't matter at all* in fact* since the 

"accusation" {that he’s gay) is meaningless. 

'If you start to take a defensive 

mode," Gere insisted* "and say* 'No, I’m 

not/ it gives credence to the idea that 

there's something wrong with it_" 

This particular response—not want¬ 

ing to say you’re not gay because of what 

that would say about people who are—is 

becoming ubiquitous. "[T]here's nothing 

wrong with being gay, so to deny it is to 

make a judgment/ says Keanu. “ I don’t 

think [being gay] is an indictment," a 

slightly more irked Tom Cruise told 

Kevin Sessums in Vanity Fair last fall. 

Qf course, Cruise* like Reeves, can¬ 

not be blamed for ducking a question he 

was never asked. It was Sessums who 

concluded that "Why do you think people 

keep whispering about your being gay?" 

and 'Do you think an actor can be open 

about his homosexuality and still be as 

giant a movie star as you ate?” would 

leave Cruise with no choice but to tell us 

whether he is gay. Or perhaps Sessums* 

like Shnayerson* never really wanted to 

know: statements such as "rumors in¬ 

volve the possibility that he is a closeted 

homosexual " (rumors are that he is a clos¬ 

eted homosexual) don’t exactly indicate a 

strong desire to force the issue. 

On the other hand, it was Cruise 

who responded to an unrelated question 

by saying* "{Ljaok ar all the stuff I've 

heard about myself: that I’m a misogy¬ 

nist. I’m a homosexual. I'm brainless. 

How can I be all of these things?’" 

Talk about ambiguous. In the first 

place* a person most certainly can be all of 

those things. And second, if he isn't all of 

those things, which one—or two—is he? 

Oh great. Now somebody’s gotta 

ask Cruise if he’s a brainless homosexual. 

—A 1 ichael Applebaum 
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Sup-er Shaper Oriels give you rttial nature may have 
neg;ecTeff 

AlsoavaiFabtewilh snap-m fly froni endowment c-ad to 
aocentua le you r manhood add £5 

Send tt>; flush Industries, Inc, Dept SB563RA 
75 Albertson Ave.. Albertson, N.Y .115^)7 

d? Super Shaper Padded Briefs Only £24 95 * SJ S&H 
| CH Sonus! Duy 2 lor only 539 9b plus $5 ship a hand 
n Snap-in Fly Froni Endowment Fa-d - Add S5 each 

| Speedy Wa^i Size_ 
IEndpMd Imd 5.___Sorry. r>o COD'S 

Or Charge It1 HVisa pMaslercard Exp 

j Card*_____ 
IhJ.^mp, -- 

Address__ 

| Cily. 

I 

State. Zip L Credit Card Customers: Call {516} 741-03-46 
BHH nuyh t™j Altj* *■ to 0 wedfci ttx deify*!-, !j 

PHOTO CREDITS: 

Cover: Roger E. Sandier/Mercury Pictures 
(OJ Head) 
Page 6: Roger E. Sandler/Mercury 
Pictures (OJ Head) 
Page 14-15: AP/Wide World (Clinton), 
Adam Scull/Globe Photos (Stewart), Jim 
Demetropulos/Retna (Simpson), Ewing. 
Galloway (far right mobster) 
Page 16: Neal Peters Collection (Lady 
Kier)r Doug Men uez/Saba (Gates), Steve 
Cohen/Celebrity Photo (Costner), Steve 
Granite/ Retna (Baldwin), Corrina Lecca 
(model) 
Page 22; AP/Wide World 
Page 24: Duncan Raban/AII Action/Retna 
(Crow), Steve Granite/ Retna (Fleiss), A, 
Savignano/Galella Ltd, (Baldwin), Everett 
Collection (Laurel), Eileen Miller/Slack 
Star (Donahue), Rick Friedman/Black Star 
(Gingrich), AP/Wide World (Gifford), Walter 
McBride/Retna (White), UPl/Bettmann 
(Marsalis) 
Page 26; Petemek/Sygma 
Page 30: Najlah Feanny/Saba 
Page 31: Globe Photos (left, right), 
AP/Wide World (center) 
Page 32-39: Stuart Goldman 
Page 44-45: Pascal Victor/stills/Retna 
(Tarantino), Steve Granite/Retna (Steel), 
Retna Pictures (Hulk) 

Page 48-49: AP/Wide World (left), Todd 
Brgelow/Black Star (top right), Sygma (bot¬ 
tom right) 
Page 50-51: Sygma (left, bottom right), 
Todd Bigelow/Black Star (top right) 
Page 52-53: Todd Bigelow/Black Star 
(top left, right), Roger E, Sandler/Mercury 
Pictures (bottom left) 
Page 54-55: Peter Miller/Si pa (left), 
Roger E. Sandler/Mercury Pictures (top 
right), Sygma (bottom right) 
Page 56-57: Todd Bigelow/Black Star 
(top left, right), Roger E. Sandler/Mercury 
Pictures (bottom left) 
Page 59: AP/Wide World (top), Sygma 
(bottom) 
Page 60; Sygma (top), Roger E, 

Sandler/Mercufy Pictures (bottom) 
Page 63: Sygma (top), Roger E. 
Sandler/Sipa (bottom) 
Page 64-65: AP/Wide World (top left), 
Todd Bigelow/Black Star (bottom left), 
Sygma (right) 
Page 67: AP/Wide World (top), Pool/Saba 
(bottom) 
Page 68: Todd Bigelow/Black Star- 
Page 76-77: David Fisher/LF! (Trump), 
David Allen/LGI (Bacall, Stewart), David 
Allocca/DMI (D1 Amato), Pic De Sota/LR 
(Wood), John Paschal/Celebrity Photo 
(Gates), Rex USA Ltd, (Princess Diana, 
Grant), Aubrey Reuben/LFI (Kennedy) 

CABLE TV 
Converters • Descramblers * Accessories 

Renting from your Cable Company is like 
money down the “Tube!" 

You Now Have A Choice.. .save 

money by purchasing your cable equipment. 
Access all premium and basic channels. 
We offer the lowest prices on all major 

brand names including Zenith, Jerrold, 

Scientific Atlanta, Tocom, and Pioneer. FREE 30 day trial 

period and 1 year warranty. 
. Call for your free catalog today 

So, if you are tired of the Add-on Cable Company 
rising cost of cable TV... 800/334-8475 

MasterCard * VISA AMX * COD 
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Blue star jncticates rush deli very! 

Ml 5-863-4801 
24 Hours a day! 7 days a week! 

■IM ^ NIGHTTIME 
VIDEOS " 

Thp honest cellecwn of adult video* 
you'll ever find The 'deal way for 

couples ta choose the perfect video 
for an evening al pyre pleasure. Sure 

to light the fres- erf passion! $3.$Q 

sivmjjs coupon plus Catalog $J,50 

■111 Video Sampler 
featuring 14 titfes 

+ cjakoig only $J4.75 

Convenient Credit Card Ordering! 

* - PH0NI ORPIIf! 

*" Mon. * FA. B ti.Mr - 9 p,m. P.SJ. 
Visa/MC only. No C.O,D, 

Have your credit cord number ready when you colls 

¥AX ORDERS! 

*A47 k VOYAGES' 

CATALOG GROUP 
Curious co satisfy youi sensuality’ 
We've dedicated over 10 yean to 
develop a collection of spidalfwd 

crOPC product* team .irounxj die- 
world, ^.itufafrion guaranteed, 

no questions asked Catalog 
Subscription. $ IQ savings Certificate 4 

F'R.EE video offer 5-1 0.00 

DON'T ms OUT OH THIS EXCITING OffM FROM 
TNI URGfST MfRtltfm OF ADULT CATALOGS! 

Purchase 4 or more catalogs or videos from this 
advertisement end receive a free subscription to 
intimate Treasures* Catalog of Catalogs - The 

ultimate collection of adult emtio products - mention 
ood*e 11207 whan ordering, Or to get Intormatiofi on 

more exciting Intimate Treasures* offer*, you can 
pyrcha&o a catalog subscription for only $5,00 (#350) I 

Moil orders: D.D.L, DI 1SPY1 10195 
P.O, Sox 77902, San Frnncisco, CA 94107-0902 

-I2S ★ AOAM -4 EVE 
Our mew tau'dg is picked with 

hundreds of products - the newest 

ADULT videos, sex toys, vibmtws. 
fantasy lingerie,tubes & more1 Wp've 

offered only the ben product! and 

excellent: service to 3 million satisfied 
Cutiom-crt for 25 yenrs1 Send for your 

catalog subscription and get a Sbr 
discount coupon £ a FREE ADUlT 

vldfci ffei Musi be 21 J3.00 

©7i 

■1*30 WRESTLING 
VIDEO CATALOG 

Nude pre A oil matches.Wmillug in 
oil r unde matches -Male strip dance 

videos The hottest stud mrustieFneni in 
stow, sensual matches. H page utalos 

with over 340 photos 54rD0 

K1- 
9 1 

•L? 

aM$ HOMEGROWN 

VIDEO CATALOG 

Over 4?i cities of real people having 

real sexFThe largest amateur 

selection Includes interest guide to 
choose the videos that satisfy you! 

Description s of every title, hundreds 

of photos, lot's more' $5.00 
*11*11 1 Hour preview 

video + FREE cfualiig 

Mu«t be fegil 4duk. *17.05 

"MOI AFTER DARK BY 
CALIFORNIA MUSCLE 

The most revealing, erotic, and 
enticingly provocative Oodywcnr styles 

For ■ isn.The Hottest designs tn Men's 

Club Wear, aodywi-jr and Lingerie 

styled to reveal every asset 
Phaiogmphed in full colar on beefy 

models. gift certificate with every 

catalog i I per household; $5-00 

D & J DISTRIBUTING 
Explodes with a revolutionary 

Offering *f over 400 sensational 
.dull vitfeQi .it ri'UiriL-ndous 

discounts presented m our 74 page 
all to or catalog Only S5.QC 

HOT ADULT VIDEO DEAL; 
4 hours of adult videos plus 
our cjt.iiog plus * 100 page 

air color erotic magaime 
SI 20 valor Only $27-75 

h f-i 

ny 
w .* i 

m£ 

-i 1 

*217 "k IMPULSE SALES 

We arc offering an exciting selection 
of over 331 qua‘.:y aduh videos at 

discounts, up to SfTii featured in our 
16-pagr ill tolor -riSog. $$,00 

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: 

i -t i 2-ht VH5 video, r .'itiltig plus t-roiic 

> /1 

1*1437 GAME LINK 
ELECTRONIC CATALOG 

The men Discreet c,i«lo£of all. 
Insert the 3-5" dlt< nto your PC & 

shop' Incredible SefectiOr, of top 
q.iiilrty Toys,accrtsories, videos ■ 

and CD-ROM's selected Specifically 
l-jr the gay conroissEtir $400 .' j. 

credited towards (rst ordei $4.00 

1  -  

'1690 NEW FACES, 
HOT BODIES 

Nasty college j,ir1s. sexy couples and 
exciting new performers in award 
winning solo, jjirl-gfrl, boy-gklP and 
threesome action, f reshness and 

quality are hallmarka af Starfar|ght 
Productions videos Catalog price 

ipplicd to purchase $3,00 
1 R9J Preview tape plus 

free ca Lai eg, $20,00 

"I4S3 ,i, ADULT FILM 
CATALOG 

12 issues }l die a 4 page “Coming 

Attractions".Video Age, Inc. since 
1701 she best in terwee. quality, S 

fir it r Home or the "4 oh 1” vnfco. 
Pour complete unedited vrdeos on 

one caswete for only $9 9$p 
Caca og subscription $1,00 

in 4-ort-l sample video! Four 
ADULT videos oh on* tape 

Almost 6 hours! Only 5t.¥5 

TOM OF FINLAND 

b-rated release! The hottest 
collection of mafe eroNCJi Doiens of 

books by Tom of Fmlmd. The Hun. 

Etienne, male S0-, pf&ysictut books, 
sexy cards, poseers.T-sh rts.rubber 

wear, sex mmik, underground 

videos S special source- fer'Thi.- 
Wild Ones ' IS pajje catalog $5,00 

ADULT VIDEO NEWS 
The ultimate euide to adult video! 

Ren ews of every adult feature, 

amateur specialty, etc, On che set 
gossip, new,, and more' Every rssue 
more Chan 150 pages, full color, hot 

sex nudity - Bc-h-nd the scenes + 

much more! Single issue $4.95 
I Yr.Subscription $19.95 

^99 ★ MALE INSTINCT7'4 

The rieweit and finest man 

to man -catalog often a wide 
selection of studly sex toys to fu/tfel 

yaur every manly desire Puir-p-s, 

nescraints, clamps, plugs, plus a tar^c 
video sefecuan. Catalog with 

5S coupon. 5S.00 
Preview Vitk-n 

+ free catalog $19,7$ 

■ 1(79 C.V.C, AMATEUR 
5 WINGERS 

See real people experience their 
sexual fantasy for your viewing 

enjoyment.We also have amateur 
Couples, Girls solo, Interracial, 

Lesbian, plus more. Over 5DO 

Amateur video s. Catalog $ 3. S 0 

2 Hour preview tape p!us 
free catalog only $ I 9,7$ 

■U07 ODYSSEY MEN 

One.stop shopping for adult rated 

videos S- sex toys 100-, of titles to 
choose from $3 .gets you our 

treehuri's PLUS $S coupon towards 
any future purchases! $3.00 

I Chi Chi LaRue's Award 
Winning HARD BODY 

VIDEO MAGAZINE Premiere 

Video 4 free brochure Introductory 
offer . $39,75 

1140 SPARTACUS 

ENTERPRISES 
Leather &5D equrpmenL, 

ball tays, restraint systems, and 
more The largest selection of nipple 

clamps anywhere. Direct from the 
manufacturer. -Prompt, courteous, 

discreet, and eonfidc-riTia! service. 
Catalog $5.00 

i BACCHUS RELEASING * rf 
A new, dx£illit£ ,ill ™ie erotic v«deo 

J- 
ratalojt offer from FIRE ISLAND, 1 J 

Offering a wide selection of full-length 
gay fentunci. solo artists and men 

HUNG you could dm for. A must far i 
the true gay video collector Price or 
cutil ig. refunded w th order $3.00 J r 

\ 9 
. ! 

mm 

jLfjjLil 

: i . Hi RARE GAY COLLECTION 
A mammoth colkcuon of antique 

gey erotica, ipanning nearly 50 years 

I Lis magnificent arthology fDatunes 
tht "lost priceless gay Films of 

all time As explicit and exdflns as 

the day your grandfather first 
saw dherr Catalog $5.00 

“(377 75 minute sarrt|sler 
^iij. free catalog $19.95 

Miiil ■-<rsli SvphI l«t rnlfltliili1 DI-TT: 

PhcfUL- I , J I 5-ftfi3-5lHl2 Mu; ,I,|V - |->h.|..l , ff .1 111 

1 SPY 1 1 o 1 95 PO fkn 77W2, Smi Frwiciifco, CA 94107- 0907 
n.in P.5.T * l-'itx s•! iJrii 4I?44J-4H(II 24 81■ -. 7 das s werk 

125 S 3.00 666 $ 19.95 1439 S 4-00 
12S S 3.50 937 $ 4 95 1453 s 3.00 
207 S 5.00 938 5 39.95 1792 s 5.00 
2B S S 19.95 1003 $ 9.95 1830 5 4.00 
31S s 14.95 1023 S 19.95 1890 S 3.00 
356 s 5.00 1207 s 1891 S 20.00 
503 s 5.00 1376 5 5.00 1899 s 3.50 
504 s 29.95 1377 S 19.95 1900 s 19.95 
647 s 10,00 j 1307 s 3.00 2124 s 3,00 
799 s 5.00 1380 s 39.95 2148 s 5,00 
665 $ 5.00 1402 s 5.0D 

To AdVtflihx; urn p.o, n«- T/tim?, 
Sun 1-ninciBca, CA BHOT-DW)? 

PaynwHl nv-ihm)- 

J Chedt 

_j Mi "icy i Ji 4rr 

j ~Til~ 

Trfal peipkrer ilcras oM 

TiNjJ li nf a' iL-jItl!■ I'fJcrcd: $ 

j 
W 

IVi^rs-Nins iharce. 

Tmal CMkhd 

2.50 

»4 L 

Fient nairw 

Li-i rumiL' 
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7:p 

iPft« * required fx ofl nedn orI ix^-I 

Make flwck nr money mder psahlr In 3nlicr.,ie Ttea*ures4'.l.! $ A Canadian 
nHfcrs uiilj L' $. fundi wily died i.Tdcfi mas k hr id 14 iljy ■ \IIpm, 4-fe m-uki 
Si i dr i . I ls mi biitlllJng llai *. imfi'if, 1 ten If s i lull I mil rut intuit ege 21 rvr 
uldrr and xislt |n vhh-'iiim- Uiw jinKiurfe iri tlu- privacy nf ms man hnnsc. 
Send ItK inluHlvylJun idvbl Visit culling Mtt ptwlutCi d«iJ milfen 
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Party Poop 

Rehearing for Put Your Lips 

Together and Blow, the musicalized 

version of her autobiography, 

Lauren Bacall runs through 

complicated dance steps with costar 

and Paul Reiser look-alike. 

At the summer's * M 

hottest event—The ™ 
Hamptons Celebrity Auction—airline 

magnate Richard Branson (left) takes home 

a tasty Ivana Trump (proving conclusively 

that you can get a good meal for under . 

$100); while Shaquille O'Neal shows A 

off his new $ 75/week houseboy (right), M 

Celebrities have their own way of mourning when one of their kind passes. Marking the occasion 

of Jerry Garcia's death are, from left to right: Martha Stewart (who inexplicably removed her 

shirt in public) and Mort Zuckerman (who thankfully didn't); an apparently stoned Sen, AI 

D'Amato, who tried to crash his way into the opening of the Rock 'nJ Roll Hall of Fame and was 

made to stand behind the ropes with the rest of the press hounds; and Ron Wood, who per- 

76 SPY NOVEMBER'DECEMBER l'm 
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Must be something in the lager: 

Kooky British sexcapaders 

Princess Di and Hugh Grant just 

can't keep their hands off them- 

seives—even in public! 

"'Sure, ad pages are important; but what the 
hetI am / going to put in the second issue?" 
A beer-soaked John Kennedy Jr. drowns his 

worries in a pitcher of Pabst, and remembers 

the good old days by wearing loud, outdated 

Collegiate necktie. 

NOV li M li IE R/I3 IK. l:. M Li f ■ K L 995 SPY"" 
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AFTER MIDNIGHT COLLECTION - A 
female sex therapist presents her SO page col¬ 
led ion of erolica selected espeaolty for women - 
with over 500 products, including the highest 
qualify sex toys, sizzling adult videos, and books 
to educate and arouse! Absolute confidentiality 
and satisfaction. Catalog $5.00 [applied toward 
first order). 

A 

ASIA BLUE - world's largest collection of 
imported videos and books. 85 all color pholo 
filled pages, including Japanimotion, fetish, 
nudism, America's sexiest home videos and a 
multitude more. A stunning collector's item. 
Privacy assured - ADULTS over 21 only, 
Catalog $4.00 
Awesome Imported Aslan Erotica Video 
Sample, $16.95. 

The LAST GASP Catalog is a quarterly mine 
of cutting edge literature, aver 2000 comix and 
graphix titles, 75 independent magazines, from. 
Zap Comix Id Charles Bukowski to the extremes 
of body manipulations, you can keep yourself 
informed and entertained without having to 
leave the comfort of your home, Rock n roll poet¬ 
ry and mind blowing graphics are available to 
anybody aver Tfl years of age. Call toll free for 
info: 1-800-646-4277, BROWSE THROUGH THE 
LAST GASP CATALOG @ our new website 
hfttp://www. woof.com/kist_gctsp html 
Qu arte r ly Cata log (64p p.) $2.00 
Yearly Catalog {1&4pp.) $5.00 

MIND CANDY EMPORIUM - The ultimate 
fetish and fantasy collection The most erotic in 
fetish clothing and adventure gear. The most 
sexual hard to find beaks and videos devoled to 
all fetishes including spanking, 8 and D and 
more from every corner of the globe 50 color 
pages. ADULTS only, $5.00. Super lingerie, 
imported Japanese fetish video, strong sexuality, 
$ 15 00 - a collector's item Privacy assured 

XANDRIA COLLECTION - Our 40-page 
catalog features the most exclusive colled ion of 
sensual products, dedicated fa communication 
and sensual well-being. Open the doors to new 

pleasures we each have within us For 21 years 
we've guaranteed. 100% confidentiality, quality 
and satisfaction $4 00 (applied 1 award first 
order], Must be 21 years old. 

A 
r 

i 

i 

order form 
Must be 21 years old lo order adull material. 

□ 1 After Midnight Collection Catalog 

□ 2a Asia Blue Catalog.... 

□2b Asia Blue Erotica Video Sample . 

□ 3a Last Gasp Quarterly Catalog _ 

_$5,00 33b 

.,..$4,00 J4a 

*..$16.95 Q4b 

....$2.00 35 

Last Gasp Yearly Catalog 

Mind Candy Emporium Catalog . 

Mind Candy Video Catalog 

Xandri a Collection .. 

. $5.00 

. $5*00 

$15*00 

. $4.00 

How to order from SHOP'O-MATIC; Please check the items you wish lo order. Mail order form and checker money order 
for the amount due plus $2 forS&H. U S funds only. Please allow 4 to 8 weeks for delivery. Readers ordering adult material are 
acknowledging to be an adult, age 21 or older, ordering for their personal use. 

I. have enclosed 5__ [subtotal] + $2.00 handling fee. Tolal Enclosed: $. 

Name _ 

Address_ 

City_____.State_Zip__ 

This order form expfrvs January 31, 1 996 

Send To; 

Spy Magazine, Shop-G-Matic 

PG. Box 1510, 

Clearwater, FL 34617-1510 

Coupon 5V T2/VS 
1 
I — 

J 
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“Changed My Whole life! 99 

HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS h the original, authentic, 
worfd-famous book on (tie subject with over 2 million 

copies \n print, 

Famous author Dan Green burg had this to soy about 
HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS; "HOW TO PICK UP GJRLS 

inspired me , < , and if you're a man and you read 
HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS you will probably be able 
to have dinner with a beautiful lody yog just met, 

even as 1 did. . * 

Of course, Dan's not (he only one who pic Led up o 
girl using our techniques. Here ore [us! a few com¬ 
ment from our scores of satisfied customers; 

I'll tell you, I surprised the hell out of myself By fol- 

/owing the guidelines set forth In the book, I picked 

up 7 girls frr the same nightclub on the some night. 
Granted the circumstances were a bit unusual, but i 

never would hove 'picked up' either one of them had 
i not read your book earlier that day . r . When Jf first 

sent off for the booh, 1 thought the price was a little 

high. But now I feel that it would be cheap at twice 
the price. 

Richard L, Calif. 

It works, t wasn't even halfway through it and I got a 

girl! Even my brother-^who ncrs taken out every girl 
in the world — said Wowl when he sow her, She and 
t are quite close already, 

A.W.j Moss. 

Just thought I'd drop you a line to let you know that 
your book changed my whole damn life. 1 don't know 
what kind of accomplishment that is, since I'm only 
,18 ond highly susceptible to change, but just hr the 

How To 
Pick Up Girls! 

Eric Weber’s World Famous Classic 

record, you did it. They're colling me now, if I don't 
call them, 

D, Taylor, Colorado 

Interviews With 25 Beoutifts/ Girls 
Ever since HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS was first pub¬ 

lished there have been dozens of slick-sounding imi¬ 
tations. One book even goes so far as to promise 

girls through hypnotism What a joke! Science has 

proven time and again you can'l gel a girl to do any¬ 

thing she doesn't wont to da No, the real way into a 
girl's heart is through chorm and imagination. And 
that's precisely why HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS can be 

such a hdp. HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS feateres inter¬ 

views with twenty-five young, hip, good-looking girls. 
They tell you, in their very own words., exactly wnol it 

takes to pick them up. For example, you will learn: 

* How to Mote Women Horny * How Jo moke shy 
ne^s work for you * Why a man doesn't have to be 
good-looking * How to be o bfg hit in clubs and 
bors. * Girls'" favorite places for getting picked up 
* Opening lines that never foil to get her attention 
* Arr ingenious, foolproof way to meet women at 

work, at school, on the street * How to use a smile to 

moke her feel worm ond sexual toward you * How to 

get girh to pick you up * and MUCH, MUCH, MORE 

Get the Original 
You don't want a book (hat promises you success with 

girls. You want ane that delivers, And year in and 
year out HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS has helped more 
men pick up more girls than any other book in the 

wodal Don't be fooled by second-rate imitations. Get 

the original. The Classic. The one that's oeen featured 
on over 200 radio and television shows. 

Think of it this way. A book doesn't sell 2 million 

copies by accident. Clever ads can fake you only so 
far, After that word of mouth takes over. And with 

over 2 million copies in print, men must be saying 
some pretty good things about HOW TO PICK UP 
GIRLS. As the young man said in ihe letter above, IT 
CAN CHANGE YOUR WHOLE DAMN LIFE! 

ORDER ALL 3 ITEMS AND SAVE A WHOPPING $25! ORDER NOW 1-800-631-2560 

How To Talk 
to Women 

Famous 90 min. Cassette 

Do you get tongue-tied around attractive women? 

World famous author Eric Weber is here to help with 

an amazing 90 minute cassette of his highly 

acclaimed New York City Course, You will learn 

• How to ""break the ice" with women * How to make 

a woman fedi loving * Why the most beautiful women 

are the easiest to meet * Conversation openers that 

don't sound corny * Places where women always out¬ 

number men * And so much more! To order "HGW 

TO TALK TO WOMEN1' send only $24.95 + $5.00 

41st Class Shipping). 

How to Make Love 
to a Single Woman 

Over 160 Informative Photos 

This famous best selling book con turn you into such o 

confident, masterful lover women will sense there is 

something special aboul you the instant you walk into a 

room. You will learn:* How to use your eyes to retax a 

woman's inhibitions * How to use your voice to intoxicate 

a woman * How to be genHe and sensitive with your 

date * How to tantalize her with a simple good-night kiss 

* How to get a woman la start fantasizing about you . . . 

and so much more. C^er 160 clear and informative pho¬ 

tographs show you exactly haw to help your date expert 

ence the most satisfying relationship possible. Order 

today and become the kind oF mon all women are 

attracted to. $19.95 + $5.00 (1 st Class Shipping], 

Symphony Press Inc,, T-800-631-2560 or Fax: 1*908-367-2426 

« m ORDER COUPON mb — 

* Moil checlc or money orderto: * 
Symphony Press, Inc. Dept, SP10 
PO. Box 7030, Brick, NJ 08723 

J I want to okR up gids without even trying. Please 

send me HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS Hghl away. 
Tve enclosed SI9.95+$5.00 shipping. 

I wont to projeef total sexual confidence, Please 
send me HOW TO MAKE LOVE TO A SINGLE 
WOMAN right away. I've enclosed $19.95 + 

$5.00 shipping. 

□ I want to charm women, Please send me the 
cassette HOW TO TALK TO WOMEN, 1 want to 
have more sexual confidence. I've enclosed 
524.95 + $5.00 shipping. 

Order All 3 Save S25.00! 
□ 1 want to have total success with women, Pico sc 

send me all three books right away. Yw enebsod 

only $53.95 complete. SHIPPING 1$ cfffE! 

Charge my cord: G AMEX G VISA J MC 

Credit Cord No---_-_-_ 
Exp. Date______.___ 

Cardholders may charge by phone: 

1-800-631-2560 
or Fax: 1 -90S-367-2426 

Marne- ______ 

Street: ____ 

City/Stotc: LAllow 2-4 weeU W delivery. Canadian residents odd 2Qtfe, _ 
Ali BOOKS ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED. I 

■i ■ mm m mm wmm mam 
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Available at record stores everywhere, or order direct from SPY Headquarters by sending a check or 

credit card information (with signature and expiration date) for $11,96 CD or $7,96 Cass, per title plus S3.DO 

Vol. 1: 
Spy Music 

Sleep safer at night with 
12 classic spy songs, 
including the themes 
from Peter Gunn* 

Mission Impossible* 
Goldfinger^ as well as 
“Secret Agent Man," 

4 4 A g en t Don b I e - O- 
Soul," and More, 

Celebrating 16 Years of Music 

Flayed at Reasonable Volumes. 
m-' 

Vol. 3: 
Soft, Safe & 

Sanitized 
Rock 'n* roll without 

the “rock" (or the ‘‘roll" 
for that matter), Mel 

Tor me sings Donovan, 
I’he Lettermen sing The 
Doors, Pat Boone sings 

Little Richard ... 
twelve spoonfuls of 

mayonnaise for your 
ears. 

Vol. 2; 
White Men 
Can't Wrap 

Twelve stoopid priat 
jams tracing the roots of 

\v hite rap. Includes 
Lome Greened original 
gangsta classic “Ringo," 

C.W. McCall s 
“Coitv&y," and more. 

It’s like Ice Cube 
without the 4ice," 

shipping td SPY Music, 49 E. 21 st SL, New York, NY 10010. New York residents must include sales tax. 
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Who says smokers and nonsmokors ran t pari) together? 

For Benson & [ledges 100's, let’s rise to the occasion. 

BENSON & HEDGES 100’s 

THE LENGTH YOU GO TO FOR PLEASURE 

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking 
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health. 

Finallyr o welcome *ign far both smokers and nonnmokert. 

Call 1-800-494-5444 For more information. 

C Philip Morris Inc 1995 

1 & mg 'tar,” 1 1 mg nicotine av. pet cigarette by FTC method 
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